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Abbreviations  

AC              adenylyl cyclase  

AMPA        -amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate receptors  

ANOVA       ANalysis Of VAriance  

ARI             aripiprazole 

ATPase      adenosine triphosphatase  

BSA           bovine serum albumin  

CaMK        calcium/calmodulin dependent kinase  

cAMP        cyclic adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate   

CGP          CGP 54626, antagonist of GABAB receptor 

CNS          central nervous system  

CRE          cAMP regulated element  

CREB        CRE-binding protein  

D1R, D2R    dopamine D1 receptor, dopamine D2 receptor  

DAG           diacylglycerol  

DARPP-32    dopamine and cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein of 32kDa  

DAT          dopamine transporter  

DNA          deoxyribonucleic acid  

DNS          donkey serum 

DTT           dithiothreitol  

ERK           extracellular signal-regulated kinase   

EPSC         excitatory postsynaptic currents  

fEPSP        field excitatory postsynaptic potential  

FMR1         fragile X mental retardation 1  

FR              fixed ratio  



FRET          Förster resonance energy transfer  

GABA         -aminobutyric acid  

GADPH       glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase  

G-protein     guanine protein  

GDP             guanosine diphosphate  

GEF             guanine exchange factor  

GP               glopus pallidus   

GPCR         guanine nucleotide binding protein receptors  

GRK           GPCR kinase  

GSK3          glycogen synthase kinase 3  

GTP            guanosine triphosphate  

HFS            high frequency stimulation  

HRP            horseradish peroxidase  

IP 3             inositol (1,3,4) triphosphate  

LFS             low frequency stimulation  

LTD             long-term depression  

LTP             long-term potentiation  

MAP            mitogen activated protein  

MAPK          MAP kinase  

mEPSC       miniature excitatory postsynaptic current  

mGluR        metabotropic glutamate receptor  

MAO           monoamine oxidase  

MEK            MAPK kinase  

MSN            medium spiny neurons   

OKA            akadaic acid, an PP2A inhibitor 



O/N             over night  

PAGE          polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis  

PAM            positive allostoric modulator  

PBS            phosphate buffered saline  

PET             positron emission tomography   

PIP 2            phosphatidylinositol diphosphate  

PI3K            phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases  

PKA             protein kinase A  

PKC             protein kinase C  

PLA 2           phospholipase A 2   

PLC             phospholipase C  

PP1             protein phosphatase 1  

PP2A           protein phosphatase 2A 

PPR             paired pulse ratio  

QUIN           quinpirole, agonist of D2-like receptors 

RT                room temperature  

RACL           raclopride, antagonist of D2 receptors 

SDS             sodium dodecyl sulfate  

SN               substantia nigra  

SP                substance P  

STN              subthalamic nucleus  

SUL              sulpiride, antagonist of D2-like receptor 

TBS              tris buffered saline  

TB                tris buffer without saline 

TRP             transient receptor potential   



TH              tyrosine hydroxylase  

VTA            ventral tegmental area  
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"#$%&"'%!

%()!*+,-./0)12/3!4546).!(-4!7))0!6()!8+394!+8!.93(!1)4)-13(!*91/02!6()!,-46!

4):)1-;! *)3-*)4! .+46;5! 7)3-94)! /6! /4! 7);/):)*! 6+! 7)! /0:+;:)*! /0! 4):)1-;!

,-6(+;+2/3-;! 3+0*/6/+04! 493(! -4! <-1=/04+0 4! */4)-4)>! 43(/?+,(1)0/->! %+91)66) 4!

450*1+.)>! -4! @);;! -4! /0! *192! -794)A! ";;! 6()! 8/:)! 49765,)4! +8! *+,-./0)! BC"D!

1)3),6+14! 7);+02! 6+! 6()! 8-./;5! +8! 6()! EF,1+6)/0! 3+9,;)*! 1)3),6+14! BE<'&4DA!

".+02! 6().>! CG! 49765,)! -1)! 6()! ,1/.-15! 6-12)6! 8+1! -;;! =0+@0! -06/,453(+6/3!

*1924! B-06-2+0/464D! -0*! *1924! 94)*! 6+! 61)-6! <-1=/04+0 4! */4)-4)! B-2+0/464DA!

H08+1690-6);5>! 6()! -06-2+0/46/3! )88)364! +0! CG! 1)3),6+14! -;4+! );/3/6! 4)1/+94! 4/*)!

)88)364A!%()!;+@!;/-7/;/65!+8!4/*)!)88)364!+8!6()!0)@)46!2)0)1-6/+0!+8!-06/,453(+6/34!

B-1/,/,1-?+;)D! /4! ,1+,+4)*! 6+! 7)! 7-4)*! +0! 4);)36/:)! CG! 1)3),6+1! 89036/+04>!

(+@):)1!8916()1!):/*)03)! /4!0))*)*!6+!49,,+16!6(/4!(5,+6()4/4A! I0!+91!469*5>!@)!

+74)1:)*!-!:-1/-7;)!,1+,)165!+8!-1/,/,1-?+;)!+0!CG!-96+1)3),6+14! /0!1)4,+04)!6+!

3(-02)4!+8! 6()! )J61-3);;9;-1!C"! 3+03)061-6/+0>!@(/3(! /4! 3+04/46)06!@/6(! 6()! CG!

1)3),6+1! 4);)36/:)! 89036/+0 ! +,/0/+0A! K0! 6()! +6()1! (-0*>! 6()! 3+03),6! +8! 6()!

()6)1+.)1/?-6/+0! 7)6@))0! 3+;+3-;/?)*! E<'&4! (-4!7))0!@/*);5! -33),6)*! -0*! /4!

4922)46)*! 6+! 7)! -! 0)@! 8/);*! 8+1! 6()1-,)96/3! /.,1+:).)06A! %(94>! 6()! 469*/)4!

3+03)10/02!6()!/*)06/8/3-6/+0!+8!0)@!,-/14!+8!()6)1+.)14!1);-6)*! 6+!CG!1)3),6+14!

.-5! 71+-*)0! 6()!,(-1.-3+;+25!+8! 6()!*+,-./0)12/3! 4546).A! I0! 6(/4! 6()4/4>!@)!

8+90*!89036/+0-;!31+446-;=! /0!6@+!,-/14!+8!E<'&4L!7)6@))0!E"#"#!-0*!CG&>!-0*!

7)6@))0!+1)J/0FM!-0*!CG&A!";6(+92(!+91!1)49;64! /0*/3-6)!6()!,1+7-7/;/65!+8!6()/1!

()6)1+.)1/?-6/+0>! 8916()1! 469*/)4! -1)! 46/;;! 0))*)*A! C+,-./0)! /4! 3193/-;! /0! 6()!

71-/0!1)@-1*! 4546).>!@(/3(! ,;-54! -0! /.,+16-06!1+;)! /0! *192! -**/36/+0A! '(1+0/3!

3+3-/0)! -*./0/461-6/+0! /4! @/*);5! 1),+16)*! 6+! -;6)1! 6()! *+,-./0)! CM! -0*! CG!

1)3),6+1!*)04/65!+1!-88/0/65>!-4!@);;!-4!6()/1! /06)1-36/+0!@/6(!+6()1!1)3),6+14A! I0!

+91!3+3-/0)!4);8F-*./0/461-6/+0!.+*);>!@)!8+90*!3(-02)4! /0!*+,-./0)!4546).!/0!

1)4,+04)! 6+! 6()! CG&! -2+0/46! N9/0,/1+;)! /0! 6()! ;+02F6)1.! -0*! 4(+16F6)1.!

@/6(*1-@-;!1-64A! I0!3+03;94/+0>!+91!1)49;64! /0!3+3-/0)!-*./0/461-6/+0! ).,(-4/?)!

6()! /.,+16-03)! +8! *+,-./0)! 4546).! /0! 3+3-/0)! -**/36/+0A! O+1)+:)1>! 6()!

89036/+0-;! 31+446-;=! +8! CG! 1)3),6+14! @/6(! +6()14! E<'&4! .-5! 49,,;5! 0)@!

,+44/7/;/6/)4! 8+1! *):);+,/02! /00+:-6/:)! 61)-6.)064! /0! *192! -794)! -4! @);;! -4! /0!

43(/?+,(1)0/-A!!
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&P$HOPQ!

P;! 4/46).-! *+,-./0R12/3+! (-! 4/*+! -.,;/-.)06)! )469*/-*+! )0! ;-4! S;6/.-4!

*R3-*-4>! ,1/03/,-;.)06)! ,+1! 49! /.,;/3-3/T0! )0! */:)14-4! ,-6+;+2U-4! 3+.+! ;-!

)08)1.)*-*!*)!<-1=/04+0>! ;-!)4N9/?+81)0/-!+!);!4U0*1+.)!*)!%+91)66)>!-4U!3+.+!

)0! );! -794+! *)! *1+2-4A! $)! (-0! *)431/6+! 3/03+! 4976/,+4! *)! 1)3),6+1)4! ,-1-! ;-!

*+,-./0-!BC"D>!6+*+4!);;+4!,)16)0)3/)06)4!-!;-!8-./;/-!*)!1)3),6+1)4!-3+,;-*+4!-!

,1+6)U0-4! E! BE<'&4DA! C)! )46+4! 3/03+! 4976/,+4>! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4! CG! 4+0! ;-! */-0-!

,1/03/,-;! *)! ;+4! -06/,4/3T6/3+4! B-06-2+0/46-4D! 5! 6-.7/R0! *)! ;+4! 8V1.-3+4!

96/;/?-*+4!)0!);!61-6-./)06+!*);!<-1=/04+0!B-2+0/46-4DA!C)4-8+1690-*-.)06)>! ;+4!

)8)36+4! -06-2+0/46-4! 4+71)! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4! CG! 3+0;;):-0! /.,+16-06)4! )8)36+4!

4)390*-1/+4! /0*)4)-7;)4A! W+4! -06/,4/3T6/3+4! *)! 09):-! 2)0)1-3/T0! B3+.+! );!

-1/,/,1-?+;)D!,1)4)06-0!.)0+4!)8)36+4!4)390*-1/+4>!()3(+!N9)!4)!(-!-61/79/*+!-!

*/8)1)06)! 4);)36/:/*-*! 8903/+0-;! 4+71)! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4! CG>! -90N9)! 4)! 1)N9/)1)0!

.V4! )469*/+4! ,-1-! 3+08/1.-1! )46-! (/,T6)4/4A! P0! 09)461+! 61-7-X+>! ().+4!

+74)1:-*+! */46/06-! -36/:/*-*! *);! -1/,/,1-?+;! 4+71)! ;+4! -96+1)3),6+1)4! CG! )0!

1)4,9)46-! -! 3-.7/+4! )0! ;-4! 3+03)061-3/+0)4! )J61-3);9;-1)4! *)! C">! ;+! 39-;! )4!

3+()1)06)! 3+0! ;-! (/,T6)4/4! *)! N9)! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4! CG! ,1)4)06)0!

A! <+1! +61-! ,-16)>! -369-;.)06)!)46V! 3-*-! :)?!.V4! -3),6-*+! );! 3+03),6+!

*)! ()6)1+.)1/?-3/T0! )061)! */46/06+4! E<'&4! N9)! 3+F;+3-;/?-0! )0! ;-4! ./4.-4!

.9)461-4! 6/49;-1)4>! 5! 1),1)4)06-! 90! 09):+! 3-.,+! ,-1-! );! */4)Y+! *)! .)X+1)4!

6)1-,/-4A! <+1! );;+>! ;+4! )469*/+4! */1/2/*+4! -! ;-! /*)06/8/3-3/T0! *)! 09):+4!

()6)1T.)1+4! N9)! /.,;/N9)0! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4!CG>! ,)1./6)! -.,;/-1! ;-! 8-1.-3+;+2U-!

*);! 4/46).-! *+,-./0R12/3+A! P0! )46-! 6)4/4! ().+4! +74)1:-*+! !"#$$%&'(! 8903/+0-;!

)061)! *+4! ,-1)4! *)! E<'&4L! )061)! CG! 5! E"#"#! ,+1! 90! ;-*+>! 5! )061)! CG! 5! );!

1)3),6+1FM!*)!K1)J/0-!,+1!+61+A!!"90N9)!09)461+4!1)49;6-*+4!/0*/3-0!N9)!)4!.95!

,1+7-7;)!N9)!-.7+4!,-1)4!*)!1)3),6+1)4!8+1.)0!()6)1T.)1+4>!4)!0)3)4/6-0!.V4!

*-6+4! ,-1-! 3+11+7+1-1;+A! W-! C"! )4! 3193/-;! )0! );! 4/46).-! 3)1)71-;! *)! ;-!

1)3+.,)04->!N9)!X9)2-!90!,-,);!,1/.+1*/-;!)0!);! 8)0T.)0+!*)!;-!-*/33/T0A! P46V!

*)431/6+!N9)!;-!-*./0/461-3/T0!31T0/3-!*)!3+3-U0-!-;6)1-!;-!*)04/*-*!5!;-!-8/0/*-*!

*)!;+4!1)3),6+1)4!CM!5!CG>!-4U!3+.+!6-.7/R0!49!/06)1-33/T0!3+0!+61+4!1)3),6+1)4A!

P0! 09)461+! .+*);+! *)! -96+F-*./0/461-3/T0! *)! 3+3-U0-! )0! 1-6-4>! ().+4!

)03+061-*+! 3-.7/+4!)0! ;-!1)4,9)46-! *);! 4/46).-! *+,-./0R12/3+! -;! -2+0/46-! CG!

N9/0,/1+;)>!*)4,9R4!*)!;-!-746/0)03/-!*)!3+16+!5!6-.7/R0!*)!;-12+!,;-?+A!P0!49.->!



09)461+4!1)49;6-*+4!4+71)!;-!-*./0/461-3/T0!*)!3+3-U0-!4971-5-0!;-! /.,+16-03/-!

*);! 4/46).-! *+,-./0R12/3+! )0! ;-! -*/33/T0! -! ;-! 3+3-U0->! 5! -*).V4>! );! !"#$$%&'()

8903/+0-;! N9)! ().+4! +74)1:-*+! )061)! ;+4! 1)3),6+1)4! CG! 5! +61+4! E<'&4! -71)!

09):-4!,+4/7/;/*-*)4!,-1-!);!*/4)Y+!5!*)4-11+;;+!*)!09):+4!61-6-./)06+4!,-1-!);!

-794+!*)!*1+2-4!-4U!3+.+!6-.7/R0!,-1-!;-!)4N9/?+81)0/-A!
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&P$HO!

P;! 4/46).-! *+,-./0Z12/3! (-4! )46-6! .+;6! )469*/-6! )0! );4! *-11)14! -054>!!

,1/03/,-;.)06! *)296! -! ;-! 4):-! /.,;/3-3/T! )0! */:)14)4! ,-6+;+2/)4! 3+.! ;-!.-;-;6/-!

*)! <-1=/04+0>! ;-! )4N9/?+81Z0/-! +! ;-! 4U0*1+.)! *)! %+91)66)>! -/JU! 3+.! 6-.7R! )0!

!*)431/6!3/03!4976/,94!*)!1)3),6+14!,)1!;-!*+,-./0-!BC"D>!

6+64!);4!N9-;4!,)16-05)0!-! ;-! 8-.U;/-!*)!1)3),6+14!-3+7;-64!-!,1+6)[0)4!E!BE<'&4DA!

4!CG!4+0!;-!*/-0-!,1/03/,-;!*);4!-06/,4/3\6/34!

B-06-2+0/46)4D! /! 6-.7R! *);4! 8]1.-34! 96/;/6?-64! )0! );! 61-46-.)06! *);! <-1=/04+0!

B-2+0/46)4DA! O-;-91-*-.)06>! );4! )8)36)4! -06-2+0/46)4! 4+71)! );4! 1)3),6+14! CG!

3+.,+16)0!/.,+16-064!)8)36)4!4)390*-1/4! /0*)4/6X-7;)4A!P;4!-06/,4/3\6/34!*)!0+:-!

)4!4)390*-1/4>! ;-!N9-;!3+4-!

!4);)36/:/6-6! 8903/+0-;!4+71)!);4!1)3),6+14!CG>!.-;21-6!N9)!

)4! 0)3)44/6)0!.R4! )469*/4! ,)1! 3+08/1.-1! -N9)46-! (/,\6)4/A! P0! );! 0+461)! 61)7-;;>!

().! +74)1:-6! */8)1)06! -36/:/6-6! *)! -1/,/,1-?+;! 4+71)!);4! -96+F1)3),6+14!CG! )0!

1)4,+46-! -! 3-0:/4! )0! ;)4! 3+03)061-3/+04! )J61-3);^;9;-14! *)! C">! ;-! N9-;! 3+4-! R4!

3+()1)06! -.7! ;-! (/,\6)4/! *)! N9)! );4! 1)3),6+14! CG! ,1)4)06)0! !

A!<)1!-;61-!7-0*->! !-369-;.)06!)46]!3-*-!3+,!.R4!-33),6-6!);!3+03),6)!

*)! ()6)1+.)1/6?-3/T! )061)! */8)1)064! E<'&4! N9)! 3+F;+3-;/6?)0! )0! ;)4! .-6)/J)4!

.+461)4! 6/449;-14>! /!1),1)4)06-!90! 0+9! 3-.,! ,)1! -;! */44)05! *)!./;;+14! 6)1],/)4A!

"/JU! *+034>! );4! )469*/4! */1/2/64! -! ;-! /*)06/8/3-3/T! *)! 0+94! ()6)1\.)14! N9)!

/.,;/N9/0! );4! 1)3),6+14! CG>! ,)1.)6! -.,;/-1! ;-! 8-1.-3+;+2/-! *);! 4/46).-!

*+,-./0Z12/3A! P0! -N9)46-! 6)4/4! ().+4! +74)1:-6! !"#$$%&'(! 8903/+0-;! )061)! *+4!

,-1);;4!*)!E<'&4L!)061)!CG!/!E"#"#!,+1!90!3+46-6>! /!)061)!CG!/!);!1)3),6+1FM!*)!

K1)J/0-! ,)1! 90! -;61)A! ! O-;21-6! N9)! );4! 0+461)4! 1)49;6-64! /0*/N9)0! N9)! R4! .+;6!

,1+7-7;)! N9)! -.7*T4! ,-1);;4! *)! 1)3),6+14! 8+1./0! ()6)1\.)14>! )4! 0)3)44/6)0!

.Y)4! *-*)4! ,)1! -! 3+11+7+1-1F(+A! W-! C"! R4! 3;-9! ,);! 4/46).-! 3)1)71-;! *)! ;-!

1)3+.,)04->! N9)! X92-! 90! ,-,)1! ,1/.+1*/-;! )0! );! 8)0\.)0! *)! A! P46]!

*)431/6!N9)!;-!-*./0/461-3/T!31\0/3-!*)!3+3-[0-!-;6)1-! ;-!*)04/6-6! /!

1)3),6+14!CM!/!CG>!-/JU!3+.!6-.7R!;-!4):-!/06)1-33/T!-.7!-;61)4!1)3),6+14A!P0!);!

0+461)!!.+*);!*)!-96+F-*./0/461-3/T!*)!3+3-[0-!)0!1-6)4>!().!61+7-6!3-0:/4!)0!;-!

1)4,+46-! *);! 4/46).-! *+,-./0Z12/3! -! -2+0/46-! CG! N9/0,/1+;)>! *)4,1R4! *)!

-746/0Z03/-! *)! 3916! /! 6-.7R! *)! ;;-12! 6)1./0/A! P0! 49..->! );4! 0+461)4! 1)49;6-64!

! *)! 3+3-[0-! *)46-N9)0! ;-! /.,+16]03/-! *);! 4/46).-!



*+,-./0Z12/3! -**/33/T! -! ;-! 3+3-[0->! /! -!.R4>!);! !"#$$%&'()8903/+0-;! N9)!().!

+74)1:-6! )061)! );4! 1)3),6+14! CG! /! -;61)4! E<'&4! +71)! 0+:)4! ,+44/7/;/6-64! ,)1! -;!

*/44)05!/!*)4)0:+;9,-.)06!*)!0+94!61-36-.)064!,)1!-! !-/JU!3+.!

0/-A!

!
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!"'()#*+',)"&--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&.&

/$*()"0&---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&1&

&&&&23$&04"560$&----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&7&

&&&&23$&04"56',+&'(5"08,00,)"&------------------------------------------------------------&9&

&&&&&:4"56',+&6;50',+,'4&---------------------------------------------------------------------------&<&

&&&&&:4"56',+&6;50',+,'4&5"#&5##,+',)"&-----------------------------------------------&=&

>?6()'$,"&+)*6;$#&($+$6')(0&@>ABC0D&----------------------------------------------------------&E&

&&&&B;500,F,+5',)"&)F&>ABC0&----------------------------------------------------------------&.G&

&&&&&>?6()'$,"0&---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------&.G&
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Neurons 

Brain contains two main groups of cells: the neuron and the glia. A neural network 

is formed by both of them: the supporting material (glial cells) and the communication 

material (neurons). In human brains, it is estimated that there are at least 100 billion 

neurons [Williams et al. 1988]. The neurons could be classified into different types 

either due to their location or their function or other properties they possess, however, 

structurally most of them are constituted by three major components: a cell body, an 

axon and varying numbers of dendrites (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 Neuron Diagram 

The image is from http://www.mindcreators.com/neuronbasics.htm 

 

The cell body: it contains the nucleus and major cytoplasmic organelles and primarily 

responsible for synthesizing and processing proteins and forms the postsynaptic 

component of a synapse on some occasion; it is the smallest part of the neuron.  

The axon: it is a fine tubular process that extends from the neuronal cell body and 

conducts electrical impulses from the cell body to the axon terminals which forms the 

http://www.mindcreators.com/neuronbasics.htm
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presynaptic component of a synapse. The neurons can be subdivided into 

interneurons and projection neurons depending on whether the axon remains within 

the CNS regions or extends to another region refers to the cell body.  

Dendrites: they are multiple fine branches that extend from the cell body which 

usually form the postsynaptic component of a synapse; their main functions are 

reception, processing and integration of the incoming synaptic communications. 

The synapse 

A typical synapse is composed by the presynaptic element (usually an axon 

terminal of one neuron), the postsynaptic element (usually located on dendrites of a 

second neuron) and the synaptic cleft (Figure.2). The synapses permit the 

presynaptic neurons to pass electrical or chemical signal to the postsynaptic neurons. 

It is the fundamental unit in accomplishing information transmission which normally 

needs the participation of numerous synapses. Two types of synapses were observed 

in CNS: 

 

 

Figure 2 Chemical synapse. The picture shows the basic components of a synapse. In 

which, the presynaptic part is shown in yellow color and the postsynaptic in green, and the 
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space between them is the synaptic cleft. Typically, a synapse is formed between the 

axon terminal and a dendritic spine.  

Illustration is adapted from http://www.aokainc.com/chemical-synapse/. 

The chemical synapse: the chemical synapse is the main type of synapse in CNS; it 

is composed by all the three basic elements of a typical synapse. In chemical synapse, 

the signal transduction process begins with the release of the neurotransmitters which 

were previously stored in small vesicles in the presynaptic neuron into the synaptic 

cleft under the action potential effects by means of exocytosis, and then they diffuse 

and reach to the other side of the synaptic cleft, finally they bind to the receptors 

located on the postsynaptic neurons and initiate a electrical response or secondary 

messenger pathway. The chemical synapse can be differentiated by the 

neurotransmitters released from the presynaptic neuron. There are several categories 

of neurotransmitters: a) Amino acid transmitters, such as glutamate and 

-aminobutyric acid(GABA); b) Biogenic amines, including dopamine and 

norepinephrine; c) Peptides; d) Diffusible gases like nitric oxide; and e) Nucleosides, 

such as adenosine.  

The electrical synapse: in this type of synapse, the two neurons are connected 

directly through the so called gap junction. The gap junction is formed by a large 

number of tightly packed proteins. The electrical synapse permits the electrical 

currents to flow directly form one neuron to the second neuron.  

The synaptic transmission 

In this thesis only chemical synaptic transmission will be discussed. What we 

described above that the postsynaptic dendrite undergoes innervations by a 

presynaptic nerve terminal represent the classic chemical synaptic arrangement in the 

CNS (Fig.3A); however, additional types also occur in the brain. We will describe 

several other types of them which are closely related to our research. 

http://www.aokainc.com/chemical-synapse/
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The axoaxonic synapse: an axoaxonic synapse occurs when neurotransmitters 

released from one nerve terminal act on receptors located on other nearby nerve 

terminals. Such nerve terminals may or may not be of the same neuron types. 

Neurotransmitters may act on the autoreceptors if both the two nerve terminals are 

from the same type of neurons. Although the axoaxonic synapses lack the 

specializations of the classic synapses, it is likely that axoaxonic synapses contribute 

an essential dimension to the integration of complex interneuron communication that 

occurs in functioning neural circuits (Fig.3B). When the neurotransmitters were 

released and diffused, some of them may act by means of the autoreceptors located 

on the presynaptic terminals that release them (Fig.3C). 

The dendroaxonic synapse: in some cases, the neurotransmitters released from the 

cell body or the dendrites may act on the nearby axon nerve terminal (Fig.3D). 

The mixed types: the neuronal system is too complicated to be only composed by 

these synapse types who function independently, and it s likely that several of the 

synapse types mentioned above are coexist in most regions in the brain. As shown in 

the Figure 3E, in a classic axodendritic synapse, the neurotransmitters released by 

the axon terminal will not only act on the receptors located on the postsynaptic neuron 

but also on the presynaptic neuron. In addition, axon terminals extend from other 

neurons will at the same time release neurotransmitters that act on either both the 

presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons or only on one of them (Fig. 3E). 
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Figure 3 Arrangements of various types of synaptic transmission. See details in the 

text above. 

 

Synaptic plasticity 

To understand what synaptic plasticity is, first we should know what synaptic 

strength is. Functionally, synaptic strength is defined as the average amount of 

current or voltage change produced in the postsynaptic neuron by an action potential 

in the presynaptic neuron. Originally it was supposed that the synapses are merely 

tools to transfer information from one neuron to another and the synaptic strength is 

fixed for each kind of synapse. However, this concept was subverted soon enough. 

The synaptic strength is not a static quantity, it could be modified either by the 

synapse itself or by other pathways and this is termed as synaptic plasticity. There are 

normally two types of synaptic plasticity: intrinsic mechanism also known as 

homosynaptic mechanism which refers to changes in synaptic strength are brought 

about by its own activity (Fig 4a); and extrinsic synaptic also named heterosynaptic 

plasticity, the change in synaptic strength are brought about by the activity of another 

pathway (Fig 4b). As it is shown in the picture, each type of the synaptic plasticity has 

two possibilities: the inhibition and facilitation of the original synaptic strength. The 
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long-term potentation (LTP) and the long-term depression (LTD) are the major forms 

of the long-lasting synaptic plasticity either due to intrinsic activity or extrinsic 

pathways.  

 

 

Figure 4 homosynaptic and heterosynaptic synaptic plasticity. a) Synaptic plasticity 

under homosynaptic rule, that is the synaptic strength elicited by the same synapse is not 

static, it could be either facilitation or depression. b) Synaptic plasticity under 

heterosynaptic rule, that is the synaptic strength could be under the modification of an 

extrinsic synapse, and lead to either facilitation or inhibition of the original synaptic 

strength.   

Illustration is modified from Bailey et al., 2000.  

 

Long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) 

LTP and LTD, the long-term potentiation and depression of excitatory transmission 

are widespread phenomena expressed at possibly every excitatory synapse in the 

mammalian brain. During the past two decades, the mechanisms of them have been 

widely studied and it is accepted that the mechanisms vary depending on the 

synapses and circuits in which they operate. However, the usual trigger for both LTP 

and LTD is calcium influx through NMDA receptor pores. Figure 5 shows an example 
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of NMDAR dependent LTP and LTD. 

 

Figure 5 long-term potentiation and long-term depression 

a) High-frequency tetanic stimulation (HFS) induced LTP and low frequency stimulation 

(LFS) induced LDP by recording field excitatory postsynaptic potential (fEPSP) in 

hippocampal CA1. b) A schematic diagram of the rodent hippocampal slice preparation, 

typical electrode placements for studying synaptic plasticity, demonstrating the stimulation 

region CA3 and the fEPSP recording region CA1(SC= Schaffer collateral; MF=mossy fiber; 

DG=dentate gyrus). c) Under basal synaptic transmission, the transmitter glutamate 

released from the presynaptic neuron and binds to both NMDAR and AMPAR and lead to 

slight depolarization because Na+ flows intracellular only through AMPAR channel. 

However, this slight depolarization remove Mg2+ from NMDAR and finally leads to both 

Ca2+ and Na+ flow through NMDAR channel. The increased Ca2+ influx is necessary for 

triggering the subsequent events that drive synaptic plasticity.  

Illustration is from Citri and Malenka (2008) 

Synaptic plasticity and addiction 

The characteristics of drug addiction will be described in details in the cocaine 

section, and here we only list some documented evidences relating the synaptic 
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plasticity with drug addiction. The study of the connection between drug addiction and 

neuronal synaptic plasticity began with the hypotheses that plasticity at these 

excitatory synapses plays an important role in mediating some of the behavioral 

consequences of exposure to abused drugs. Since then, there were several lines of in 

vivo and ex vivo evidence appeared. For instance, various forms of LTP and LTD can 

be elicited at excitatory synapses in the VTA and NAc [Gerdeman et al., 2003]; 

Administration of a single dose of abused drugs cause a significant increase in 

synaptic strength (LTP) at excitatory synapses on DA cells in the VTA; And also 

several lines of evidence suggest that drug induced synaptic strength plays a 

functional role in triggering or mediating some drug-induced behavioral adaptations 

[Malenka et al., 2004]; In addition, some experiments in chronic in vivo cocaine 

administration found that cocaine could cause a postsynaptic mediated decrease in 

synaptic strength in medium spiny neurons in the NAc shell, a decrease that appears 

to share mechanisms with one of the forms of LTD observed in this structure (Thomas 

et al., 2001); Notably, drugs of abuse can also modify the triggering of LTP and LTD 

(Malenka et al., 2004). More research focus on digging further connections between 

drug addiction and synaptic plasticity to understand the pathophysiology and to found 

a better treatment for this common and devastating neuropsychiatric disorder.  

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) 

GPCRs are integral membrane proteins that possess seven membrane-spanning 

domains. They are the largest family of cell-surface (which located on the plasma 

membrane) receptors. The plasma membrane separates the receptor into the 

extracellular region (which contains three extracellular loops and a N-terminal tail) and 

intracellular region (which contains also three intracellular loops and a C-terminal tail) 

and the seven-transmembrane helices. The basic character of GPCRs is that their 

extracellular region or the transmembrane domain is responsible for the binding to the 

specific ligands and the intracellular region for transduction of the signals to specific 

intracellular effector systems, which usually by means of G proteins coupling.  
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Classification of GPCRs 

GPCRs are the largest class of receptors with more than one thousand being 

identified so far. The GPCRs superfamily could be divided into 3 major subclasses 

which share little sequence homology and some functional similarity among each 

other [Kolakowski et al., 1994]. The subclasses of GPCRs are as follows: 

Class A (rhodopsin receptor family): this class contains the largest number of GPCRs 

including receptors for odorants and small ligands. It is subdivided into 3 groups 

according the sites of ligands binding: 1) the binding site is located within the 

seven-TMs, including rhodopsin and -adrenergic receptors. 2) The binding site 

includes the N-terminal, the extracellular loops and the superior part of TMs, such as 

receptors for peptides. 3) The binding site is mostly extracellular, with contact of loop 

e1 and e3; contains GPCRs for glycoprotein. All types of dopamine receptors are 

included in this family.  

Class B (secretin receptor family): the GPCRs in this family have a similar 

morphology to group 3 GPCRs in Class A in performance of large N-terminal domain. 

Their ligands include high molecular weight hormones such as glucagon, secretin, 

orexin A. [Narendra Tuteja, 2009] 

Class C (metabotropic glutamate receptors family): Class C GPCRs contains 

metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR), Ca2+ sensing receptors and GABA-B 

receptors, and other receptors, in total around two dozens of them. They are 

characterized by its usually large extracellular amino terminal domain (ATD). 

Importantly it is well established that all family C GPCRs exist as constitutive dimeric 

(or oligomeric) complex in brain. [Bräuner-Osborne et al., 2007] 

G-proteins 

The common feature of GPCRs is they all couple to a specific G-protein when 
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stimulated as the name originates. G protein is a heterotrimer which is composed of 

single ,  and  subunits. In their resting state, the three subunits stick together 

with the GDP bound on the G  subunit. When the receptor is activated by ligands 

binding, a conformational change of the receptor enable the association of the G  

subunit from the receptor. This association alters the conformation of the G  subunit 

which leads to first the replacement of GDP on G  subunit by GTP; And then the 

dissociation of the G  complex from G  subunit; Finally the G  subunit leaves the 

receptor and become an active entity which could regulate the functional activity 

through many effector proteins in the cell. Simultaneously, another signaling 

pathways is elicited by the G  complex through other effectors (Fig. 6).  

 
Figure 6 G-protein activation/deactivation cycle.  

Abbreviations: GPCR= G-protein coupled receptor; RGS= Regulator of G-protein 

signalling; GTPase= GTP and GDP hydrolyzing enzyme; GTP= Guanosine triphosphate; 

GDP= Guanosine diphosphate; Pi= Inorganic phosphate.  

Image is from http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c9/GPCR_cycle.jpg 
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There are three common types of G protein: Gs, Gi/o and Gq. Each group of 

receptors could couple to a single or multiple types of G protein. It appears that each 

type of G proteins have the same  and  subunits, thus the variants of the  

subunit are responsible for the unique G protein signal pathways activated. They are

s , i and o, q, t, g, 11 and Golf 

The intracellular effectors following G protein activation 

Two types of effector proteins in the downstream of G protein activation are 

common in the neurons: ion channels and second messengers. 

Ion channels: this regulation process is best established in the receptors that couple 

to Gi/o subtype, including opioid, D2-dopaminergic, muscarinic cholinergic and 

5-HT1a-serotonergic and GABAB receptors. The common ion channels that participate 

are K+channels or Ca2+ channels depending on the cell type involved. Usually, when 

coupled to G proteins, these receptors activate specific inwardly rectifying K+channels 

or inhibit Ca2+ channels. The regulation of both channels most likely occurs primarily 

through G  complex and has direct consequence on membrane electrical 

properties.  

Second messengers: neurotransmitters bind to receptors, activate G proteins to 

release the G  and G  complex which could both transform the information to 

downstream events through activating second messengers. The prominent second 

messenger in the brain include: cyclic adenosine monophosphate(cAMP), cyclic 

guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), Ca2+, nitric oxide (NO),  the major metabolites 

of phosphatidylinositol-inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG)  and the 

major metabolites arachidonic acid, such as prostaglandins. 

Most receptor could activate both types of effectors. However, second messengers 

are much more complex and widespread in the CNS, thus, they draws more attention 

in my study.  
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Regulation of GPCR signaling pathways 

-Arrestins 

-Arrestins are ubiquitously expressed in CNS. Their function is to inhibit GPCR/G 

protein coupling through a process termed as desensitization of the receptors. 

Normally this process could finally promote GPCR trafficking. Specifically, upon 

agonist stimulation, GPCRs undergo conformational changes, thus expose the 

binding sites for heterotrimeric G-proteins in their intracellular domains, and the 

associating of G-protein from GPCRs initiates the intracellular signaling. However the 

agonist-occupied receptors immediately become substrates of G-protein coupled 

receptor kinases (GRKs), and are phosphorylated at their intracellular C-terminals. 

This phosphorylation, in turn, recruits the binding of -Arrestins which blocks further 

G-protein activation and finally abrogates further signal propagation (Fig.7, step 2). In 

addition, the association of GPCRs with -Arrestins normally will initiate the receptor 

internalization (Fig.7 step 3) which may lead to degradation or receptor recycling 

(Fig.7, step 5a & 5b).  

GRKs is a group of kinases that are important in -Arrestins regulated 

GPCR/G-protein signaling pathway. They are a family of protein kinases that regulate 

the activity of GPCRs by phosphorylation of the intracellular domains of the 

agonist-occupied GPCRs. They function in both GPCR-dependent and independent 

signal pathways. There are 7 known subtypes of GRKs, four among them are 

expressed ubiquitously (GRK2, 3, 5 and 6) [Yang et al., 2006].  
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Figure 7 -Arrestins induced receptor desensitization, endocytosis and trafficking. 

For details see the text above. 

Abbreviations: ARF, ADP-ribosylation factor; GAP, GTPase-activating protein; GASP, 

GPCR-associated sorting protein; GEF, guanine nucleotide exchange factor; 

NHERF/EBP50, Na+/H+ exchanger regulatory factor/ezrin-radixin-moesin-binding 

phosphoprotein of 50 kDa; NSF, N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor; p38 MAPK, p38 

mitogen-activated protein kinase; PDZ, PSD-95/Dlg/ZO-1; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 

3-kinase; PIP2, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate; PIP3, phosphatidylinositol 

3,4,5-trisphosphate; SNX1, sorting nexin 1; Vps proteins, vacuolar protein sorting 

proteins. 

The image is from Moore et al., 2007. 

Besides the desensitization and endocytosis effects on agonist-stimulated 

receptors, -Arrestins could also activate downstream G-protein independent 

signallings. -Arrestin acquires an active conformation upon forming a complex with 

agonist-stimulated 7TMRs and scaffolds MAP kinase, MAP kinase kinase, and MAP 

kinase kinase kinase, leading to the robust activation of MAP kinase and 
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subsequently targets to distinct subcellular compartments. This -Arrestin induced, 

G-protein independent signalling has been shown to regulate cellular chemotaxis, 

apoptosis, cancer metastasis and protein translation [Shoney et al., 2011].   

Regulator of G protein signaling (RGS proteins) 

G protein function can be regulated by several modulator proteins, among them, the 

RGS proteins are a group of proteins that are characterized by activating the GTPase 

which promote the hydrolysis of GTP bound on the G  subunit of G protein which 

initiate the signal pathway; Thus, rapidly inactivate G-protein and switch off 

G-protein-coupled receptor signalling. There are more then 20 subtypes of RGS 

proteins, and so far, all the G proteins except Gs are known to be regulated by those 

proteins. 

GPCR homo- or heteromerization 

GPCRs is the largest group of membrane surface-expressing receptors in brain 

neurons. Various types of GPCRs are co-localized on a single brain neuron. We 

introduced in the above test the basic signaling pathways when a single receptor is 

activated, either G-protein dependently or independently; however, more and more 

evidence suggest that those co-localized receptors tend to form homomers (with 

identical receptors) or heteromers (with different receptors). The concept of GPCR 

heteromer is best explained by the two non-functional GPCR monomers GABAB1 and 

GABAB2 can assemble into a functional heterodimer on the cell surface [Marshall et al., 

1999]. GABAB receptors belong to the Class C GPCRs. Other typical homomer and 

heteromer examples are also found in this group, such as the mGlu homodimers and 

the taste receptor heterodimers (T1R1/T1R3 and T1R2/T1R3) [Nelson et al., 2001, 

2002; Johnstone et al., 2012]. Later on, the heteromerization or homomerization was 

found in various kinds of receptors, for instance: Dopamine receptors 

[www.gpcr-okb.org.etc], adenosine receptors [Albizu et al., 2010 and the reference 

within].  
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For all we know, GPCRs are involved in most physiological responses, and 

alterations of their function are related to pathological states such as hypertension, 

diabetes, pain, asthma, immunological and neurological disorders. Around 30-40% of 

current pharmaceutical drugs target at GPCRs and the regulations of their function 

are essential for therapeutic strategies [Albizu et al., 2010]. Selection of novel drugs 

are based on the pharmacological parameters obtained assuming that GPCRs are 

monomers; As a matter of fact, many GPCRs function as homomers or heteromers, 

more complicated than we could think. Moreover, assembly of GPCRs into heteromer 

or homomer could lead to changes in the agonist recognition, signaling and trafficking 

of participating receptors. Thus, all these concepts would broaden the therapeutic 

potential of drugs targeting at GPCRs. So evidencing new receptors that could form 

homo- or heteromers, as well as find out the details of existing homo- or heteromer 

formed by the multifunctional GPCRs (such as D2R) could all facilitate the developing 

of drugs targeting at the specific dimers.  

The oligomer fingerprint   

Along with the increase of evidence that confirm the existence of receptor oligomers, 

the specific signaling pathways elicited by those oligomers are also become 

acknowledged. These specific signaling which usually different compared with the 

pathways elicited by the single participated receptors are termed as oligomer 

fingerprint, that is, a specific characteristic that differentiate oligomeric vs monomeric 

receptors. An oligomer fingerprint could always occur at the pharmacological levels 

and functional levels. 

Pharmacological/biochemical: the affinity of the receptors for their specific ligands 

can be altered when the receptors forms heterodimers. For example, the fingerprint 

for A1-A2A receptor heteromer is that A2A receptor activation could reduce the affinity 

of A1 receptor for its agonists [Ciruela et al., 2006a]. Similar dimer fingerprint is also 

found in the A2A-D2 receptor heterodimer [Canals et al., 2003].  
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Functional: co-activation of the two receptors in a heterodimer may change the 

signaling pathway triggered by a given neurotransmitter, as well as the traffic of the 

receptors. An example for this is found in the Oxexin-1-cannabinoid CB1 heterodimer. 

The dimerization of this two receptors lead to both the localization and function 

alteration of orexin-1 receptor. Another excellent example for this is found in the D2 

dimerization with other receptors which will be elaborated in the following section. 

Notably, GPCR antagonism may vary in receptor heteromers. A significant number of 

prescribed drugs targeting GPCRs are indeed antagonists, and this may also explain 

why different antagonists for a given receptor do not necessarily have similar in vivo 

profiles and equally side effects [Franco et al., 2008].  

Other levels of GPCR crosstalk 

As we have mentioned above, the co-localized GPCRs generally don t operate in 

isolation, instead they may allosterically interact by forming homo- or heteromers (Fig. 

8A). However, homo- or heteromerization is not the only strategy they got for 

crosstalk between each other. Moreover, the crosstalk between those receptors can 

occur at various levels besides oligomerization. First, GPCRs can desensitize other 

GPCRs via activating second messenger-dependent protein kinases (PK) A or C (Fig. 

8B). Second, GPCRs may impair other GPCRs by scavenging shared signaling 

and/or scaffolding proteins (eg. G proteins or -arrestins) which are essential for 

receptor signaling (Fig. 8C). Finally, GPCRs can activate distinct signal transduction 

pathways that may converge and integration at downstream signaling hubs (Fig. 8D). 

All these three other levels of receptor crosstalk could also bring about functional 

alterations which are similar to receptor oligomerization, so observation of functional 

alteration is not enough to clarify the oligomerization property of the participated 

receptors, and it could only means they could crosstalk on some levels [Vischer et al., 

2011]. 
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Figure 8 Different levels of GPCR crosstalk.  For details see the text above. Image is 

from Vischer et al., 2011. 

Abbreviations: PK, protein kinase; AC, adenylyl cyclase; cAMP, cyclic adenosine 3', 

5'-monophosphate. 

Biological responses of Ligands acting on GPCRs 

Ligands, whether natural or synthetic, act on receptors and perform the effect on 

the structure and biophysical properties and finally lead to biological response that is 

known as ligand efficacy. Based on different kinds of biological response, ligands can 

be subdivided into different efficacy classes (Fig. 9) [Rosenbaum et al., 2009; Arrang 

et al., 2007]:  
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Figure 9 Biological responses to the ligands which belong to different efficacy 

classess. For details see the following text.  

The image is adapted form Rosenbaum et al. (2009). 

Full agonist: drugs that stabilize the receptor in an active conformation (state). A full 

agonist could stimulate the maximum amounts of receptors thus causes the maximal 

biological response. 

Partial agonist: compared with the full agonist which capable to stimulate the 

maximal amount of receptors of a given system, a partial agonist could only stimulate 

parts of the receptors and the maximal response it obtained is lower than that of the 

full agonist. 

Neutral antagonist: ligands that have no apparent effect on signaling activity, have 

no effect on biological response, however, they could antagonize the biological 

response elicited by other ligands by means of preventing the binding of those ligands 

to the receptors. 

Inverse agonist: inverse agonist stabilizes the receptor in an inactive conformation; 

they decrease the spontaneous coupling of the receptor to G proteins, thereby 

suppressing constitutive activity.  

Protean agonist: some ligands perform various kinds of efficacies that range from full 

agonism to full inverse antagonism depending on the levels of constitutive activity in 

the system, this kind of ligands are termed as protean agonist.  

Finally, it is worth to mention that many GPCRs can stimulate multiple signaling 

systems through binding to different subtypes of G-proteins or signaling independent 

of G-proteins. And some ligands achieve varying efficacies from different signaling 

pathways by stabilizing particular sets of conformations that can stimulate specific 

effectors [Rosenbaum et al., 2009]. 
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Striatum 

The striatum is a subcortical part of the forebrain, a main structure of basal ganglia 

and the main input unit which receives synaptic inputs from cortical, subcortical 

afferents, the ventral tegmental area, and other midbrain nuclei. The striatum is 

divided into two main regions: the dorsal striatum and ventral striatum. In primates, 

the dorsal striatum is subdivided by the internal capsule into the medially located 

caudate nucleus and the laterally positioned putamen. In rodents, although there is no 

clearly boundary, yet still the dorsal striatum is subdivided into dorsomedial and 

dorsolateral striatum. The dorsal striatum receives extensive projections from 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and other frontal regions (eg. premotor cortex, frontal 

eye fields). The ventral striatum, also known as nucleus accumbens, is constituted by 

core and shell subregions and receives extensive projections from ventral frontal 

regions (eg. Orbitofrontal, ventromedial, and ventrolateral cortex). Both dorsal and 

ventral striatum receive intense dopaminergic inputs from substantia nigra (dorsal 

striatum) and ventral tegmental area (ventral striatum) [Delgado et al., 2007; and the 

reference within]. (Fig. 10 and 12).  

 

Figure 10 Innervation networks of basal ganglia. The main input nucleus of basal 
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ganglia is the striatum (STR) and the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Direct connections of 

the striatum input nuclei are from thalamus, cerebral cortex and limbic structures, the main 

output nuclei are the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) and the internal globus 

pallidus/entopeduncular nucleus (not show in the image). The external globus pallidus 

(GP) is an intrinsic nucleus as most of its connections are with the input and output unclei 

of the basal ganglia. Red arrows denote excitatory connections while blue arrows 

respesent inhibitory connections.  

Image is from http://images.scholarpedia.org/w/images/5/58/Basal_Ganglia_f1.gif 

Anatomy of the striatum 

The striatum contains both principal neurons and interneurons. The principal 

neurons constitute about 90-95% of the total population of striatal neurons and they 

are called spiny projection neurons (SPNs) which utilize amino acid - aminobutyric 

acid (GABA) as their main neurotransmitter (GABAergic neurons). The SPNs can be 

subdivided into two approximately equally sized populations on the basis of their 

projection region, their patterns of axonal collateralization and their neurochemical 

contents [Surmeier et al., 2011;  Bolam et al., 2000]:   

Direct pathway SPNs (dSNPs): project preferentially to the output nuclei of the basal 

ganglia and express the neuropeptides substance P, dynorphin and D1 subtype of 

dopamine receptors besides GABA receptors. 

Indirect pathways SPNs (iSNPs): project almost exclusively to the globus pallidus 

and express enkephalin and the D2 subtype of dopamine receptors besides GABA 

receptors.  

The rest 5-10% of the total striatal neurons are DA receptor-expressing interneuron, 

these neurons are supposed to play an important role in regulating both types of SPN 

and lead to indirect response to global DA signal. There are four well-characterized 

classes of striatal interneuron [Surmeier et al., 2011; Bolam et al., 2000]: 
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Cholinergic interneurons: coexpress D2 and D5 receptors and modulate both SPNs 

through muscarinic receptors. 

Parvalbumin(PV)-expressing GABAergic interneurons: express D5 receptor and 

are strongly innervated by globus pallidus neurons that express D2 receptors, thus 

creating a microcircuit that is influenced by both D1- and D2- class receptors. 

Neuropeptide Y (NPY)/nitric oxide-expressing GABAergic interneurons: also 

express D5 receptor. 

Calretinin-expressing GABAergic interneurons: this group of interneurons is 

indentified as immunoreactive for calretinin.  

 

Neurophysiology of the striatum  

The striatum is best known for its role in the planning and modulation of movement 

pathways, as well as in rewards. Striatal neurons show activity related to the 

preparation, initiation and execution of movements [Hollerman et al., 2000]. Besides, 

a large numbers of researches implicate the striatum in reward-related processing 

[Báez-Mendoza and Schultz, 2013 and reference within]. Traditionally, dorsal striatal 

neurons are supposed to regulate the motor response whilst studies of nucleus 

accumbens focused on its role in reward and motivation. However, recent 

experiments have shown that dorsal striatal neurons also have a role in reward and 

motivation [Nicola, 2007].  

Neurological disorders relate to deficit of striatal functions  

It is widely accepted that the importance of the striatum for the basal ganglia is 

highlighted by the neurological disorders with compromised striatal functions 

[Graybiel, 2000]. For instance, in Parkinson s distease, dopaminergic afferents to the 

striatum are lost and striatal output via the direct and indirect pathways is altered, 

eventually leading to impaired movement capabilities; in Huntington disease, striatal 

projection neurons become dysfunctional and degenerate, leading to a disconnection 
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of the striatum from downstream basal ganglia unclei and severe motor deficits, which 

affects the dopamine-glutamate balance in the striatum [Albin et al. 1989,  DeLong 

1990; Mittal and Eddy 2013]; in drug addiction, significant increases in DA release in 

the striatum have been observed during cocaine self-administration [Ito et al., 2002]; 

striatal dysfunction is also implicated in other diseases including dystonia, 

obsessive-compulsive disorder [ ].  

Striatal neuromodulators 

There are two major neuromodulators in the striatum: Acetylcholine and Dopamine 

besides GABA.  

- aminobutyric acid 

  More than 95% of the striatal neurons are GABAergic neurons which release GABA 

at the synapse terminals. The major action of GABA on its receptors is inhibitory. The 

inhibitory GABA effects are believed to involve in numerous neuropsychiatric 

disorders including epilepsy, Huntington disease, tardive dyskinesia, alcoholism, and 

sleep disorders. There are two main groups of GABA receptors: the ionotropic 

GABAA receptors and GABAB receptors which belong to the typical GPCR super 

family [Nakayasu et al., 1995]. 

Acetylcholine 

In the striatum, acetylcholine is released into the extracellular spase by tonically avtive 

cholinergic interneurons [Bolam et al. 1984, Wilsonet al. 1990], although cholinergic 

interneuros constitute less than 1% of all striatal neurons [Rymar et al. 2004], their 

dense and extensive axonal arborization ensures the widespread release of 

acetylcholine. However, they are rapidly degraded by acetylcholinesterase [Kreitzer 

2009]. 
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Dopamine 

The striatum is densely innervated by dopaminergic fibers where dopamine are 

released. This feature can be explained with two groups of data obtained by Matsuda 

and colleges, the first one: a single dopamine neuron that project to the striatum can 

innervate 2.7% on average and 5.7% at the maximum of striatal neurons; the second 

one: it is estimated that a single striatal neuron might be under the influence of 95-194 

dopaminergic neurons on average [Matsuda et al., 2009]. Moreover, other 

researchers suggest that dopaminergic boutons represent nearly 10% of all striatal 

synapses (Groves et al. 1994) and the nearest neighbor distance between two 

dopaminergic boutons is only～ . Dopamine 

receptors are present in every cell type in the striatum, although different cell types 

express different dopamine receptor subtypes. All the five dopamine receptors are 

expressed in the striatum as we introduced in the pervious section, among them, D1R 

and D2R subtypes are far more abundant than the rest. It is believed that D1 and D2 

receptor are separately expressed in dSPNs and iSPNs (Gertler et al., 2008; Valjent 

et al., 2009). However, recent studies which initially try to evaluate of the proportion of 

striatal neurons expressing D1R, D2R or both obtained a proportion of ～17% of 

MSNs in NAc shell co-express D1R and D2R, while this proportion is ～5-6% in dorsal 

striatum [ Bertran-Gonzalez et al. 2008, 2010; Matamales et al., 2009]. In addition, 

dSPNs express low levels of D3 receptor mRNA and iSPNs express low levels of D5 

mRNA, which means that the D1 and D2, D1 and D3, D2 and D5 may co-localize in 

some neurons in the striatum [Surmeier et al., 1996]. 

The detailed properties of DA and corresponding receptors will be elucidated in the 

following sections.  
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Dopamine system 

Dopamine, 3, 4-dihydroxyphenethylamine (Fig.5), a member of catecholamine 

family, is an important neurotransmitter in brain and has functions in motor control, 

motivation, arousal, cognition and reward, and in addition plays a role in the 

lower-level functions including lactation, sexual gratification and nausea. Inside the 

brain, dopamine-containing neurons (may also termed as dopaminergic neurons, 

refers to those neurons whose primary neurotransmitters are dopamine) are 

comparatively few, and the cell bodies are confined to a relatively small brain regions 

including the substantia nigra (cell group A8 and A9), the ventral tegmental area (VTA, 

cell group A10), the posterior hypothalamus (cell group A11), the arcuate 

nucleus (cell group A12) and periventricular nucleus (cell group A14) of the 

hypothalamus, and also the zona incerta (cell group A13)(Fig. 6). However, these 

small amount dopaminergic neuronal cell bodies send projections to many brain 

regions and exert powerful effects on their targets. The most studied dopamine 

systems in the brain are dopaminergic neurons with their cell bodies located in 

the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental area and send projections to the 

striatum (Fig.12). 

Figure 11 the chemical structure of dopamine . 

The substantia nigra. A small midbrain area that forms a component of the basal 

ganglia. The dopamine neurons are found mainly in a part of this structure called 

the pars compacta (cell group A9) and retrorubral area (group A8) [Björklund et al. 

2007]. In rodents, their most important projections go to the striatum, globus pallidus, 

and subthalamic nucleus, which also belong to the basal ganglia, and play important 

roles in motor control (Fig.9). 
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The ventral tegmental area (VTA), another midbrain area. This cell group (A10) is 

the largest group of dopaminergic cells in the human brain, though still quite small in 

absolute terms. They send projections to the nucleus accumbens and the prefrontal 

cortex as well as several other areas.[Björklund et al. 2007] These neurons play a 

central role in reward and other aspects of motivation (Fig.7).  

 

 

Figure 12 DA neurons containing regions and their projections. The dopaminergic 

neurons in the mammalian brain are localized in nine distinctive cell groups, from A8 to 

A16, including the substantia nigra (cell group A8 and A9), the ventral tegmental 

area (VTA, cell group A10), the posterior hypothalamus (cell group A11), the arcuate 

nucleus (cell group A12) and periventricular nucleus (cell group A14) of the hypothalamus, 

and also the zona incerta (cell group A13).   

Illustration is from Björklund et al. 2007. 

 

In this thesis, the only brain region we used is the brain striatum, as we could 

conclude from the above information that the striatum mainly receives the 

dopaminergic projections from A8, A9 and A10 cell groups that are substantia nigra 

and ventral tegmental area.  
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Dopamine synthesis, storage and release in brain 

Dopamine synthesis process begins with the hydroxylation of the aminoacid 

L-tyrosine catalyzed by tyrosine hydroxylase to the intermediate levodopa (L-DOPA), 

and this intermediate is subsequently decarboxylated by Dopa decarboxylase (DDC) 

to dopamine (Fig 13). In brain, most dopamine synthesis does not occur in the cell 

bodies of dopaminergic neurons; rather, this process occurs in the nerve terminal 

cytoplasm, so the enzymes needed are usually transported from cell bodies to the 

dopamine synthesis locations (Fig 13). After dopamine was synthesized, it is 

packaged and stored in the vesicles gathered in the presynaptic nerve terminals of 

synapses. Dopamine are released to synaptic cleft by means of exocytosis when 

dopaminergic neuron fires. The dopamine in the synaptic cleft could undergo different 

paths as follows: 1) dopamine transporter (DAT) mediated reuptake into the 

presynaptic terminals (most dopamine undergo this path); 2) presynaptic stimulation 

of autoreceptors; 3) postsynaptic stimulation of the postsynaptic receptors; 4) 

degradation; 5) diffusion from the synaptic cleft. Presynaptic and postsynaptic 

stimulation will be illustrated in details in the following sections. 

 

Figure 13 Dopamine synthesis, storage, release and re-uptake.  Left: dopamine 
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synthesis from tyrosine. Right: brief procedure of dopamine synthesis, storage, release 

and re-uptake at the presynaptic neuronal terminals.  

Abbreviations: DCAA, aromatic amino acid decarboxylase; DAT, dopamine transporter, 

TH, Tyrosine Hydroxylase; D1, D1-like dopamine receptor; D2, D2-like dopamine receptor. 

Tyrosine hydroxylase 

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH; tyrosine 3-monooxygenase; E.C. 1.14.16.2) is the first 

catalyzed enzyme in the biosynthesis of DA, more important, its activity appears to be 

rate-limiting in the process. Regulation of the activity of TH is thought to be crucial to 

maintain dopamine levels. TH activity is modulated by a long-term regulation of gene 

expression as well as by a short-term regulation of enzyme activity such as 

catecholamine feedback or phosphorylation state mediated by the kinases or protein 

phosphatase [Kumer and Vrana, 1996]. Changes in TH phosphorylation state are 

usually considered as critically involved in the regulation of DA synthesis [Haycock 

and Haycock, 1991]. Multiple-site phosphorylation of TH has been demonstrated, 

mainly concentrated at serine residues (Ser), ser8, ser 19, ser 31 and ser 40  

[Haycock, 1990; Haycock and Haycock, 1991]. Modulation of TH activity by 

phosphorylation has been extensively investigated, and bunch of protein kinases 

(including Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase Ⅱ , ERK1/2, cyclic 

AMP-dependent protein kinases) have been reported to phosphorylate TH, in contrast, 

the regulation of the TH dephosphorylate involves less kinds of protein phosphatase 

(so for only one enzyme, protein phosphatase 2A) [Haavik et al., 1989].   

Dopamine receptors 

The free dopamine in the synaptic clef that were released from the presynaptic 

neuron which were not directly reuptake by the presynaptic neuron, not degraded or 

diffused right after their release from the cleft may stimulate the receptors located on 

the postsynaptic neuron. Receptors specific to dopamine are termed as dopamine 

receptors. There are two categories of dopamine receptors: D1-like which includes D1 
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and D5 receptor; and D2-like which includes D2, D3 and D4 receptor. All of them belong 

to G-protein coupled receptor super-family (Fig. 14). D1-like receptors and D2-like 

receptors share a high level of homology of their transmembrane domains and have 

distinct pharmacological properties. Referring to the signaling pathways, D1-class and 

D2-calss receptors possess particular and different properties. Although the typical 

dopamine receptor functions are associated with the regulation of cAMP and PKA via 

G-protein mediated signaling, D1-class receptors are generally couple to G s/olf  and 

stimulate the second messenger cAMP and activate PKA, in contrast, D2-class 

receptors couple to G i/o and negatively regulate cAMP and inhibit PKA activation 

[Kebabian et al., 1971]. See details in the following section, Page 28  

 

Figure 14 Characteristics of DA receptors. The classification, G-protein coupling 

character, downstream signaling, locations in brain and possible physiological roles of 

the dopamine receptors.  

The illustration is adapted from www.tocris.com 

Dopamine receptors distribution in brain 

In the brain, dopamine receptors have selective expressions, and each subtype has 

its unique distribution. D1 receptors are expressed at a high level of density in the 

nigrostriatal, mesolimbic and mesocortical area, such as the caudate-putamen 
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(striatum), nucleus accumbens, substantia nigra, olfactory bulb, amygdala, and frontal 

cortex, as well as at lower levels in the hippocampus, cerebellum, thalamic areas, and 

hypothalamic areas. D5 receptors are expressed at low levels in multiple brain regions 

such as prefrontal cortex. Especially, a very low level of expression has also been 

observed in the caudate nucleus and nucleus accumbens. D2 receptors are found to 

have the highest expression level in the striatum, the nucleus accumbens, and the 

olfactory tubercles. The distribution of D3 receptor in brain is quite limited, the highest 

level is found in the limbic areas such as in the shell of the nucleus accumbens, the 

olfactory tubercle, and the islands of Calleja. In the striatum, D3 receptor is also 

detected at a significantly lower level. The D4 receptor has the lowest level of 

expression compared with other subtypes in the brain, with documented expression in 

the frontal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, globus pallidus, substantia 

nigra pars reticulata and thalamus (for review Beaulieu and Gainetdinov, 2011, and 

the reference therein). For the distribution of dopamine receptors in the striatum, see 

the striatum section, page 21.  

Receptor locations with respect to synapses 

Postsynaptic receptors 

Receptors located on the postsynaptic neurons are termed as postsynaptic 

receptors. All types of dopamine receptors are observed at postsynaptic neurons. 

They are stimulated by dopamine released from the presynaptic neurons and conduct 

the information through activating the downstream pathways in the postsynaptic 

neurons.  

Presynaptic autoreceptors 

Autoreceptors are defined as receptors that are sensitive to the neurotransmitters 

secreted from the neurons on which they are located. Presynaptically localized 

autoreceptors generally provide an important negative feedback mechanism that 
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adjusts neuronal firing rate, synthesis and release of the neurotransmitter in response 

to changes in extracellular neurotransmitter levels [Missale et al., 1998; Sibley, 1999; 

Beaulieu et al., 2011]. Activation of autoreceptors by released dopamine is thought to 

be one of the principal mechanisms responsible for auto regulation of dopaminergic 

neuronal function.  

In striatum, D1 receptors are preferentially localized on striatal GABAergic neurons. 

In contrast to D1 receptor, in this brain region, D2 and D3 receptors both could function 

through the presynatpic receptors (autoreceptor) or postsynaptic receptors (Missale 

et al., 1998; Sibley, 1999). We have mentioned above that autoreceptors regulate the 

extracellular DA concentrations through acting on the synthesis and release. As a 

matter of fact, previous research obtained from D3-KO mice suggested that no deficits 

in autoreceptor functions were apparently observed [Zapata et al., 2001]. And another 

paper clearly pointed that D3 receptor having a small but significant role as an 

autoreceptor that partially regulate secretion, but not on DA synthesis [Joseph et al., 

2002]. In contrast, the autoreceptor functions completely lost in D2-KO mice [Mercuri 

del et al., 1998]. D2 receptors seem to be the predominant type of 

autoreceptors that are involved in the regulation of DA synthesis and other 

autoreceptor functions. The alternative splicing of an 87-base-pair exon between 

introns 4 and 5 in the D2 receptor gene gives rise to the two variants which termed as 

D2-short (D2S) and D2-long (D2L). The difference between these two variants lies in 

the third intracellular loop of the receptor and with additional 29 amino acids in the D2L 

subtype [Giros et al., 1989; Monsma et al., 1989]. D2S has been shown to be mostly 

expressed presynatptically and to function as autoreceptor, whereas D2L seems to be 

predominantly a postsynaptic isoform [Usiello et al., 2000; De Mei et al., 2009]. Plus, it 

seems that D2R autoreceptors are generally activated by a lower concentration of 

dopamine agonists than necessary to activate postsynaptic receptors, so the same 

dopamine agonist can induce a biphasic effects through acting on the presynaptic and 

postsynaptic receptors [Beaulieu and Gainetdiow, 2011].  
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Moreover, there are large amount of dopamine receptors localize on the 

non-synaptic neuron surfaces, which are neither presynatpically nor postsynaptically. 

Although the functions and characters of this group of receptors have not been well 

studied, yet they should not be neglected.  

Dopamine receptor signaling   

All dopamine receptor subtypes are typical GPCRs. As we have mentioned above, 

dopamine receptors are subdivided into two classes: D1-like (D1, D5) and D2-like (D2, 

D3 and D4). The signaling properties of the two classes of receptors have been widely 

researched, and the documented literatures suggest that there are both shared and 

individually different properties between them. 

  D1-like receptor signaling is initiated by coupling to the heterotrimeric G protein G

s/olf , which subsequently activate adenylate cyclase, cylic AMP-dependent protein 

kinase, and protein phosphatase-1 inhibitor DARPP-32 (Fig. 15). The increased 

phosphorylation induced by the activation of cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase 

and also by inhibition of the protein phosphatase-1 regulate the activity of numbers of 

other receptors, enzymes, ion channels and transcription factors [Neve et al.,2004]. 

 

Figure 15 D1-like receptor signaling pathways. The solid line ending with arrows 

means stimulatory effects while the dotted lines ending in a bar represent inhibitory effects.  

Abbreviations: AC5, adenylate cyclase type 5; CREB, cyclic AMP response element 
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binding protein; DARPP-32, dopamine-related phosphoprotein, 32 kDa; MAPK, 

mitogen-activated protein kinase; NHE, Na!/H! exchanger; PKA, protein kinase A; PKC, 

protein kinase C; PLC, phospholipase C; PP1 or PP2A, protein phosphatase 1 or 2A. 

Image is adapted from Neve et al. (2004). 

 

D2-like receptor signaling via the inhibition of adenylate cyclase which is opposite to 

D1-like receptor by coupling to the heterotrimeric G i/o protein, and subsequently 

decreasing the phosphorylation of PKA substrates such as DARPP-32 at Thr34 [Nishi 

et al., 1997] and finally leads to inhibition of the Na+, K+-ATPase in neostriatal neurons 

[Nishi et al., 1999]. Besides adenylate cyclase, D2-like receptor also has other 

signaling pathways including phospholipases, ion channels, MAP kinases, and the 

Na+/H+ exchanger [Huff et al., 1997], which are regulated by G  complex (Fig. 16). 

 
Figure 16 D2-like receptor signaling pathways. The solid line ending with arrows 

means stimulatory effects while the dotted lines ending in a bar represent inhibitory effects. 

Abbreviations: AA, arachidonic acid; AC2 or AC5, adenylate cyclase  type 2 or 5; CREB, 

cyclic AMP response element-binding protein; DARPP-32, dopamine- and cyclic 

AMP-regulated phosphoprotein, 32 kDa; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; NHE, 

Na!/H! exchanger; PA, phosphatidic acid; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PI3K, 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; PKA, protein kinase A; PKC, protein kinase C; 

PLA2,phospholipase A2; PLC, phospholipase C; PLD, phospholipase D; PP1 or PP2A, 
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protein phosphatase 1 or 2A; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase. 

Image is adapted from Neve et al. (2004).  

Dopamine receptor oligomerization 

All of the physiological functions of dopamine, from voluntary movement and 

reward to hormonal regulation and hypertension, are mediated through dopamine 

receptors. During the past two decades, the general structural, biochemical and 

functional properties of the dopamine receptors have been widely studied and 

remarkable advance have occurred. These remarkable advances led to the 

development of multiple pharmacologically active compounds that are directly 

targeted at dopamine receptors. With the development of the GPCRs 

heteromerization concept, as a typical member of GPCRs, and given its important 

pharmacological function, the dopamine receptor field is largely focused in 

heteromerization studies. This is considered as the new field in developing 

pharmacological compounds. Here in the following text we are going to list some 

widely documented and functionally important heteromerization data related to 

dopamine receptors.  

The D1-D2 and D2-D5 heteromers 

D1R and D2R are the two subtypes in the D1-like dopamine receptors which with 

high sequence homology (80%) to each other. Heteromerization of D1R and D2R was 

initially found through co-immuno-precipitation experiment from rat and human 

striatum [Lee et al., 2004], and were confirmed soon by fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) studies [So et al., 2005]. Due to the high sequence homology 

of D5R to D1R, the heteromerization of D5R and D2R was soon observed in cultured 

cells co-transfected with both receptors [So et al., 2005]. Yet the evidence for their 

heteromerization in brain is still missing.   

Although D1 and D5 receptor are closely related, after forming heteromers with D2R, 
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they showed different patterns of dopamine-induced calcium regulation (Fig.17). The 

D1-D2 heteromer activation leads to a rapid, transient, intracellular calcium 

mobilization, this effect is not observed after the activation by either D1R or D2R. In 

contrast, the  of D5-D2 heteromer is largely different from the D1-D2 

heteromer. Stimulate the D5 component in the D5-D2 heteromer seems trigger less 

calcium influx compared with the activation of D5 homooligomers; however, 

co-activation of D5R and D2R in the heteromer regain the calcium influx and reach the 

similar intracellular calcium concentration compared with the D5 homooligomers 

[Hasbi et al., 2010]. Although activation of both D1-D2 heteromer and D5-D2 heteromer 

increase the intracellular calcium concentration through Gq/11 protein linked pathways, 

however, the effect of D5-D2 heteromers seems also dependent on the influx of 

extracellular calcium through store-operated calcium channels [So et al., 2009].   

It has been confirmed that in the striatum, around 20% of the neurons co-express 

D1 and D2 receptors [Bertran-Gonzalez et al., 2008; Matamales et al., 2009]. Several 

lines of evidence have suggested that D1-D2 receptor heteromer may have etiological 

significance in schizophrenia [Melissa et al., 2011], drug abused and depression [Pei 

et al., 2010]. D5 receptors are poorly distribute in the striatum, however, 

immunohistochemistry evidence suggest the colocalization of D5R with tyrosine 

hydroxylase (TH) - the marker for dopamine neurons - in the substantia nigra (group 

A8 and A9) which is a main brain region that send dopaminergic projections to the 

striatum [Khan et al., 2000]. As we know, D2 receptors are widely expressed in the 

dopaminergic neurons especially at the terminals, thus this may give rise to the 

heteromerization between D2R and D5R.  
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Figure 17 D1-D2 and D5-D2 heteromer signaling pathways. A. D1-D2 heteromer 

activation leads to a novel signaling pathway through coupling to Gq/11 protein and 

finally causes a rapid, transient, intracellular calcium mobilization from endoplasmic 

reticulum. B. For details see text above. 

Abbreviations: AC adenylyl cyclase; cAMP cyclic AMP; PLC phospholipase C; IP3 

inositol-triphosphate; DAG PC CaMKⅡ calcium metabolize kinase Ⅱ.  

Image is adapted from Husbi et al., 2010 

The D1-D3 receptor heteromer 

The D3R is concentrated in the ventral striatum, co-localized with D1R in medium 

spiny neurons. It is reported that D1R and D3R form heteromer and the functional 

properties of the heteromer are different from the homo-oligomers formed individually 

by D1R or D3R. Notably, the D1R-D3R dimer couples to Gs protein and elucidate a 

higher potentiation of AC activation than D1R alone [Marcellino et al., 2008; Fiorentini 

et al., 2008]. Functionally, the D1R-D3R heteromer likely plays a role in the 

physiological control of the activity of the ventral striatum and may have a pathological 

implication in the development of motor dysfunction [Missale et al., 2010]. 
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The D1-NMDA receptor heteromer 

In the striatum, D1R and NMDAR are co-localized in dendritic membranes and 

post-synaptic density (PSD). A series of different experimental approaches including 

co-immunoprecipitation, glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion protein pull-down, in 

vitro binding of recombinant receptor fragments, blot overlay and bioluminescence 

resonance energy transfer(BRET) have evidenced the existence of D1R/NMDAR 

heterodimerization involving both NR1 and NR2A [Missale et al., 2010]. In striatal and 

hippocampal neurons, the interaction of D1R/NMDAR is responsible for D1R-mediated 

inhibition of both NMDA currents and NMDA-mediated excitotoxicity [Lee et al., 2002].  

The A2A-D2 receptor heteromer 

The heteromer formed by A2A-D2 receptor is another heteromer involved in 

schizophrenia. It was first indentified by coimmuno-precipitation in SH-SY5Y 

neuroblastoma cells [Hillion et al., 2002] and was further confirmed in living cells using 

FRET [Canals et al., 2003].  

Except those heteromers listed above, there are some other types of receptors 

heteromerization or crosstalk that are participated by dopamine receptors. We are not 

going to list here anymore, only to mention that there is a good chance for the 

receptors with co-localization on the membrane to form homo- or heteromers.   

Pharmacology of dopamine receptors 

Dopamine receptors are largely focused in the field of mental disorders for almost 7 

decades. The involvement of dopamine receptors in the human mental disease 

beginning with the receptor binding techniques which enables the possibility of 

measuring dopamine receptor binding characteristics in postmortem tissues of the 

patients (Seeman and Van Tol, 1994). The most unsuspicious hypothesis is the 

postulated enhanced sensitivity of postsynaptic D2 dopamine receptors in 
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schizophrenia [seeman et al., 2005]; however, o consistent changes in D1 receptor 

binding were observed in the patients with schizophrenia. With the development of the 

techniques and the accumulation of the literatures, dopamine receptors are reported 

to be relevant in various kinds of human disease. In patients with depression, 

decreased sensitivity of postsynaptic D2/D3 dopamine receptor in limbic brain area 

was observed and with the regain of this sensitivity after long-term therapeutic 

treatment [Willner, 1997]. In bipolar disorders, no alteration in D1 receptor was 

observed, however, several studies reported the increased density of D2 receptors. In 

patients with PD, similarly D2 receptor density was altered in basal ganglia, still no 

changes were observed with D1 receptors [Nikolaus et al., 2009a]. In patients with 

Huntington s disease, significant reductions in the striatal D1 and D2 receptor binding 

were observed [Felicio et al., 2009]. In drug abuses, decreased D2 receptor binding 

was observed in the striatum [Frankle and Laruelle, 2002; Nikolaus et al., 2009b; 

Volkow et al.,2009] (For details about the drug abuse, see in the drug addiction 

section, page X). Although dopamine receptors are widely involved in the mental 

disorders, no conclusive association has been found thus far which results in few 

therapeutic implications exceptr antipsychotics. However, it seems that D2 dopamine 

receptors are more involved than D1 dopamine receptors. 

Antipsychotics 

Antipsychotics are a class of psychiatric medication primarily used to manage 

psychosis, in particular in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Since the first 

antipsychotic chlorpromazine discovered almost seven decades before, the 

antipsychotics have been grouped: first generation (also called typical antipsychotics) 

which in the representative of chlorpromazine and haloperidol; second generation  

(also called atypical antipsychotics) which in the representative of clozapine; and the 

third generation which so for only contain one member, aripiperazole. The groups are 

according to clinical actions as well as mechanism of actions, for instance, the first 

generation antipsychotics are high affinity dopamine D2 antagonists, they elicit 
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antipsychotic actions, at the same time cause many side effects. In contrast, the 

second generation of antipsychotics is thought to work though serotonin-dopamine 

antagonism , which produce equal antipsychotic actions with low liability to induce 

EPS or TD or other side effects caused by the typical antipsychotics, however, they 

cause other side effects which results in their abandoned. After the two generations of 

antipsychotics, the focus is back to dopamine D2 receptors. Besides the well know 

concept that antagonism of D2 receptors could effectively control positive symptoms 

of schizophrenia, a novel hypothesis was developed related with dopamine 

autoreceptors (composed by D2S receptors and D3 receptors) and receptor functional 

selectivity. The only member in the tired generation antipsychotic, aripiprazole, is 

widely studied yet no conclusive opinion about its pharmacological intrinsic activity on 

D2 dopamine receptors, thus finally it is termed as has functional selectivity  to D2 

receptors (For details, see result chapter 2) because aripiprazole seems to elicit 

D2-mediated functional effects that encompass the whole range of classic 

pharmacological intrinsic activity. Nevertheless, aripiprazole, as an effective and 

widely prescribed antipsychotic which has specific intrinsic affinity on D2 receptors is a 

bellwether for the developing of the further antipsychotics [Mailman and Murthy 2010].  

 

Drug abuse 

In the human history, so far, there are several drugs and chemical agents which 

could control human behavior by producing a psychological and physiological drug 

dependent state called addiction. It is characterized by compulsive drug seeking and 

consumption despite serious negative consequence such as medical illness and 

failures in significant life roles. Normally, the addicted individuals lost all the interests 

that could cheer up the non-addicted ones such as food, sex or promotion, the only 

interests of them is to consume drugs, or struggle for obtaining drugs despite criminal 

activities. This drug centered state of addicts usually cost their jobs, personal 
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relationships, financial standing and finally, in some case, their lives. The drugs that 

could be addicted and their general information are listed in box 1:  

Box 1 Common abused drugs. 

 

 

Drug addiction places enormous burden on society, thus the field focus on the 

understanding, treating and preventing addiction is heavily invested and a lot of 

advances have occurred thanks a lot to the good animal model such as drug 

self-administration (see bellow). To diagnose a person as drug addicted, it is 

necessary that the addicts have the following categories of symptoms shown in table 

1 according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM)-Ⅳ. 

Table 1 Common categories and symptoms of drug addiction 
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The brains reward pathway 

The rewarding effects of the addicted drugs are the main reason why humans 

consume the drugs and the laboratory animals self-administer them [Wise, 2009]. The 

rewarding process of drugs is highly related with the brain reward system. A reward is 

a stimulus that the brain interprets as intrinsically positive, or as something worth to be 

approached, while the body acquires enjoyment and arousal. A reinforcing stimulus is 

one that increases the probability that behaviors paired with reward will be repeated. 

The neural substrates that underlie the perception of reward and the phenomenon of 

positive reinforcement are a set of interconnected forebrain structures called brain 

reward pathways. The reward pathways are mainly consisted by the nucleus 

accumbens, the basal forebrain components of extended amygdala and the medial 

prefrontal cortex. All these structures are under dense dopaminergic innervations 

originated from ventral tegmental area (VTA). It is believed that stimulation of the 

brain reward system depends on the action of catecholamines, particularly 
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Figure 18 Diagram of the brain reward circuitry of the mammalian (rat) brain.  The 

main action sites of the various addictive drugs to enhance brain reward were highlighted 

with colors in the diagram. ABN: anterior bed unclei of the medial forebrain bundle; Acb: 

nucleus accumbens; Amyg: amygdale; BNST: bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; CRF: 

corticotrophin-releasing factor; DA: subcomponent of the ascending mesocorticolimbic 

dopaminergic system, believed to be preferentially activated by addictive drugs; DYN: 

synorphinergic neuronal fiber bundle outflow from the nucleus accumbens; ENK: 

enkephalinergic neuronal fiber bundle outflow from the Acb; FCX: frontal cortex; GABA: 

GABAergic inhibitory fiber systems innervations in the ventral tegmental area, the nucleus 

accumbens, and into the vicinity of the locus ceruleus, as well as the GABA neuronal fiber 

bundle outflow from the nucleus accumbens; GLU: glutamatergic neural systems 

originating from the frontal cortex and send projections to both the ventral tegmental area 

and the nucleus accumbens; 5-HT: serotonergic fibers, originated in the anterior raphe 

nuclei and project to both the cell body region (VTA) and terminal projection field (Acb) of 

dopaminergic neuron. BSR: descending, myelinated, moderately fast-conducting 

component of the brain reward circuitry that is preferentially activated by electrical 

intracranial self-stimulation (electrical brain stimulation reward). LC: locus ceruleus. NE: 

noradrenergic fivers, originate in the locus ceruleus and project to the general vicinity of 

the ventral mesencephalic neuronal cell fields of the VTA; OPIOID: endogenous opioid 

peptide neural systems which send projections to both VTA and nucleus accumbens. PA: 

periaqueductal gray matter; Raphe: brain stem serotonergic raphe nuclei; VP: ventral 

pallidum; VTA: Ventral tegmental areas, the major area in where the reward related 
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dopaminergic neurons originate.  

dopamine (DA). Natural rewards, such as food or sex, as well as most abused drugs, 

such as alcohol, amphetamine, cocaine, could increase extracellular concentration of 

mesolimbic dopamine. It appears that addictive drugs are rewarding and reinforcing 

because they could enhance either dopamine release or the effects of dopamine in 

the NAc or related structure by means of the rewarding system. The brain reward 

circuitry is illustrated in figure.18 

Neuroadaptation of drug addiction 

Essentially, all addictive drugs exert their acute reinforcing properties by stimulating 

the brain reward system, however, not everyone who consumes drugs becomes 

addicted, which is thought to be due to the second character of addiction the 

neuroadaptations induced by chronic drug use. Repeated exposure to an addictive 

drug induces profound cellular and molecular changes within neurons of the brain 

reward circuitry, which in turn are believed to cause the alterations in reinforcement 

mechanisms that contribute to addiction. Drug-induced neuroadaptations reflect both 

homeostatic compensations for excessive stimulation by drugs and alterations in 

multiple memory systems in the brain and serve to remain addiction beyond long 

periods of time.  

Cocaine 

Cocaine (C17H21NO4, Fig.18) is a popular drug abused in Europe; survey showed 

that cocaine has been used at least once in a lifetime by 3.4% of the general 

population (EMCDDA 2001). Cocaine is a psychomotor stimulant that exerts its effect 

on both the central and peripheral nervous system. Consumed cocaine could 

increase alertness, feeling of well-being and euphoria, energy and motor activity, 

feelings of competence and sexuality. Besides the good feeling induced by cocaine, 

the negative health and economic consequences of cocaine use are also 
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considerable, with the drug causing potentially fatal cerebral hemorrhage and 

cardiovascular events such as arrhythmias, myocardial infarction, and results in 

approximately US＄580 million in direct health-care costs annually (Caulkins et al, 

2002). Large quantities of researches have focused on the various aspects related to 

this disorder in order to improve the therapeutics of cocaine addiction.  

The development history of cocaine 

Cocaine is a crystalline tropane alkaloid that is obtained from the leaves of the coca 

plant. Before its discovery, about more than a thousand years ago, South American 

indigenous people have chewed the leaves of Erythroxylon coca which is declared to 

give them strength and energy. Later, coca was used in medicine to protect the body 

from many ailments, reduce the swelling of wounds, to strength broken bones, and 

etc. However, it took more than 200 years for people to finally achieve the isolation of 

cocaine  the marrow of coca plant and another 50 years for people to synthesis it via 

chemical method. In the late nineteen century, cocaine was widely used in medicine 

as a local anesthetic and consumed as a vice in literature; it was sold in neighborhood 

drugstores and very popular in drinks containing ethanol and caffeine. As long as the 

increasing usage of cocaine, the considerable side-effects and its high addiction risk 

got it prohibited first in medical use in 1914 and then in free trading. In modern society, 

although there are serious restrictions on cocaine manufactures, it is still prevalent 

across all socioeconomic strata, including age, demographics, economic, social, 

political, religious, and livelihood.  
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Figure 19 Cocaine  

A) The Erytroxylon coca plant contains cocaine in the leaves. B) Molecular structure of 

cocaine: [1R-(exo,exo)]-3-(benzoyloxy)-8-azabicyclo[3.2.1]octane-2-carboxylic acid 

methyl ester. C) Advertisement for kids toothache drops with cocaine as its main 

components (1885). 

 

Ways of cocaine ingestion as an abused substance 

Cocaine can be ingested mainly though the following ways [Volkow et al., 2000]: 

Oral: chewing coca leaves is the most original way to intake cocaine. Nowadays, 

coca leaves are typically mixed with an alkaline substance and chewed into a wad 

that is retained in the mouth between gum and cheek and sucked of its juices. Many 

users also rub the powder along the gum line, or onto a cigarette filter. Oral 

administration is quite slow in subjective effects.  

Insufflation: it is the most common cocaine powder ingestion ways in the western 

world and is absorbed through the mucous membranes lining the sinuses. It only 

takes 14.6 minutes to reach peak subjective effects through this way.  

Injection: drug injection provides the highest blood levels of drug in the shortest 

period of time; the average time to reach peak subjective effects is 3.1 minutes. 

Inhalation(smoking): peak high  of this way is 1.4±0.5 minutes. When smoked, 

cocaine is sometimes combined with other drugs such as cannabis. 

Suppository: this administration approach is not well studied. Generally cocaine is 
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dissolved in water and withdraw into an oral syringe and then be lubricated and 

inserted into the anus or vagina. 

 

The mechanism of acute cocaine effects 

Although cocaine could be ingested in different ways, it is all absorbed finally into 

the bloodstream quickly and transported to all over the body, especially the Central 

Neuronal System (CNS) which is surrounded by the blood brain barrier. Due to its 

high lipophilic properties, cocaine can easily cross the blood brain barrier and then 

access to the CNS, where the major subjective effects induced by cocaine occur. 

Cocaine produces its psychoactive effects by potentiating monoaminergic 

transmission through actions on dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine transporters. 

Briefly, cocaine binds to those transporters to inhibit the reuptake of these 

neurotransmitters, thus leads to the accumulation of the neurotransmitters and finally 

results in enhanced and prolonged postsynaptic effects. Action on the dopamine 

transporter (DAT) is believed to be the most important role for the reinforcing effects 

of cocaine. In addiction, cocaine is suggested to have effects on sigma receptors, 

block sodium channels, and others. 

Cocaine induced neuronal adaptations 

Cocaine addiction induced adaptations occurred at both the cellular and molecular 

level, including gene and protein expression. These adaptations in turn will promote 

changes in cell excitability and activity, morphology, and neurotransmission in reward 

circuit. Most important, the neural adaptations induced by cocaine usually outlast the 

presence of the drug in the brain and persist in a quite long withdrawal period, and are 

believed contribute to the reorganization of neural circuits that strength the desire to 

re-obtain drugs which is termed as relapse.   
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  Cocaine addiction and CREB phosphorylation 

Repeated cocaine exposure results in neuronal adaptations, while at the same time, 

those neuronal adaptations conversely facilitate the oncoming cocaine intake which 

consolidate cocaine addiction. One of the important cocaine induced neuroadaptation 

is altered phosphorylation of the transcription factor cyclic AMP (cAMP)-regulated 

element-binding protein (CREB).  

CREB is widely expressed in all cells in the brain; it belongs to a family of proteins 

that function as transcription factors. Phosphorylation of CREB on Ser 133 activates 

CREB and increases transcription of a large number of genes that can alter neuronal 

function and regulate synaptic plasticity. Some common cellular events involved in 

regulation of CREB are shown in Figure 20.  

 

Figure 20 Cellular events involved in CREB regulation. Neurotransmitters or 

neurotrophins act on the membrane surface receptors (e.g. TrkB, AMPA receptors and 

GPCRs) will subsequently stimulate the intracellular downstream signal cascades which 

finally regulate the phosphorylation state of CREB located in the nuclei. Specific 
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phosphorylation at serine 133 activates various CREB-mediated gene transcription which 

lead to different protein expression levels (protein products altered by CREB are listed in 

green). Abbreviations: CaM, calmodulin; GluR1Rs, glutamate receptor subunit GluR1 

homomeric AMPA receptors; PDE, phosphodiesterase; PLC, phospholipase C; TrkB, 

neurotrophin tyrosine kinase receptor type 2. 

Image is adapted from William et al. 2005. 

 

The best understanding of the precise role played by CREB in motivational aspects 

of addiction concerns the nucleus accumbens subregion. The CREB phosphorylation 

level in striatum is altered either by the acute or chronic cocaine administration. In one 

study, it is observed that cocaine-induced CREB phosphorylation is enhanced in the 

nucleus accumbens after challenge injection of cocaine in rats that were repeated 

exposure to cocaine [Mattson et al., 2005]. And before that, several lines of evidence 

illustrated that acute expose to the cocaine-related psychostimulant amphetamine 

could also enhance the CREB activation in striatum [Cole et al. 1995; Simpson et al. 

1995; Turgeon et al. 1997]. Notably, the CREB activation levels also play an important 

role in regulating animals  cocaine consuming habits. It is evidenced that increased 

CREB activation in the nucleus accumbens decreases an  sensitivity to the 

rewarding effects of cocaine. In addition, increased CREB function in this region also 

dampens an animal s interest for natural rewards, while decreased CREB function 

increase this interest [Nestler et al., 2004]. All these results suggest that CREB 

phosphorylation levels are greatly affected by cocaine addiction, as well as that this 

transcription factor inversely plays an important role in the process of cocaine 

addiction and in performing the behavior induced by cocaine administration.  

Chronic cocaine administration reduces G protein signaling efficacy. 

  Besides the modification of gene expression by cocaine addiction through alteration 

of the transcription factor CREB activation, the neuroadaptation induced by chronic 
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cocaine administration is also believed on the G protein signaling levels. 

Neuroimaging experiments in primate addiction models (Morgan et al., 2002) or 

human addicts (Goldstein and Volkow, 2002) observed reduced signaling through Gi

-coupled receptors. More specifically, reduced Gi  function after repeated cocaine 

adiminstration were also confirmed at the level of protein expression(Nestler et al., 

1990; Striplin and Kalivas 1993).  

Morphological changes in dendritic spines 

Chronic cocaine administration results in marked neuroplasticity of dendritic spines 

during the reinstatement of drug seeking. When this phenomenon was observed 

almost 20 years ago, it was suggested that chronic non-contingent amphetamine 

administration caused dendritic sysmorphisms and increased dendritic spine density 

in the NAc and prefrontal cortex of rats [Robinson et al., 1997], Later, drug-induced 

dendritic changes were observed widely in the striatum [Lee et al., 2006; Robinson et 

al,. 2004; Jedynak et al., 2007]. In addition, figure 21 shows another research reslut 

which observed this neuroplasticity in chronic non-contingent cocaine administration 

withdrawal rats, an increase in spine head diameter at 45 min and a reduction in 

diameter at 120 min after the challenge injection of cocaine [Kalivas et al., 2009].  

 

Figure 21 Morphology change of spine caused by chronic cocaine administration. 
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Withdrawal from chronic non-contingent cocaine administration causes a basal increase 

in spine head diameter. Acute challenge injection of cocaine enlarge this increase  

However 120min after the injection of cocaine, the spine head diameter  is markedly 

decreased compared with the basal control level.   

Image is adapted from Kalivas et al., 2009. 

Inhibition of neuronal excitability by cocaine administration 

The down-regulation of nucleus accumbens membrane excitability was observed 

both after repeated cocaine administration and short withdrawal periods [zhang et al., 

1998, 2002; Henry et al., 1995]. Notably,CREB modulates the excitability of nucleus 

accumbens neurons [Dong et al 2006].  

Cocaine-induced neuroadaptation in dopamine system 

The mesolimbic dopamine system plays a principal role in forming the cocaine 

addiction forming process. The direct effect of cocaine on the DA system is to bind to 

the dopamine transporter (DAT) to block the reuptake of DA from the synaptic cleft to 

the presynaptic neurons thus markedly elevates extracellular DA levels in the nucleus 

accumbens (NAcc) and dorsal striatum. The large amount of DA in the synaptic cleft 

will stimulate the D1-like and D2-like receptors both located on the pre- and 

postsynaptic neurons, as well as diffuse away from the synapse to act on the 

receptors located on neighboring synaptic or non-synaptic receptors. Prolonged 

cocaine abuse will influence the DA system in several aspects, like dopamine 

receptor expression density, extracellular DA levels, receptor functions as well as 

receptor sensitivities. 

The effect of repeated exposure to cocaine on the density of D1-like and D2-like 

dopamine receptors was reported either up-regulated, unchanged or down regulated, 

seems to depend upon factors such as cocaine dosing regimen, route of 

administration and length of treatment/withdrawal period [Anderson and Pierce, 
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2005].  

Several lines of evidence confirmed that chronic cocaine administration leads to the 

decline of extracellular DA levels (down-regulation of DA tone ) after cessation of 

cocaine administration. In addition, this reduced of DA release seems to persist 

beyond both short and long withdrawal periods (Rossetti et al., 1992; Weiss et al., 

1992b; Wu et al., 1997). However, the natural fluctuation in DA release may mark the 

extent of this effect. 

Cocaine-induced modifications in dopamine receptor function and transduction are 

well studied and documented in the past 20 years. Prolonged cocaine exposure leads 

to supersensitivity of D1 dopamine receptor which mediated the enhanced inhibition of 

nucleus accumbens neurons to locally applied DA [Henry & White, 1991; Xu et 

al.,1994; Henry et al., 1998; Beurrier & Malenka, 2002]. In addiction, repeated cocaine 

treatment causes enhanced cAMP-signaling pathway within the nucleus accumbens 

and reduced Gi  protein levels in this area and in VTA. [Nestler et al., 1990; 

Terwilliger et al., 1991; Unterwald et al., 1993; Freeman et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2003; 

but seeCrawford et al., 2004]. In contrast, some researches found increased 

D2-receptor sensitivity in coupling to G-proteins [Bailay et al., 2008]. However, to our 

knowledge none of these studies has been replicated in cocaine self-administrating 

animals. 

Cocaine induced changes in D2 receptor homo- or heterodimerization 

Receptor oligomerization is an important, relatively newer field in the 

neuropharmacology. As we mentioned before, D2 receptor could either form 

homodimer or heterodimers with other receptors. Research found that cocaine 

treatment significantly reduces the homodimerization of D2 receptors in HEK 293T 

cells. In addition, in the same research they also observed a conformational change in 

A2A-D2 receptor heterodimer [Marcellino et al., 2010].  
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Cocaine induced neuroadaptation in glutamatergic circuits 

Besides dopamine , the neuroadaptations in glutamatergic circuits are also believed 

to play important role in cocaine addiction. Chronic cocaine use is believed to result in 

long term changes in basal extracellular levels of glutamate (Baker et al., 2003; 

Wydra et al., 2013) and synaptic strength at glutamatergic synapses in the NAc 

[Boudreau and Wolf, 2005; Kourrich et al., 2007; Moussawi et al., 2009)].  

Approaches in studying cocaine addiction 

Most of the advances we mentioned above about the neuronal adaptations induced 

by cocaine abuse is acquired through animal models. Here we introduce several most 

used animal models to study cocaine addiction. 

Conditioned place preference (CPP) 

Place conditioning is widely used to assess the rewarding and aversive properties 

of various drugs of abuse. Briefly, the procedure consists of two phases: the 

conditioning phase, where the animal is administrated drugs in a neutral environment, 

and followed by an expression phase where the animals are tested on their 

preference for the cocaine-associated environment during a drug-free state. 

Increased time spent in the cocaine-paired environment is termed conditioned place 

preference (CPP). CPP is thought to reflect the heightened motivational relevance 

ascribed to drug-associated stimuli [Mueller & Stewart, 2000]. 

Cocaine self-administration 

Drug self-administration procedures in rodents have proven invaluable for 

elucidating the neural circuitry of drug reinforcement and reinstatement of 

drug-seeking behavior. Animal self-administration experiments are typically 

performed in standard conditioning chambers adapted for the catheters used to 

deliver a drug intravenously. The catheter is secured to the animal by a harness or 
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back plate and is tethered to a protective leash that extends upward through a hole in 

the top of a chamber, where it attaches to rotating swivel on a mechanical arm that 

allows the subject to move around freely. The chamber is equipped with two identical 

levers. Pressing only one of them results in the delivery of drug, the other one will 

deliver no drug instead. Activity on these levers can be used to measure drug 

administration as well as changes in nonspecific behavior that reflect short- and 

long-term effects of drugs. Most importantly, the neurochemical research with the 

post-administration period of animal models provides plenty evidences for neuronal 

mechanisms that underlie drug reinforcement. The self-administration models provide 

a rigorous, systematic approach to characterize the reinforcing effects of psychoactive 

drugs, as they are taken volitionally at the doses that can best produce transitions to 

addiction. Although this behavioral model best ressembles the essential diagnoses of 

human addiction, only 1 out of 5 animals may reach a real addiction-like behavior. 

This percent is similar to the proportion of human drug users that become addicted. 

Two main factors may regulate the transition to addiction: the exposure to drugs and 

the vulnerability of the exposed individual [Deroche-Gamonet et al. 2004].   
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In this thesis, the main objective was to increase the knowledge about the D2 

receptor properties. Currently this receptor is the main target of antipsychotics and it 

is involved in the neuroadaptations induced by chronic cocaine abuse. New properties 

of D2 receptor may arise by heteromerization with other GPCRs. The presentation of 

the main results in this thesis has been organized in separate chapters with the 

corresponding objective described as follows: 

1, the partial agonism of the antipsychotic aripiprazole on D2 autoreceptors 

The first and second generations of antipsychotics attenuate the positive symptoms 

of schizophrenia by acting as D2 receptor antagonists. However, because of their 

antagonism on D2 receptors, the first two generations of antipsychotics induce a 

variety of adverse effects. A classic hypothesis postulates that a dopamine 

autoreceptor agonist may also attenuate the positive symptoms of schizophrenia by 

inhibiting DA synthesis, release or dopaminergic firing [Neve et al., 1997]. Aripiprazole 

is a relatively novel antipsychotic which is characterized by having effects on both the 

positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia as well as a low liability of adverse 

effects [Leucht et al 2009; Mailman & Murphy 2010]. One hypothesis related to the 

mechanism underlying the pharmacological effects of ARI is its partial agonism effect 

on D2 autoreceptors [Tamminga, 2002]. However, this effect is not easily evidenced. 

Thus, one of our major objectives is to monitor the efficacy of ARI on D2 

autoreceptors under various experimental conditions designed to facilitate or 

impair its D2 agonism, to show either full or partial agonism, or even 

antagonism.  

2, crosstalks between D2 receptor and other receptors. 

The oligomerization of GPCRs opens a new field for  pharmacology. D2 receptors 

belong to the typical class A GPCR and could form homomers and heteromers under 

various conditions [Hillion et al., 2002; So et al., 2005]. The pharmacological effects of 

some D2 oligomers have also been documented [Melissa et al., 2011]. However, 
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results are scarce on D2 receptor oligomerizations relevant for neuronal functions. So, 

to investigate possible heteromerization that may occurred between the co-localized 

receptors has become a new hot topic for the understanding of D2 receptor s 

neurophysiologic properties and also in developing new drugs that target specifically 

on these heteromers. The other objective of this thesis is to check whether the 

velocity of DA synthesis which is originally regulated by D2 autoreceptors can 

be affected by a crosstalk between the following pairs of receptors: GABAB and 

D2 receptor, Orexin1 receptor and D2 receptor, and D5 and D2 receptors.  

3, neuroadaptations related to D2R signaling induced by chronic cocaine withdrawal. 

The dopamine system plays an important role in brain reward pathway and drug 

addiction. Chronic drug administration or addictions induce various neuroadaptations. 

The fact that cocaine addiction causes profound neuroadaptations in DA system has 

been well documented so far [Anderson and Pierce, 2005]. A previous work in our lab 

found a dramatic increase of phospho-CREB level in response to a D2R agonist after 

1-day withdrawal from chronic cocaine self-administration in rat nucleus accumbens 

[Hoffmann et al., 2011].  Neuroadaptations relevant for addiction are believed long 

lived in the addicted individuals [Rossetti et al., 1992; Weiss et al., 1992b; Wu et al., 

1997]. Thus, the last objective of this thesis is to characterize the alteration of 

dopamine D2 receptor signaling after both short and long withdrawal periods 

through measuring changes in phospho-CREB levels induced by the D2 

receptor agonist quinpirole in the brain striatum. 
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All experiments were carried out in accordance with the European Communities 

Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC) and the decree of the 

Generalitat of Catalonia (DOGC 2450 7/8/1977). The experimental procedure and 

protocols for animal handling were approved by the Ethics Committee on Animal 

Experimentation and Human (CEEAH) of the Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona 

(number 3336). The in vitro DA synthesis assessment system protocol was 

previously applied by our group [Gonzalez-Sepulveda et al., 2013]. The cocaine self-

administration protocol was adapted from the group of David Self, Texas University, 

and Southwestern Medical Center [Choi et al., 2006].  

Part 1 in vitro dopamine synthesis assessment system 

Animals 

All the rats utilized in our study are male Sprague-Dawley rats supplied by the 

Animal Service Facility of Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona. All the animals used 

are approximately 8 weeks old with the weights between 250-300g. The rats are 

housed under stable conditions with the same temperature and humidity, the same 

length of illumination everyday (12 h cycle, lights on at 7 am), with freely access to 

food and water before sacrificed. The rats were sacrificed at around 10.00am for all 

experiments.  

Reagents and materials 

The L-[3,5-3H]-

scintillation counter Tri-Carb 2810TR were purchased from Perkin Elmer. The HPLC 

C18 column (Tracer Extrasil: ODS; particle size: 5

purchased from Teknokroma. The spectrophotometer plate reader Power Wave XS, 

the incubator Thermomixer, the Eppendorfs, tubes, the 96-well plates and other 

materials were purchased from Bio-Tek.  

Buffers and mobile phase 

Krebs-Ringer Buffers 

The Krebs buffer contains: 120mM NaCl, 0.8mM KCl, 2.6mM CaCl2, 0.67mM 

MgSO4, 1.2mM KH2PO4, 27.5mM NaHCO3 and 10mM Glucose. Worth to mention, 

the CaCl2, NaHCO3 and Glucose must be added into the solution right before the 

experiment and Krebs buffer should be oxygen-saturated with 95% O2: 5% CO2 
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bubbling for 15-30s before use. 

Mobile phase for L-[3,5-3H]-tyrosine purification 

The mobile phase contains: 0.1M NaH2PO4, 0.75mM octanesulfonic acid (SOS), 

1mM EDTA, and is adjusted to pH 3.4 with H3PO4. Mix with methanol (1%) before 

use. This low pH was chosen to decrease the charge of the carboxyl group in 

tyrosine, this increasing its retention time to 10.5 minutes. 

Mobile phase for [3H]-dopamine purification 

The mobile phase contains: 0.1M NaH2PO4, 0.75mM SOS, 1mM EDTA, and pH 

5.0. Mix with methanol (15%) before use. 

Purification of L-[3, 5-3H]-tyrosine 

The L-[3, 5-3H]-tyrosine (1 mCi supplied by American Radiolabelled Chemicals) 

was not used directly; we purified it before use to prove its specific activity. We set 

this step because some companies sell low quantity radio-chemicals. The specific 

activity of it we needed in our experiment is 37MBeq/mmol. For the purification, a 

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used. The HPLC we use is 

constituted by an auto sampler, a pump, the C18 Extrasil Tracer column, the 

appropriate mobile phase which constantly flow through the system, a UV 

spectrophotometer to measure the absorbance at 285nm, a interface and a computer 

which control the program and record the results. First, a standard quantity-peak 

area curve was obtained from the non-radioactive tyrosine solution with the tyrosine 

quantity as its horizontal axis (X axis) and peak area as its vertical axis (Y axis). 

Once we have the standard curve, a certain amount of L-[3, 5-3H]-tyrosine (usually 

standard tyrosine was collected into an eppendorf tube. The radioactivity present in 

lation counter. Based 

on the peak area and the standard curve, we can calculate the exact total amount of 

the purified L-[3, 5-3H]-tyrosine, and then divide this quantity by the volume we 

collected in the eppendorf, this allows to obtain the concentration of the purified L-[3, 

5-3H]-tyrosine. 

5000 dpm). Through calculation, we could easily figure out the exact volume to add 

into each sample. 

Preparation of rat brain striatal miniprisms 
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Rats were sacrificed by decapitation, and the brain was quickly removed and 

preserved in ice-cold Krebs buffer until further processing. The following procedure 

was performed in the cold room (4 ºC). The brain striatum was dissected and 

er (Fig. 22). The 

miniprisms were washed with fresh cold Krebs buffer for three times to get ride of the 

broken cells and proteases released. Using a centrifuge (288g! 1min ) to remove the 

fer to resuspend 

the miniprisms.  

striatum

cortex

A
B

Cstriatum

cortex

striatum

cortex
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Figure. 22 Preparing miniprisms from rat brain striatum. Rat brain (A) was extracted 

and the striatum was dissected from the brain (B) in both hemispheres and chop into 

 miniprisms with Mcllwain tissue chopper(C). The red arrows in image C 

indicate the chopping scheme.  

Incubation of samples for [3H]-DA synthesis 

The step after miniprism preparation is the centre procedure of the whole 

experiment: the incubation. It was carried out in an epppendorf incubated in an 

Thermomixer incubator with fixed temperature (37ºC), the discontinuous agitation 

(450rpm ! 15s following with 10s interval) and also with gasification (O2/CO2: 

95%/5%). Each Thermomixer incubatior contains 24 wells which suit for 2ml 

enppendorf tubes. Thus the incubation takes place in the eppendorf which contains 

samples incubated separately in parallel which usually were divided into four groups 

according different ligand treatment, so each group still have six paralleled samples. 

The total period is composed by pre-incubation and incubation period. The ligands 

applied to stimulate the samples were usually added during the pre-incubation period 

and [3H]-Tyrosine was added at the end of the pre-incubation period. The incubation 

period is actually the [3H]-DA synthesis period. The whole incubation time procedure 

is shown in Figure 23. At the same time, four blank controls are placed on ice 

through the whole period with the same condition as the others but in the absence of 
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ligand treatment.  

 

 

Figure 23 Experimental designs for the in vitro dopamine synthesis 
assessment. In most of our experiments, the pre-incubation time t equals to 2 hours.  

Sample deproteinization preparation 

When the incubation period ended, the samples were taken out from the incubator 

and placed on ice. Added 

25nmol DA, 32.2nmol ascorbic acid and 7% W/V trichloroacetic acid, in water) into 

each sample (including the four blank samples). This termination solution could stop 

reaction by denaturizing the enzymes in the samples (by significantly decreasing the 

pH level). DA added here is used as internal standard to quantify the recovery 

efficiency of the extraction of [3H]-DA synthesized during sample incubation as well 

as to facilitate the correct collection of tritium-labeled dopamine by increasing the 

peak signal of DA in the HPLC detection system. The samples were then sonicated 

(～15s) to homogenize the tissues and allow the liberation of the intracellular [ 3H]-DA 

e (except the four blank samples) was 

taken separately into a corresponding eppendorf for determining the amount of 

protein. Finally the samples were centrifuged 5min at 20817g, the precipitated 

protein was discarded and the supernatant was recovered into another 

corresponding tube for HPLC purification.  

Determination of protein amount 

For measuring the protein amount in the samples, we use the Lowry method which 

reagents (200

bond nitrogen with the Cu2+ under alkaline condition and the subsequent reduction of 
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the Folin-Ciocalteu phosphomolybdic phosphotungstic acid to 

heteropolymolybdenum blue by the copper-catalyzed oxidation of aromatic acids. 

During the reaction, the color of the samples turns blue which enable the 

quantification in a spectrophotometer plate reader at 620nm. 

Briefly, in each well of a 96-well plate, we 

y sample have 

4 

2% and 19.6ml 0.1N NaOH/2%Na2CO3). Leave 

regent 1/4 diluted in water and leave it for 

stirring for another 30min, finally read the plate 

at 620nm use a Bio-Tek reader. The standard 

curve is applied with different concentrations of 

bovine serum albumin from 0 to 0.25 mg/ml 

which is carried out at the same plate with the samples.  
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Purification of 3H-DA through HPLC system 

 

 

Figure 25 scheme of HPLC purification system. The figure shows the whole DA HPLC 

purification system. The mobile phase follows through the system constantly under the 

high pressure that provided by the pump. The C-18 chromatography column serves as 

the solid phase which acts with the mobile phase and finally separates dopamine in the 

samples with other contents. The UV detector detects components of the mixture being 

eluted off the chromatography column and for each component gives a shape of peak on 

the screen. When the UV detector detect the DA (we primarily inject a DA standard that 

gives the stable retention time, and for our sample, the peak with the same retention time 

as the DA standard is our target), a collector connected with the detector by the interface 

will automatically collect the eluent, in order to collect all the DA in our sample, we collect 

2 minutes of the eluent (the peak last around 1 minute). Finally the tritium amount in the 

form of 3H-DA is recorded using a liquid scintillation counter.  
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The HPLC purification system contains a pump that supplies high level pressure to 

make sure that the mobile phase flows constantly through the whole system, an 

atuo-sampler, a C-18 column that serves as stationary phase, a computer program 

which includes an interface, and a sample collector (Fig. 25). The separation of 

different molecules in the sample is based on the different interactions of the 

components with the stationary phase. In our experiment, we use a C18 column 

which contains a hydrophobic string with 18 carbons in length. The prolonged carbon 

string enlarges the interaction area of the molecules with the column. Plus the high 

concentration of octanesulfonic acid in the mobile phase which also makes it a cation 

exchange column. These two factors ensured the separation of DA from other 

molecules in the samples (Fig. 26).  

 

  

Figure 26 The mechanism for the molecule retention in the column. We use a 

typical reversed phase chromatography system to separate DA from the sample. The 

theory about the reversed phase chromatography system is introduced in box 2. 
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The retention time for dopamine in our HPLC system is around 10.5 min, and it is 

detected by a UV spectrophotometer at 285nm and collected by a collector 

automatically into scintillation vials for subsequent determination. The absorbance 

data were recorded through a computer program Borwin 1.5 software. A sample of 

chromatogram is shown in figure 27.  

 

Box 2 Theory of reversed phase chromatography. 
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Figure 27 A typical UV chromatogram pattern of dopamine from a rat striatum 

sample. Most dopamine observed is the internal standard dopamine. 

 

This DA peak detected actually is constituted by three parts of dopamine: the 

endogenous dopamine, the [3H]-DA which is synthesized from [3H]-Tyr, and the 

internal standard we added at the end of the incubation. The amounts of the first two 

parts of DA combined are still too low to be detected by the UV spectrophotometer in 

our HPLC system, so the adding of the internal standard enables the proper display of 

the DA peak. In addition, neither the endogenous DA nor internal standard DA are 

radioactively labeled, so their presence would not affect the final quantification of 

[3H]-DA. The area of the peak is correspondence with the quantity of the DA 

contained in the sample. So the other role of the internal DA standard is: through 

comparing the DA peak area of each sample with that of the external standard 

(theoretically, the final amount of DA injected from external standard is the same as 

the internal standard, 25nM), we could get a recovery efficiency that could be used to 

calculate the total amount of [3H]-DA in the tissue.   
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In the sample injected to the HPLC, there is excess of [3H]-Tyr besides [3H]-DA (we 

supply a large amount of tyrosine to make sure the DA synthesis); however, due to 

the lack of internal standard for tyrosine, the tyrosine peak could not be detected by 

the UV spectrophotometer. But we have to ensure that the DA sample we collect 

does not contains the raw material [3H]-tyrosine. To set up the method, we collect the 

samples coming out of the column from the beginning till the ending of each injection 

constantly in a scheme of 1 min /tube / minute, and recorded the dpm in each tube. 

With time and dpm, we make a curve that is shown in Fig. 28 which showed the 

merged dpm-time and Abs-time curves which confirmed that the tyrosine peak and 

DA peak do not overlap.    

 

 

Figure 28 Temporal outline of radioactivity present in the eluates, in comparison 

with a dopamine chromatogram. The black curve is the dpm value change according to 

the elution time. The curve in purple is the Abs obtained from the detector.  

 

Through the above experiment, we confirmed that the collected fraction from the 

automatic sampling only contains [3H]-DA, and the radioactivity of the sample last 

approximately for 2 minutes. So for each sample, 2 ml eluate was collected. For 
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recording the radioactivity, we add approximately 6ml scintillation which is capable of 

converting the kinetic energy of nuclear emissions in light, and finally, the radioactivity 

is captured by the scintillation counter.   

Calculation of [3H]-DA synthesis  

To calculate the [3H]-DA synthesized and to normalize the amount of ligand treated 

groups to the non-treated basal group, the following data were needed: 

- The area of the DA peak and the dpm for each sample 

- The amount of protein present in each sample 

- The radioactivity obtained from the ice-incubated blank samples also should be 

subtracted.  

- External residual of radioactivity in the column. It is due to the successive injection 

of samples into the system. It is measured every five samples and should be 

subtracted from the dpm values obtained for each sample.  

- Each sample has different recovery efficiency which is calculated from the DA 

peak area of each sample in comparison to that of external DA standard. 

- The incubation time we applied in our experiment is 10min, and finally the value is 

expressed in total dpm/mg total protein per hour.  

Figure 29 shows the detail of the calculation. Briefly, after finishing the purification of 

[3H]-DA, obtained the peak area and dpm, and also the protein amount for each 

sample, the data are properly filled into the excel. First, the dpm of the external 

standard and blank sample was subtracted form each sample. Then, we calculate the 

total amount of dpm, and divided this value to the protein amount; finally we got the 

dpm per mg per hour. The results were expressed as percentage normalized to 

non-treated control group. 
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Figure 29 calculations of [3H]-DA synthesis, shown in percentage of non-treatment 

control groups. The incubation period for DA synthesis is 10min in our experiment and 

“XX” in the image represent data directly obtained from the experiment. The final dpm per 

mg protein per hour for each incubated sample is calculated through the formula showed 

in the image.  

Statistics  

Figures in the result chapter 1, 2 and 3 showed the percentage of [3H]-DA synthesis 

normalized to the blank control of the identical incubation circumstance. Data were 

expressed as means (± SEM) of N values which represent the paralleled incubation 

samples obtained from at least 3 independent incubations. Once normalized to 100% 

of basal [3H]-dopamine synthesis in each experiment, data were pooled indicating the 

total number of icubations and rats used to obtain the results. Data were analyzed by 

Graphpad Prism 5 (Graphpad software Inc) by ANOVA or Student t-test. Confidence 

level was set at 95% to determine statistical significance.  

 

Part 2 cocaine self-administration 

Cocaine self-administration is a widely used and well accepted protocol to study 

cocaine addiction-like behavior in rodents (as we have introduced in the introduction 
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cocaine section, page40). Cocaine slef-administration was performed by a technician 

working for our group (Silvia Fuentes) It is worth to mention that cocaine 

self-administration pattern and consumption dose can be highly affected by various 

factors [Choi et al., 2006; Thomsen and Caine, 2007] 

-  Cocaine infusion time: a faster delivery will increase cocaine 

self-administration. 

- Cocaine dose: affects cocaine reinforcement in a bell shaped manner, with 

higher cocaine doses producing lower rat of lever press.  

- The length of access period to the drug everyday. A long access to cocaine 

is desirable to produce an addiction-like phenotype.  

- The time of drug access (morning/day/night). Self-administration is usually 

higher during the dark period.  

In our experiment, we used a cocaine infusion time of 0.1 mL/10s, and a 

intermediate dose of 0.5 mg/kg/0.1 ml. Daily access period was only 2 hours due to 

the high use of equipment in our animal service. Sessions were run daily, 5 days per 

week. Rats had a minimum of 29 self-administration sessions (range from 29-68) 

Animals  

The male Sprague-Dawley-OFA rats, obtained from Chanles River and maintained 

at the animal service of Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB, Spain) were 

housed in a circumstance with stable temperature, humidity, and a 12h light/dark 

cycle for the whole periods until sacrificed. Rats had a mean weight of 567g at the 

moment of sacrifice (range from 490-647g) 

Experimental protocol and design 
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In the animal service facility, there are 6 operant skinner chambers (Figure 28) 

which have been adapted for intravenous administration of liquid drug solution 

induced by the active lever press executed by the animal (Figure 28). The animals 

were individually housed and moved to the operant chamber where they get exposed 

to the self-administration installation 2 h per experimental day, except during the initial 

sucrose training periods.  

Brief procedure of the experiment 

-Individual housing of 15 rats 5-6 weeks old in advance before starting the 
experiments 

-limit their food intake one week before the experiment in order to reduce the rats’ 

body weight to 85% of estimated weight. We use 8mg food/24h, about half of their 

physiological need.  

-Sucrose training: sucrose is a kind of nature reward, and all the rats should undergo 

sucrose training before in order to facilitate learning of cocaine administration. It is 

pre-training for the rats to intake cocaine themselves. The cues associated with 

delivery of the sucrose pellet were the same as that for cocaine delivery during 

cocaine self-administration (light on over the lever to signal cocaine availability. 

Chamber light off after delivery to signal a 15 second time-out period). Once the rats 

had learned to press a lever to obtain 100 sucrose pellets (45mg, Biosarv), they were 

returned on ad libitum food again. Those who had problems with obtaining sucrose 

pellets were discarded from the study. Sucrose training was usually run in a first 

overnight session, followed by two or three 2h sessions. All rats had food ad libitum 

after completion of sucrose training till the end of the procedure. 

-11 rats underwent surgery. Among them, 9 rats had a catheter implanted in the 

jugular vein, and 3 rats underwent a “sham” operation with implantation of a 

non-functional catheter (Fig. 29).  
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-All the rats that undergone surgery were allowed to a period for recovery of 3-4 days. 

The sham rats were handled on a daily basis and never were reintroduced into the 

operant chamber where they get sucrose again to avoid learning of sucrose 

extinction. 

-The rats with functional catheters were trained to self-administer cocaine in the 

operant chamber (figure 30, similar as where they self-administer sucrose). Out of 9 

rats only 7 of them completed FR5 criteria for cocaine self-administration.  

 The self-administration chamber was located in the room where is next to the animal 

housing room in order to reduce the eventual stress induced by moving the animals. 

Rats were individually housed after the implantation of catheter in flat-top cages to 

avoid bruising or injuries in the catheter area.  

The 15s clue was termed as a “time out period” which means further lever press 

within the 15s gives no access to the reward (sucrose pellet or cocaine infusion). No 

consequence was associated with the inactive lever press (Figure 30) or with 

responding during the 15 seconds time-out period after obtaining cocaine. 

Responding at the inactive level was recorded, but usually negligible (data not 

shown).  
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.  

Figure 30 Operant chamber (Panlab) for daily cocaine self-administration or 

sucrose training. Rats were housed into an operant chamber (1). Rats could press a 

lever (2) situated on the left as well as on the right side of the chamber. Active lever press 

gave rise to (4) or an intravenous cocaine injection through a tube (5) which was 

connected through the back of the rat to its jugular vein. A computer controlled syringe (6) 

permits injection of the wished volume of cocaine solution. (3) water bottle, (7) chamber 

door. The operant chamber was placed inside a sound and vibration attenuating box (not 

shown).The equipment was completed with a computer interface providing data to 

packwin software 

The image is adapted from Panlab (www.panlab.com). 

 

Figure 31 Surgical implantation of catheter. (A) The incision in the right back of the rat, 
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allowing catheter insertion to the jugular vein. (B) The catheter is bind to a fine mesh 

which allows attachment on the back of the rat. All the structure is sealed with dental 

cement. (C) The picture shows a well implanted catheter on a rat back.  

Cocaine self-administration  

Cocaine self-administration rats 

Cocaine self-administration was carried out during the light cycle usually in the 

afternoon.  

Animals acquired cocaine self-administration under a continuous reinforcement 

schedule. Rats were allowed to self-administer cocaine 5 day/week, and the session 

terminated either at 2 h of self-administration or when rats received 50 injections of 

cocaine. In FR1, one press of active lever gives rise to one intra venous cocaine 

delivery. Stable cocaine self-administration was defined as maximum 20% variation in 

cocaine self-administration in 3 consecutive sessions and minimum 15 doses/2 h. 

When stable phase was obtained on FR1 (minimum 2 weeks), rats were subjected to 

FR2 (three active lever presses associate with one cocaine injection) and finally to 

FR5 (five active lever presses associate with one cocaine injection) which last 3-5 

weeks (Figure 29). Only 7 out of 9 reached FR5. Two of these 7 rats that reached 

FR5 were later put back to FR2 due to some days of poor self-administration. Rats 

bad a mean of 29 self-administration sessions. (range 29 to 68 sessions) with a mean 

intake of 11.5mg cocaine/Kg per session. Two groups of rats were than formed in 

order to sacrifice, differenced by their withdrawal time (Table 1). 

Table 1 Average cocaine intake during the whole paradigm. 
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Coc: cocaine; adm: administration; wd: withdrawal; sacrif: sacrifice. 

Withdrawal from cocaine self-administration 

After the last day of cocaine self-administration, rats were housed in their home 

cage until sacrificed. 

! 1-day withdrawal rats were sacrificed 1 day after the last cocaine 

self-administration (N=3). This group was smaller in number of rats because 

previous results of our lab observed changes in D2R responses [Haffman et 

al., 2011] 

! 5-weeks withdrawal rats were sacrificed an average of 36 days (range from 

33-36) after the last cocaine administration (N=6). This group was the main 

group to be compared with control rats, in search for long-term changes in 

D2R responses. 

! The control group was composed of 4 sham rats and 2 naïve rats of smaller 

weight. No difference was found between sham and naïve rats in the results 

obtained (see below). 

Preparation of tissue slices for biochemical analysis 

When the cocaine self-administration model was completed, rats were sacrificed 

after different withdrawal periods and rat brains were used for biochemical analysis. 

In this thesis, we analyzed the phosphorylation level of CREB stimulated by different 

treatment during the ex vivo incubation of the rat brain by means of the technique 

immunohistochemistry (IHC).  

Preparation of brain slices and incubation in thermomixer 

The protocol used was adapted from Nishi 1999 (288). The rat brain was rapidly 

removed and kept in solid icy/liquid Kreb’s buffer with oxygen-saturated (O2/CO2: 
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95%/5%) (124mM NaCl, 4mM KCl, 1.25mM NaH2PO4, 1.5mM MgCl2, 1.5mM CaCl2, 

10mM glucose and 26mM NaHCO3, pH 7.4). Then the rat brain was fixed on the 

vibratone plate using agarose gel and sliced into 200µm thick coronal slices using a 

automatic vibration slicer (Leica; Fig. 32). The whole slicing procedure was taking 

place with the brain submerged in the icy/liquid Kreb’s buffer with bubbled oxygen 

(O2/CO2: 95%/5%). The slices with complete striatum were selected and incubated in 

a thermomixer incubator using a six-well plate with 3-4 slices in each well. The 

temperature was risen gently to 23℃ in 10 min and slices were further incubated for 

50min. Temperature was then gently risen to 32℃, slices were left for 4 h under this 

temperature with constant oxygenation. We substituted the incubation buffer with 9 ml 

fresh Kreb’s buffer in the middle of the whole incubation procedure. At the end 1 ml of 

various ligands (quinpirole 10µM, Tocris; or vehicle) were added into the incubation 

and were given 10 min for stimulation. After that, all the Kreb’s buffer were removed 

and slices were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde solution (PFA , Sigma), dissolved in 

TBS, pH 7.6) for 1 hour. The experiment design was shown as a time bar in figure 33. 

After the fixation, slices were washed with TBS and stored in 30% of sucrose at -20℃ 

until further processed. 
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Figure 32 vibration slice cutting. Cutting rat brain into 200µm thick slices, the slices 

were segregated into several groups for further ex vivo incubation. The brain must be 

submerged in icy-Kreb’s buffer.  

 

Figure 33 Procedure of slice incubation in the thermomixer incubator. The ligand 

normally used was quinpirole (10 µM) or vehicle. 

16µm sections cut using cryostat. 

200µm-thick slices obtained from the vibratone and previously incubated were 

attached with Tissue-Tek OTC, adhere to a support and place it in the mobile arm 

(Fig. 34) of the cryostat. After locating the area of the brain corresponding to the slice, 

sections (16µm thick) were collected directly on slide continuously (not serial) under 

the help of a anti-roller. We collect three slices on each slide and about 5-7 16µm 

slides for each incubated slice (200µm-thick). All the slides were well labeled and 

stored in the freezer at -20℃ until further processed. 

 

Figure 34 cryostat sl ice cutt ing. 
Cutting rat brain slice (200μm)into 16μm 
thick slices. The environment temperature 
is -19～20℃ 
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Immunohistochemistry 

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) is a technique widely used in basic research to 

understand the distribution and localization of biomarkers and differentially expressed 

proteins in different parts of a biological tissue; principally it is based on the specific 

binding of the antibodies to the antigens in cells of a tissue section. This technique not 

only enables us to locate the target antigen, but also permits us to calculate the 

number of positive cells express the target antigen. In this thesis, the IHC was used to 

detect the phospho-CREB positive nuclei in brain slices after stimulation of the slices 

with the D2 receptor agonist quinpirole or vehicles.   

Avidin-Biotin Complex Method for IHC Detection 

Avidin-Biotin Complex (ABC) method is described in 1981 by Hsu and associates 

[Hsu et al, 1981], which fundamentally by means of the covalent and irreversible 

binding between biotin and avidin. Biotin, also know as vitamin H, is present in tiny 

amount in all living cells. In IHC, biotin is conjugated to antibodies or to the enzyme 

reporters; Avidin is a glycoprotein found in the egg white, it contains four identical 

subunits, each subunit could bind one molecule of biotin. Avidin-biotin binding is 

strong, rapid, and once formed, is unaffected by extremes in pH, temperature, organic 

solvents and other denaturing agents. In the ABC method, a biotinylated secondary 

antibody would on one side bind to the target antigen specific primary antibody, and 

on the other side bind to the avidin complex which conjugated to biotinylated enzyme 

(eg. Horsedish peroxidase).   
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Figure 35 the principle of the ABC method for IHC detection. For details see the 

text above.  The tissue antigen detected in our thesis was the phosphorylated form 

of the CREB (see text).  

The image is adapted from http://ihcgroup2.wikispaces.com/Protocol 

Quench and block of the non-target antigens and target antigen detection using 

ABC method 

The glass slides containing tissue slices obtained from the cryostat were thawed at 

RT for 30min, washed with TBS, and quenched in the solution which contains 3% 

H2O2, 27% TBS and 70% methanol for 12-14mins. After further washing with TBS, 

the slides were blocked in 5% DNS and 1% BSA diluted in TBS-T 0.5% at 37℃ for 1 

h. Without washing, the slides were further incubated with the primary antibody 

phospho Ser133 CREB (1:500, Cell Signaling) diluted in blocking solution at 4℃ over 

night(around 20 hours). The morning after, slides were rewarmed at RT for 1 h before 

further processing. The slides were washed in TBS-T 0.5% and then incubated with 

the biotinylated secondary antibody (1:1000 in blocking solution, Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) for 1h at RT. Again they were washed with TBS-T after that and 

incubated with peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin (1:500 in blocking soulution, 

Jackson ImmunoResearch) for 1 hour. 
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DAB staining  

 After the last incubation with streptavidin complex, the slides were washed first with 

TBS-T 0.5% and then with TB. The staining solution was prepared containing 

0.5mg/ml of DAB (Sigma) and 0.03% of H2O2 (sigma) in TB while the slides washing. 

Finally the slides were stained with DAB solution for 2mins and 30seconds. The 

slides were well washed with TB after DAB staining (Fig. 36).  

Dehydrated, detergent and mounted of the slides 

The slides were hydrated with increased concentration of ethanol and detergent in 

pure xylene and in the end, mounted with resin. The slides were kept in slice boxes at 

RT after they dried out. 

Photograph of the slides and calculation of the positive nuclei  

All the slides were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse 90i with objective x20. For each 

brain striatal slice, four sub-regions (Fig.37A) were divided and for every sub-region, 

three nearby images were taken to obtain an average number of positive nuclei 

(Fig.37B). Each image taken from brain slices was used to calculate pCREB positive 

nuclei with a software named ImageJ and under through a manually verification.  

Figure 36 the whole protocol of IHC 
using ABC method.  
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Figure 37 Graph A is schematic representation of the regions of nucleus 

accumbens (NAc) shell (a), NAc core (b), dorsolateral (c) and dorsomedial (d) 

where the photographs were obtained. Only the rostral face (+ 1.7 mm from 

Bregma) of the coronal section is shown. The circles depict approximations of the 

regions where the photos took for counting the numbers of phosphorylated CREB 

immunoreactivity nuclei neurons. Graph B is an example of Photomicrographs 

(20!) of phosphorylated CREB immunoreactivity nuclei neurons obtained from 

sham rat brain striatum, the nucleus accumbens (NAc) shell. The real area for 

each photomicrograph is 5.95µm2. 

Statistics 

Immunohistochemistry results either show the mean of 

phospho-CREB-immunoreactive (pCREB-IR) nuclei neurons per 5.95µm2 or they 

were normalized to the group that is going to compared with. The number of data, N, 

refers to independent rats. Each rat yield various brain slices, where conditions in 

general were done in duplicate. The slices were treated as independent samples and 

averaged with slices from the same rat and region. Data was analyzed by ANOVA. 

Confidence level was set at 95% to determine statistical significance.  

Western blot 
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The aim of western blot experiment in my study is to validate the pCREB antibody 

used in the immunohistochemistry. For the western blot experiment, the same ex vivo 

incubation slice in thermomixer as done for immunohistochemistry until half hour 

before the terminating of slice incubation.Then the total volume of buffer was replaced 

by 400µl of fresh Krebs buffer at 30-32℃. Incubation was terminated by removing the 

complete volume of liquid and quickly transferring tubes onto dry ice. Depending on 

the tissue size, each sample was added 50-150µl of ice-cold lysis buffer made of 

1mM orthovanadate, 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 25mM sodium pyrophosphate, 50mM 

NaCl, 1% Triton X100, 50mM sodium fluoride, 5µM zinc chloride, 2mM dithiothreitol, 

phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 1 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and protease 

inhibitor cocktail 1(Sigma-Aldrich). Samples were sonicated on ice for 15 seconds 

and centrifuged (17949g X 20 minutes at 4℃). Supernatant protein concentration was 

determined by a modified by Lowry’s method. Proteins were dissolved in denaturing 

electrophoresis loading buffer and boiled at 99℃ for 5 minutes. Equal amounts of 

protein (10µg) were separated by 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrilamide gel 

electrophoresis(SD-PAGE). Proteins were transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride 

membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), washed in phosphate buffered 

saline-0.05% Tween 20 or Trizma-buffered saline-0.05% Tween 20 (TBS-T) followed 

by blocking in 5% donkey serum (DNS, sigma) dissolved in 1% of bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) in TBST for 1 hour. The primary antibody were prepared in blocking 

reagent and incubated overnight at 4℃ with gentle agitation after washing. 

Horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies were incubated at room 

temperature for 1 hour. Antibody binding was detected by enhanced 

chemiluminecence (Millipore). Figure 38 shows the antibody is specific bind to Ser 

133-phosphorylated CREB, as shown by the molecular weight of the only band 

appearing.  
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Figure 38. Western blot binding of anti-phospho-CREB (Ser 133). The 

concentration of pCREB antibody we use is 1:500 as they recommended. No 

additional bands were observed with this antibody. On the right is molecular weight 

standard used. 
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Result chapter 1: validation of the ex vivo DA synthesis system in 

rat brain striatum 

Introduction 

Brain striatum is the main output region of dopamine neurons originated from VTA. 

Previous studies confirmed that the striatum neurons are under dense DA 

innervations, and it is estimated that a single striatal neuron might be affected by 

95-194 dopaminergic neurons terminals on average [Matsuda et al., 2009 

introduction]. Dopamine terminals are the major location where DA is synthesized 

from L-tyrosine. DA synthesis process is regulated by several enzymes, among which 

the tyrosine-hydroxylase (TH) is the rate-limiting enzyme. The activity of TH is 

stimulated by phosphorylation of this enzyme at Ser19, Ser31 and Ser40 by various 

protein kinases including Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase Ⅱ (CaMKⅡ 

Haycock and Haycock, 1991), ERK1/2 (Haycock et al., 1992) and cyclic 

AMP-dependent protein kinases (Haycock and Haycock, 1991). Although the 

phosphorylation of TH involves large number of protein kinase, the dephosphorylation 

of this enzyme seems to be regulated by a single protein phosphatase that is protein 

phosphatase 2A (PP2A, Haavik et al., 1989). Short-term regulation of dopamine 

biosynthesis is modulated by the phosphorylation state of TH which could be affected 

by both the protein kinases and the protein phosphatase.  

Objective 

The objective of this part is to determine whether our ex vivo DA synthsis 

mesearment system is sensitive enough to reflect the affect of the exogenous 

stimulus which should influence short-term DA synthesis through finally acting on the 

TH phosphorylation.  

Results 
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Previous studies in our lab suggested an incubation-time-dependent decrease of 

DA synthesis in our system until 2 hours of pre-incubation (data not show). So the 

incubation time we applied in my study is 2 hours. The experiment design is shown 

under each graph.  

Dopamine D2R activation lead to the downregulation of PKA, thus finally inhibit 

the DA synthesis 

In the striatum, dopamine synthesis from the dopaminergic terminals is tightly 

controlled via several mechanisms involving dopamine autoreceptors (Kehr et al., 

1972; Westerink and De Vries, 1989). So as the most important theoretical basis of 

our study, this opinion is primarily tested in our system. Dopamine autoreceptors are 

composed mainly by the D2 subtype. The graph in Fig. 1A shows that the selective 

D2 receptor agonist could inhibit DA synthesis concentration dependently with the 

following parameter: Emax= 47.8 ± 0.42 %; EC50= 11.4 nM. The selective D2R 

antagonist sulpiride at 100nM could block the inhibition effect of quinpirole at 100nM. 

  
Figure 1 Concentration-response curve of Quinpirole on DA synthesis in rat striatal 

miniprism under 2mM [K+] (A). The inhibition effect of QUIN on DA synthesis was 

abolished by the selective D2R antagonist sulpiride(B). Experimental design is shown 

in the time bar under the graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations 

indicated over the symbols. **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 vs. control; &p<0.05 vs. group treated 

with both agonist and antagonist in graph B. One-
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test. 

The PP2A inhibitor facilitate DA synthesis 

Okadaic acid is a potent inhibition of the protein phosphatase PP1 and PP2A/2B. 

We have mentioned above that the dephosphorylation of TH is believed to under the 

single regulation of PP2A. Fig.2 shows the PP2A inhibitor okadaic acid could facilitate 

DA synthesis concentration dependently with the following parameter: Emax= 236.1 ± 

21.8 %; EC50= 90nM. 

 

Figure 2 Concentration-response curve of okadaic aicd on DA synthesis in rats striatal 

miniprism under 2mM [K+]. Experimental design is shown in the time bar under the graph.  

Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over the symbols.  ***p<0.001 vs. 

control. One-  

A loss of the affinity of QUIN to D2R under the co-treatment of QUIN and OKA 

D2R activation by its selective agonist down-regulate the PKA accumulation and 

finally inhibit DA synthese, while okadaic acid inhibit PP2A and finally facilitate the DA 

synthesis. So quinpirole treatment and okadaic acid treatment oppositely regulate DA 

synthesis. The concentration dependent curve of quipirole under the presence of 

okadaic acid is shown in figure 3. We observed a right-shift of the concentration curve 

with an IC50 being nearly 2000 times higher (figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Okadaic acid regulated concentration-response curve of Quinpirole on DA 

synthesis in rat striatal miniprism under 2mM [K+]. Okadaic acid was added into the 

incubation system 10 min after quinpirole and the concentration for okadaic acid is 1 M. 

Experimental design is shown in the time bar under the graph. Data represent the means 

± SEM of N incubations indicated over the symbols. **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001 vs. the 

connected groups. One-way ANOVA followed by Bonf . 

Discussion 

As we mentioned in the introduction that the short-term DA synthesis is modulated 

by the phosphorylation state of TH, which could be regulated either by the protein 

kinases or by the protein phosphatase. The dose-dependently inhibition effect of the 

D2R agonist QUIN and the similar dose-dependently facilitation effect of the PP2A 

inhibitor okadaic acid on DA synthesis measured in our ex vivo DA synthesis 

assessment system provide firm evidence that our assessment system could reflect 

the alteration of TH phosphorylation state stimulated by different exogenous stimulus. 

For example, the stimulation of D2R by its agonist could eventually inhibit PKA 

activation level which could phosphorylate TH, thus this down-regulation of TH 

phosphorylation state is transformed to the down-regulation of short-term DA 

synthesis. Similarly, okadaic aicd inhibit the PP2A which facilitate the TH 
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phosphorylation and finally up-regulate the short-term DA synthesis. To our 

knowledge, the dopamine D2 receptor signaling are composed by the early phase  

and late phase. In the late phase of D2R signaling, the D2 receptor stimulate the 

formation of a protein complex of -arrestin 2, PP2A and Akt [Beaulieu and 

Gainetdinow, 2011 and references within] So the loss of the D2R affinity elicited by 

the okadaic acid may due to the inhibition effect of it to the PP2A which block the late 

phase of the D2R signaling. In other words, GPCRs lost their affinities under the 

desensitization state. Thus, another explaination for the affinity lost may be that 

okadaic acid desensitizes a portion of the D2 receptors.  

Conclusion 

In summary, the ex vivo experiment could get ride of the un-specific influence that is 

not elicited by the treatment and the alteration of the amount of DA synthesized is 

under the directly regulation of the stimulus we applied during the ex vivo incubation. 

Our synthesis assessment system could perfectly reflect the stimulation state to the 

miniprisms through comparing the alteration of DA synthesized amount which is 

regulated by the phosphorylation state of TH.  
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Result chapter 2: Agonist and antagonist effects of aripiprazole on 

D2-like receptors controlling rat brain dopamine synthesis depend on 

the dopaminergic tone 

Abstract 

The atypical antipsychotic drug aripiprazole binds with high affinity to a number of G 

protein coupled receptors including dopamine D2 receptors. However, the efficacy of 

aripiprazole as a partial agonist at D2 receptors remains controversial. In the present 

work, we examined the properties of aripiprazole at D2-like autoreceptors by monitoring 

the changes of dopamine synthesis in adult rat brain striatal miniprisms incubated ex 

vivo. As it has been reported that dopaminergic tone could influence this process, we 

designed a basal condition (2 mM K+) which represents a low dopaminergic tone, and a 

stimulated condition (15 mM K+) which evokes dopamine release and thus mimics a 

relatively higher dopaminergic tone. Under both basal and stimulated conditions 

quinpirole showed a clear agonistic activity. Under the basal condition, aripiprazole 

acted as an agonist at D2-like autoreceptors and fully activated them at about 10 nM, 

inhibiting dopamine synthesis similarly to quinpirole. The effect of aripiprazole at higher 

concentrations appeared not restricted to D2-like autoreceptor activation. Dopaminergic 

tone influenced the efficacy of aripiprazole at stimulating D2 receptors, because under 

the 15 mM K+ condition aripiprazole failed to decrease dopamine synthesis at 

nanomolar concentrations. Moreover, under 15 mM K+, 10 nM aripiprazole could totally 

block the effect of quinpirole. Thus under high dopaminergic tone, aripiprazole acts as a 
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D2-like autoreceptor antagonist rather than an agonist. These data are clear evidence 

that aripiprazole influences D2-like autoreceptor mediated signaling in completely 

opposite manners depending on the level of dopaminergic tone in brain tissue. 

 

Introduction 

Aripiprazole (OPC-14597, ARI), a derivative of a dopamine (DA) autoreceptor agonist 

OPC-4392, is considered as an effective antipsychotic drug with a controversial 

mechanism of action (Mailman & Murphy, 2010). As compared to other antipsychotics, 

ARI has a safe and tolerable side-effect profile which includes low potential for 

extrapyramidal symptoms, weight gain, prolactin elevation, and sedation [Leucht et al 

2009]. Due to its clinical efficacy and little chance to provoke adverse events during the 

therapeutic process, a lot of research has been addressed to explain the unique 

properties of ARI as well as to supply solid bases for developing a new generation of 

antipsychotics. According to these observations, ARI seems to be a DA D2 receptor 

partial agonist with also high affinity binding to many G protein coupled receptors, such 

as serotonergic, adrenergic, and histaminergic receptors [Shapiro et al 2003].  

It is believed that the partial agonism of ARI at D2 receptor would be the main 

explanation for its unique clinical profile. However, increasing evidence makes hard to 

consider ARI as a simple D2 partial agonist. Thus, the functional action of ARI at DA D2 

receptors may vary among agonist, partial agonist or antagonist depending upon the 
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assessment system, the cell-type selected, the function examined, the receptor density, 

the receptor reserve levels [Shapiro et al 2003, Tadori et al 2009], D2-D3 

heteromerization [Maggio & Millan, 2009] or the surrounding environment which likely 

differs between brain regions [Koener et al 2012]. ity

proposed by Lawler et al. [Lawler et al 1999] to interpret the unique behavior of ARI at 

D2 receptor seems more appropriate than simply consider it as a partial agonist. 

In the early stage, Kikuchi et al. demonstrated the apparent inconsistency of the 

behavior of ARI at D2 presynaptic autoreceptors and D2 postsynaptic receptors, as it 

seems to perform as an agonist at D2 autoreceptors while as an antagonist at D2 

postsynaptic receptors [Kikuchi et al 1995]. The antagonism at postsynaptic D2 

receptors has been accepted as a way of controlling symptoms of schizophrenia, based 

on the therapeutic effect of conventional antipsychotics in treating positive symptoms 

[Mailman & Murphy 2010]. Additionally, activation of D2 autoreceptors might also be 

beneficial for the treatment of some symptoms of schizophrenia [Tamminga, 2002]. 

However this agonistic effect of ARI is controversial as it appears to be quite dependent 

upon the surrounding conditions like receptor density or receptor reserve [Tadori et al 

2011a, 2011b]. However most of these reports were done in cell-lines transfected with 

high density of D2S receptor, which is the main subtype of the D2 autoreceptors [Usiello 

et al 2000). Also, the dopaminergic tone in the surrounding milieu is proved to be very 

important in evidencing the agonistic profile of ARI [Iñiguez et al 2008]. Shapiro et al 

(2003) illustrated that the functional actions of ARI at cloned human D2-dopamine 

receptors are cell-type selective, and that a range of actions (agonism, partial agonism, 
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antagonism) at cloned D2-dopamine receptors could be observed depending upon the 

cell type and function examined [Shapiro et al 2003]. Thus, more reliable evidence from 

non-cloned, native receptor systems is needed to shed light on ARI's actions in vivo. 

In our lab, we have developed a method which allows measuring the DA synthesized in 

dopaminergic neuron terminals in a relatively short period of time [Gonzalez-Sepulveda 

et al 2013]. Being this a presynaptic response it is regulated by the D2-like 

autoreceptors located on dopaminergic terminals. Thus, the stimulation or blockade of 

D2 autoreceptors will be reflected as changes in DA synthesis. By using this method in 

the present study we monitored the direct functional effect of ARI at D2-like 

autoreceptors under low or a relatively higher dopaminergic tone.  

 

Objective  

In this paper, we intend to 

1  Test the effect of aripiprazole on D2 autoreceptor regulated DA synthesis under low 

extracellular DA concentration and to define its property on D2 autoreceptor in the 

comparison with the typical D2 receptor agonist quinpirole.  

2  Test the effect of aripiprazole on D2 autoreceptor regulated DA synthesis under 

relatively high extracellular DA concentration and to define its property on D2 

autoreceptor in the comparison with the typical D2 receptor agonist quinpirole.  
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Result 

10 nM ARI inhibits DA synthesis through D2-like receptors under 2 mM [K+] (basal 

conditions). 

Activation of D2 receptors can inhibit DA synthesis in dopaminergic neurons in rat 

brain striatum. To confirm this, the well-known D2 receptor agonist Quinpirole (QUIN) 

was used as a standard reference. Under 2 mM [K+] (basal condition), QUIN decreased 

DA synthesis in a dose-dependent manner. As shown in Fig. 1A, QUIN effects followed 

a one-site model with the following parameters: Emax= 47.8 ± 0.42 %; EC50= 11.4 nM. 

This effect was totally blocked by the selective D2 receptor antagonist sulpiride (data not 

shown).  

 

  

Figure 1. Concentration-response curve of Quinpirole (a) and Aripiprazole (b) on the 

inhibition of DA synthesis in non-stimulated rat brain striatal miniprisms (basal 
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condition: 2 mM K+). Experimental design is shown in the time bar under the graph. Data 

represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over the symbols. *p < 0.05, **p<0.01 

and ***p<0.001 vs. control. One-  

 

Under the same experimental conditions, we obtained the concentration-response 

curve of ARI on the inhibition of DA synthesis shown in Fig.1B. Unlike the 

dose-response curve of QUIN, this curve best fitted with a two-site model with the 

following parameters︰Emax= 69 ± 0.43 %; EC501= 0.93 nM and EC502= 0.21 µM 

(Table 1). By comparison with the QUIN dose curve, we made the hypothesis that only 

the first part of the ARI dose-response curve was due to its effects on D2 autoreceptors. 

To test this hypothesis, the typical selective D2 receptor antagonist sulpiride was 

applied to block D2 receptors. Sulpiride at 1 M fully eliminated the inhibitory effect of 

ARI at 10 nM on DA synthesis, which confirmed our hypothesis (Fig. 2A). In addition, 

QUIN failed to make a concentration-related response when added to the miniprisms 10 

min after ARI 10 nM, as shown in Fig. 2B. The comparisons between the two 

dose-response curves of QUIN (one in the absence and the other in the presence of 

ARI 10 nM, Fig. 2B) indicate that the D2 autoreceptors have already been activated by 

ARI 10 nM. This also confirmed our hypothesis that low doses  nM) of ARI inhibit 

DA synthesis due to its action on D2-like receptors.  
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Figure 2.  Inhibition of DA synthesis by 10 nM Aripiprazole is mediated by D2 

receptors. a：

(10 nM) either alone or together under 2 mM K+ condition . Sulpiride 1 µM could totally 

eliminate the effect of Aripiprazole at 10 nM. b：Concentration-response curve of Quinpirole 

in the presence of 10 nM Aripiprazole under 2 mM K+ condition. Experimental design is 

shown in a time bar under each graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations 

indicated by the symbols or inside bars. &p< 0.001 vs. control, #p < 0.001 vs. group treated 

with both Aripiprazole 10 nM and sulpiride 1  group treated 

in the absence of Aripiprazole at the same dose; One-

test. 

 

ARI failed to activate D2 autoreceptors under 15 mM [K+] (stimulated conditions). 

Increasing the potassium concentration in Krebs buffer from 2 mM to 15 mM 

increased the amount of DA released as expected. In preliminary experiments, the 
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percent of newly synthesized [3H]-DA released to the medium under 2 mM K+ was 1.13 

± 0.95 % (mean ± S.D., N=23 incubations) while under 15 mM K+ was 7.5 ± 3.0 % 

(N=38 incubations). This led to a 6.6 fold increase in DA released. The increased 

concentrations of extracellular DA may facilitate its interaction with D2 autoreceptors. 

Previous reports have shown that the dopaminergic tone played a very important role in 

evidencing the agonist property of ARI [Iñiguez et al, 2008]. Similarly, in our present 

study we also got different effects of ARI under different extracellular DA concentrations, 

which could also represent differences in the dopaminergic tone (Table 1 and Fig. 3). 

Under 15 mM potassium conditions, ARI failed to inhibit DA synthesis at doses lower 

than 10 M (Fig. 3B). We also measured the effect of QUIN under the same situation.  

 

   

Figure 3. Concentration-response curve of Quinpirole (a) and Aripiprazole  (b) on the 

inhibition of DA synthesis in stimulated rat brain striatal miniprisms (high 

dopaminergic tone condition: 15 mM K+). Experimental design is shown in the time bar 
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under each graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated by the 

symbols. *p < 0.05, **p< 0.01 and ***p< 0.001 vs. control, one-way ANOVA followed by 

 

 

As a typical D2 agonist, QUIN acted as a stable agonist under both conditions, as the 

dose-response curve of QUIN under 15 mM [K+] was quite similar with the curve under 2 

mM [K+]( Fig. 1A and Fig. 3A), and the parameters for the two curves did not differ much 

either (see Table 1). The reason why ARI failed to stimulate D2 autoreceptors in the 

depolarizing conditions could be either because ARI failed to bind to D2 receptors in the 

presence of the high concentration of DA, or because ARI managed to bind but failed to 

stimulate D2 receptors more efficiently than dopamine, behaving like an antagonist. To 

figure out the reason, we treated the miniprisms with both ARI and QUIN, and we 

observed that 10 nM ARI could totally eliminate the effects of QUIN at either 10 nM or 

100 nM (Fig. 4). These results prove that ARI binds D2 receptors under these conditions 

but behaves as an antagonist under high dopaminergic tone. This result is fully 

consistent with a high affinity and low efficacy of ARI for the stimulation of D2 receptors. 

Moreover, in the presence of 15 mM K+, 10 nM ARI tended to increase DA synthesis 

(Fig. 4), as it would be expected for an antagonist of K+-released DA.  
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Figure 4. 10 nM Aripiprazole blocks quinpirole inhibition of DA synthesis under 15 

mM K+ conditions. Miniprisms were treated with Aripiprazole (10 nM) and Quinpirole (10 

nM and 100 nM) either alone or together. Experimental design is shown in the time bar 

under the graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated inside the 

bars. *p<0.05 vs. blank control. #p<0.05 and &p<0.05 in the two groups of connected bars, 

one-  

 

Discussion 

In the present paper we show that aripiprazole (ARI) actions on native D2-like 

autoreceptors in rat brain presynaptic dopaminergic terminals can be those of an 

agonist or an antagonist depending on whether the experimental conditions mimic low 

or high dopaminergic tone. These results are consistent with the well-known low efficacy 

of ARI to stimulate D2 receptors, that is characteristic of a partial agonist when 
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compared to DA. We must note that this work uses an approach that can be considered 

more physiologically relevant than previous articles in receptor-transfected cells. First, 

D2 receptors involved were neuronal. Second, DA competing with ARI was released by 

K+-stimulation of brain tissue ex vivo. And finally, the response measured is [3H]-DA 

synthesis, a specific process of catecholaminergic neurons, mostly dopaminergic in the 

striatum. 

Presynaptic D2 receptors are thought to be the D2S subtype, as compared to the 

full-length D2L subtype (Usiello et al., 2000). Previous work by Kikuchi et al. (1995) 

suggested that the agonist or antagonist properties of ARI were dependent on the 

presynaptic versus postsynaptic localization of D2 receptors, respectively. However, 

here we show that ARI can show both agonist and antagonist properties at the same 

presynaptic location controlling DA synthesis. This indicates that the subtype of D2 

receptor involved does not explain the switch in ARI's behavior. In agreement, later work 

by Kikuchi's group (Tadori et al. 2009, 2011a, 2011b) found that ARI can be agonist and 

antagonist on recombinant human D2S receptors depending on the level of receptor 

expression and competing DA. Thus, our results validate in brain tissue the later 

hypothesis. Presynaptic D2-like receptors can be fully stimulated by ARI, provided that  

competing DA is maintained at low levels. In contrast, during nerve terminal release of 

DA, ARI behaves as an antagonist due to its lower efficacy to stabilize the active 

conformation of D2 receptors as compared to DA. The subtype of D2-like receptors 

controlling DA synthesis likely is the D2S, although a minor contribution of D3 receptors 

or postsynaptic D2 receptors can not be completely ruled out (Usiello et a., 2000; 
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Anzalone et al., 2012). 

 

 

Table 1. Parameters of Quinpirole and Aripiprazole inhibition of rat brain [3H]-dopamine 

synthesis under basal (2 mM K+) or stimulated (15 mM K+) conditions representing low and 

high dopaminergic tone respectively.  

 

Previous work also showed that the intrinsic efficacy of D2 partial agonists seems to 

depend on receptor reserve (Meller et al., 1987; Burris et al., 2002). A partial agonist like 

ARI might stabilize D2 receptors in a conformation that activate G proteins only for short 

periods. As a consequence it may need to occupy significantly more receptors than the 

full agonist quinpirole (QUIN) to reach a similar maximal agonist effect. These "extra" 

receptors available for ARI's agonist properties can come from the so-called receptor 

reserve. A higher receptor reserve has been hypothesized for presynaptic D2 receptors 

as compared to postsynaptic D2 receptors (Meller et al., 1987). Therefore a partial 
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agonist like ARI will appear to have higher intrinsic efficacy at presynaptic D2 receptors 

versus postsynaptic D2 receptors due to receptor reserve. This assumption fits 

experimental data (Kikuchi et al., 1995; Burris et al., 2002). Nevertheless a high 

receptor reserve is necessary, but not sufficient for ARI to show its agonist properties: a 

low dopaminergic tone is also required. Previous papers showing ARI's agonist effects 

on DA synthesis required a low dopaminergic tone, achieved by reserpine or 

gamma-butyrolactone treatment to animals (Kikuchi et al., 1995; Iñiguez et al., 2008). 

Reserpine depletes DA stores and gamma-butyrolactone is considered a nerve impulse 

inhibitor preventing DA release. In our work, an interruption of nerve impulses takes 

place at slicing striatal tissue, by cutting off nerve endings from dopaminergic cells 

bodies. Therefore our basal conditions (2 mM K+) may well be considered relatively 

similar to gamma-butyrolactone in that they produce a low dopaminergic tone, where 

only 1 % of newly synthesized [3H]-DA is released to the medium. Accordingly, we may 

wonder whether ARI is actually able to act as an agonist in vivo, where dopaminergic 

tone might be fluctuating within a range difficult to define. Indeed, human results 

suggest that ARI has actions consistent with agonism on D2 receptors controlling 

prolactin release, in contrast with most antipsychotics (Safer et al., 2013). Whether ARI 

acts as a D2 agonist on nerve terminals involved in psychosis remains speculative, but 

it is worth considering as it led to ARI's discovery (Kikuchi et al., 1995). Beneficial effects 

of selective dopaminergic autoreceptor agonists have been postulated for the treatment 

of psychosis (Tamminga, 2002). However, if a high dopaminergic tone is expected 

during psychosis, the antagonistic action of ARI on both pre- and postsynaptic D2 
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receptors will more likely prevail and correlate with its antipsychotic effects. On the other 

hand, the postulated "dopamine stabilization" elicited by ARI would only make sense on 

presynaptic D2 receptors, which have sufficient receptor reserve to account for ARI's 

agonist and antagonist properties. The lower receptor reserve of postsynaptic D2 

receptors would only allow antagonist-like effects of ARI, based on the lack of sufficient 

G protein activation. Therefore postsynaptic "dopamine stabilization" would not be 

possible unless alterations in receptor sensitivity or functional selectivity add new levels 

of complexity to ARI's postsynaptic actions (Meller et al., 1987; Mailman & Murphy 

2010). 

When DA release was stimulated by 15 mM K+, nanomolar concentrations of ARI did 

not decrease [3H]-DA synthesis like QUIN, but instead they clearly blocked QUIN action 

as an antagonist. In addition, in the absence of QUIN we observed a slight tendency to 

increase [3H]-DA synthesis in ARI's treated samples. This could reveal ARI's 

antagonism of K+-released endogenous DA stimulating D2 receptors. However, we do 

not know how much of endogenous DA was released by 15 mM K+ or the 

concentrations of extracellular DA achieved. These values would be hard to obtain 

within the same experiment in our conditions. We know from preliminary experiments 

that the percent of newly synthesized [3H]-DA released by 15 mM K+ increases by 6.6 

fold in average as compared to 2 mM K+. We hypothesized that this K+ stimulation would 

model a higher dopaminergic tone in rat brain miniprisms ex vivo, although any 

comparison of our results with dopaminergic tone in human schizophrenics would be 

speculative. Nevertheless we observed a remarkable switch of ARI's behavior from 
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agonist to antagonist by increasing K+. Therefore our method could be useful for future 

pharmacological research of newer D2/3 based antipsychotics with low liability of side 

effects based on ARI's clinical experience. New compounds like brexpiprazole or 

cariprazine are being tested clinically. Additional D2 partial agonists already exist, but 

ARI has been the most clinically successful so far. An important question to consider on 

this issue is the degree of intrinsic efficacy of a partial agonist that is optimal for best 

antipsychotic effects (Tamminga 2002). ARI is considered to have low intrinsic efficacy, 

that is, its activity is closer to that of an antagonist than to that of an agonist. Previous 

D2 partial agonists tested may have failed to display the adequate intrinsic efficacy for 

antipsychotic clinical effects (Natesan et al., 2010). An important additional question is 

whether there is a clear relationship between D2 partial agonism and low liability of 

extrapyramidal side effects. Two main hypothesis are currently being considered: First, 

D2 occupancy by antagonists might have a threshold over which extrapyramidal effects 

would appear. And second, transient D2 blockade would elicit less extrapyramidal side 

effects than continuous blockade (Seeman 2002). Surprisingly, ARI occupancy of D2 

receptors at clinically relevant doses has been shown to be well above the threshold 

considered for other antipsychotics, and ARI is not relatively fast at dissociating from 

D2L receptors (Kuroki et al., 2002; Seeman 2005; Maggio & Millan, 2010). This 

suggests that ARI's D2 partial agonism might contribute to low liability of extrapyramidal 

effects. Because the conformation of D2 receptors stabilized by ARI's binding might be 

in between that of an agonist and an antagonist, we could speculate that ARI's 

stabilized D2 receptor conformation might allow for G protein activation during a short 
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percent of time. In contrast the rest of antipsychotics would stabilize D2 receptor 

conformations where G protein binding is still shorter or can not happen at all. ARI's 

short time of D2 - G protein activation might not elicit significant postsynaptic responses, 

but it may allow a higher D2 receptor occupancy than other antipsychotics without 

producing extrapyramidal side effects. 

Our determination of [3H]-DA synthesis in brain tissue ex vivo is methodologically 

faster than classical DOPA accumulation in vivo. We obtained 24 brain miniprism 

incubations from the striata of a single rat. QUIN and ARI IC50 values obtained were very 

similar to reported literature (Table 1). QUIN reached its maximal effect (48 % decrease) 

at 100 nM. In contrast, the maximal effect of ARI was 68 % at the concentration 1 µM, 

with a curve best adjusted to two-sites. ARI not only has affinity for D2 receptors, it also 

has significant affinity for a large number of other G-protein coupled receptors, such as 

serotonergic, adrenergic, and histaminergic receptors (Shapiro et al. 2003). We did not 

attempt to block the low-affinity effect of ARI on [3H]-DA synthesis, which could be 

related to actions on serotonin or other receptors. The selective 5-HT1A/7 receptor 

agonist R(+)-8-OH-DPAT attenuates amphetamine-induced DA synthesis in rat striatum 

[Kuroki et al. 2000], and also other agonists of 5-HT1A receptors inhibit tyrosine 

hydroxylase in rat striatum [Johnson et al. 1996]. However 5-HT1A receptors are 

considered as somatodendritic and unlikely in dopaminergic terminals. The serotonergic 

actions of ARI deserve further investigation as they could contribute to its unique 

antipsychotic effects (Jordan et al 2002; Shapiro et al., 2003). Here in our study, the 

non-D2 receptor effect of ARI on the inhibition of DA synthesis might be related with 
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serotonin 5-HT1A/7, 5-HT2C receptors or receptors for additional neurotransmitters 

(DiMateo et al., 2001; Shapiro et al., 2003), but further studies are needed to confirm 

these hypotheses. This effect does not disappear under 15 mM K+ condition, and its 

higher IC50 suggests it is not D2-mediated. 

In summary, we observed different properties of ARI under different levels of 

dopaminergic tone in the surrounding milieu: agonist under low dopaminergic tone and 

antagonist under a relatively higher dopaminergic tone. This is likely based on ARI's low 

efficacy as agonist and the high receptor reserve of presynaptic D2 autoreceptors . In 

contrast, the D2 receptor full agonist QUIN acted as a clear agonist under both 

conditions. We also observed an effect of ARI at higher concentrations that is not 

apparently D2 mediated. These results indicate that ARI's effects on presynaptic D2-like 

receptors in brain tissue have unique properties which clearly differentiate it from other 

traditional antipsychotics. 

 

Conclusion 

Aripiperizole, instead of being a D2 receptor partial agonist, regulate the the D2 

autoreceptors controlled DA synthesis as a full agonist at low extracellular DA 

concentration, however, regulate the D2 autoreceptor controlled DA synthesis as an 

antagonist when increased the extracellular DA concentration.    
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Result chapter 3: Crosstalk of presynaptic D2 receptors with other 

GPCRs 

Abstract 

In the central nervous system (CNS), dopamine is involved in motor control, 

endocrine function, reward, cognition and emotion. Pharmacological agents targeting 

directly or indirectly at dopamine receptors have been clinically used in the managing 

of several neurological and psychiatric disorders including  disease, 

schizophrenia and Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), as well as cocaine 

addiction. Dopamine receptors belong to the Class A G-protein coupled receptor 

super-family (GPCRs). Many GPCRs can form dimers or higher order oligomers 

which may generate crosstalk signaling with different properties than monomeric 

GPCRs. One of the future directions in managing dopamine-related pathologic 

conditions may involve discovering the heteromers formed among dopamine 

receptors or among dopamine receptor and other GPCRs. In our study, we observed 

that both the orexin receptor agonist orexin and GABAB receptor agonist baclofen 

could inhibit presynaptic dopamine synthesis mediated by D2 autoreceptors. Given 

the overlapping of distribution of these two receptors compared with D2 receptor, and 

based on the blockade of these effects with D2R antagonists, we suggest there s 

strong probability that these two receptors may form heteromers with presynaptic D2 

receptors. D5R is a subtype that belongs to D1-like subclass of dopamine receptor, 

the expression of D5 receptors at the dopaminergic terminals enables them to 
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co-localize with D2 autoreceptors, which are believed to be the main type of 

dopamine autoreceptors. Although D2-D5 heteromers have been reported in culture 

cells, in our study, we failed to observe any crosstalk between these two subtypes in 

regulating DA synthesis.  

Introduction 

Dopamine dysfunctions in the central nervous system (CNS) are involved in various 

neurological and psychotic disorders including schizophrenia [Rao et al., 2013], 

Parkson s disease [Wright et al., 2013] and Huntington s disease [Jakel and Maragos, 

2000; Cyr et al., 2006]. In addition, drug addiction is a serious neuronal disorder that 

is believed to relate with dopamine circuits. Among the treatments of these 

neuropsychiatric diseases, several clinically target directly at dopamine receptors 

because agonist and antagonist of these receptors are the traditional focus of drug 

development. All dopamine receptors belong to Class A G-protein coupled receptor 

super-family (GPCRs) and consists of five structurally distinct subtypes which can be 

subdivided into two subgroups - D1-like dopamine receptor (which contains D1R and 

D5R); D2-like dopamine receptor (which contains D2R, D3R and D5R) - on the basis 

of their structure and pharmacological as well as the difference in the downstream 

signal pathways [Oak et al., 2000].  

GPCRs, also known as seven-transmembrane domain receptor (7TM), include a 

large number of receptors of the extracellular messengers, which activate the 

intracellular G-protein and eventually lead to physiological responses. Around 50% of 
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the prescription drugs on the market regulate GPCR function, among them nearly 

60% directly target at GPCRs [Jacoby et al., 2006]. Originally, it was believed that 

GPCR act as monomers, while along with the accumulation of evidence, this 

conception has been replaced by the idea that GPCRs usually form homomers or 

heteromers on the neuronal membrane [Bouvier 2001; Rios et al., 2001; George et al., 

2002; Agnati et al., 2003; Prinster et al., 2005; Maurel et al., 2008]. As a consequence 

of physical oligomerization, a functional crosstalk between GPCRs is often observed 

in the cultured cells which express different kinds of them [Rives et al., 2009]. As 

either oligomerization or functional crosstalk between receptors could both obtain 

unique pharmacological profile, in each case, their existence adds new level of the 

complexity to cell signaling. So it is generally suggested that the interaction among 

GPCRs opens a new field for the understanding of neurophysiology and 

neuropathology, and at the same time supplies novel targets for therapeutics. Further 

consideration is derived from the fact that drugs (agonists or antagonists) may display 

different affinities at their receptors depending on whether the targeted receptors were 

in the form of monomers or oligomers [Franco et al., 2008]. Taken together, oligomers 

of GPCR may bring about breakthrough treatments for the various diseases 

mentioned above. In the past decade, the properties in the oligomerization or 

down-stream signal interactions participated by the dopamine receptor especially by 

D2 receptor subtype have been widely researched. The achievements are inspiring 

as the oligomerization is evidenced to occur widely: 1) within the dopamine receptor 

group: D1-D2 heteromer [Lee et al., 2004], D1-D3 heteromer [Marcellino et al., 2008], 
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D1-D5 heteromer [So et al., 2009]; D2-D3 heteromer [Scarselli et al., 2001], D2-D4 

heteromer [Borroto-Escuela et al., 2011], and D2-D5 heteromer [So et al., 2009], 

besides, each subtype also could form homomers; 2) beyond dopamine receptor 

group: between the adenosine receptors and dopamine receptors, A1R-D1R 

heteromer [O'Neill et al., 2007] and A2AR-D2R heteromer [Hillion et al., 2002], between 

dopamine D2 receptor and histamine H3 receptor [Ferrada et al., 2008], D2R-mGluR5 

heteromer [Popoli et al., 2001], A2A-D2-mGluR 5 heterotrimer [Cabello et al., 2009], 

5-HT2A-D2 heteromer [Albizu et al., 2011]. The co-localization of these different 

receptors in the same brain areas led to the study of their possible heteromerization. 

However most of the results obtained involved receptor-transfected cells and 

evidence of actual heteromerization in brain tissue is scarce. 

The striatum is the main input structure of the basal ganglia, which are subcortical 

structures involved in processing of information related to the performance and 

learning of the complex motor acts. Dopamine receptors are predominantly distributed 

in this brain area [Muly et al., 2010; Fisher et al.,1994], more importantly, 

dopaminergic projections terminals, which contain presynaptic D2 autoreceptors, 

densely innervate striatal structures. There are various different kinds of other 

receptors localized on the neuron membrane in the striatum as well, including GABAB 

receptors and orexin receptor. Functional GABAB receptors are prototypical of dimeric 

class C GPCRs, expressed as obligate heterodimers of the two subtypes, GABAB1 

and GABAB2 [Jones et al., 1998]. Previous studies reported that GABAB receptor 

agonists could be able to influence the activity of dopaminergic neurons in the 
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substantia nigra [Muller et al., 1989] and ventral tegmental area [Enberg et al., 1993]. 

These effects elicited by the stimulation of GABAB receptors are explained at the 

anatomical level that a large proportion of dopaminergic neurons in these brain 

regions express GABAB receptors [Wirtshafter and Sheppard, 2001]. 

Immunohistochemical evidence showed that GABAB receptors are widely expressed, 

almost in all the neurons in the striatum where contains large amount of dopmainergic 

terminals that originated from VTA and substantia nigra [Lu et al., 1999; Waldvogel et 

al., 2004]. Thus in the striatum, we expect that the D2 receptor mediated DA synthesis 

in the dopaminergic terminals may also under the influence of GABAB receptors. 

Similarly, documented literatures suggested a functional interplay between orexin 

and mesolimbic dopamine neurons in VTA [Korotkova et al., 2003]. And further 

evidence using immunohistochemical approach confirmed both orexin-1 and orexin-2 

receptors are expressed in the dopaminergic neurons in this brain area [Narita et al., 

2006]. Importantly, the same literature also proposed that the hypocretin-orexin 

system may directly implicate in the rewarding effect through activation of mesolimbic 

dopamine pathway in the VTA. Later on, the study in the regulation of cocaine 

addiction by orexin system also suggested that this effect may through the modulation 

of the mesolimbic dopamine system [España et al., 2010; España et al., 2011]. The 

striatum is a centre region of the mesolimbic dopamine system which receives dense 

dopaminergic projections originated from VTA and play a critical role in the rewarding 

processing through dopamine pathways. We hypothesize that the interaction of 

hypocretin-orexin system and dopamine system may also occur in this brain region.  
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The heteromerization between D2R and D5R was observed in cultured cells 

transfected with both receptors [So et al., 2009]. However, in real tissues, the 

co-localization between these two subtypes is scarce. In the striatum, D2 receptors 

are widely expressed in either presynpatic or postsynaptic neurons [Bouthenet et al., 

1991; reviewed in Ref: Missale et al., 1998], in contract, D5 receptors are poorly 

expressed in this brain region [Ciliax et al., 2000; reviewed in Ref: Missale et al., 

1998]. Nevertheless, some suggested that D5 subtype may also express 

presynaptically in the striatal dopaminergic neurons where D2R is widely expressed 

[Khan et al., 2000]. So in our study, we mean to check the effect of D5R in the 

regulation of DA synthesis controlled by D2 autoreceptors.  

In our lab, we have developed a method which allows measuring the DA 

synthesized in dopaminergic neuron terminals in a relatively short period of time 

[Gonzalez-Sepulveda et al 2013]. Being this a presynaptic response it is regulated by 

the D2-like autoreceptors located on dopaminergic terminals. Thus, the stimulation or 

blockade of D2 autoreceptors will be reflected as changes in DA synthesis. By 

applying the agonist or antagonist of the other two receptors and monitoring the 

changes in DA synthesis velocity, we could clearly see the influence of these 

receptors on D2 receptor  effect, thus the influence may reflect the crosstalk between 

the receptors and D2R.  

Objectives 

In this chapter, we propose 
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1   To determine if there is crosstalk between D2R and GABAB receptor by 

assessing the DA synthesis regulation in brain dopaminergic terminals. 

2   To determine if there is crosstalk between D2R and Orexin-1 receptor on the by 

assessing DA synthesis regulation in brain dopaminergic terminals. 

3   To evident the D2R and D5R heteromerization in brain striatum dopaminergic 

neuronal terminals on the effect in DA synthesis regulation.  

Results 

Crosstalk between D2 receptor and GABAB receptor 

In our study, striatal miniprisms derived from adult rats were incubated ex vivo, and 

the effects on DA synthesis elicited by different ligands were recorded and compared. 

As shown in the Fig.1A, we observed that the selective agonist of GABAB receptor 

Baclofen (BACL) could inhibit dopamine (DA) synthesis with statistical significance at 

both concentrations of 100nM and 1 M, however no stronger effect was observed 

when at higher concentrations of this agonist. As we have shown in the result chapter 

1 that the stimulation of D2R typically inhibits DA synthesis (Fig.1, result chapter 1), 

so we asked whether BACL inhibits DA synthesis through GABAB-D2R oligomers or 

through GABAB receptor independently of D2R. Further experiments confirmed this 

inhibition elicited by BACL could be blocked either by the potent selective GABAB 

receptor antagonist CGP54626 (CGP) (Fig.2B) or by the D2R selective antagonist 

sulpiride (SUL, Fig.2C), which suggests that GABAB receptors are involved in the 
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regulation of DA synthesis through D2 receptors. These results do not prove 

D2-GABAB receptor oligomerization but could be explained by such interaction of 

these participated receptors.  

    

 

Figure 1 Inhibition effect on DA synthesis by GABAB receptor selective agonist 

Baclofen is blocked either by the GABAB receptor antagonist CGP or the D2R 

selective antagonist Sulpiride. A): The inhibition effect of Baclofen on DA synthesis. B): 

the selective antagonist of GABAB receptor CGP could totally block Baclofen s effect at 

100nM, in addition, CGP itself significantly facilitate DA synthesis. C): the inhibition effect 

of Baclofen at 100nM on DA synthesis could also be blocked by the D2R antagonist 

Sulpiride at 100nM. Experimental design is shown in the time bar under each graph. Data 
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represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over the symbols outside the 

parentheses; the symbols in the parentheses indicated the rat number used. *p < 0.05, 

**p<0.01 and ***p < 0.001 vs. control. p values between the connected groups are shown in 

the graph. One-way ANOVA followed by Bon  

In addition, we observed that the GABAB receptors antagonist (CGP) could facilitate 

DA synthesis significantly (Fig.1B) and this facilitative effect is concentration 

dependent (Fig.2A, related parameters: Emax=200.4±1.6%; EC50=196nM). The 

facilitative effect of CGP on DA synthesis was unexpected. Moreover, this facilitation 

effect is under the control of D2R because it could be counteracted by both the 

antagonist (Fig.2B) and the agonist (Fig.2C) of D2R. Since to our knowledge neither 

CGP nor BACL were documented have any affinity to D2 receptor, our results 

supplied solid evidence that GABAB receptor could regulate DA synthesis in 

dopaminergic neuron teriminals. D2R is largely involved in this process which 

suggests that GABAB receptors and D2 receptors may have formed heteromers in 

that account for the crosstalk observed. 
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Figure 2 The concentration-response curve of the facilitative effect on DA synthesis 

elicited by the GABAB receptor antagonist CGP 54626 (A). The effect of CGP 54626 

at 100nM could be abolished either by the selective D2R antagonist Sulpiride (B) or 

by the selective D2R agonist Quinpirole (C). Experimental design is shown in the time 

bar under each graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over 

the symbols outside the parentheses; the symbols in the parentheses indicated the rat 

number used. *p < 0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p < 0.001 vs. basal control. p values between the 

connected groups are shown in the graph. One- st. 

Crosstalk between D2 receptor and orexin receptor 

In the VTA, both OxR1 and OxR2 were found in dopamine neurons [Narita et al., 
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2006]. We presume that orexin receptor may participate in the regulation on DA 

synthesis mediated by D2 autoreceptors in the striatum which is the major 

dopaminergic projection area of VTA. Primarily, we determined the effect of the 

agonist of OxR1/2 orexin A on DA synthesis, and we observed that orexin A inhibited 

DA synthesis significantly at both 100nM and 1 M (Fig. 3A). Further experiments 

showed that this inhibition effect could be blocked by both the selective OxR1 

antagonist (SB334867, Fig.3B) and D2R antagonist (raclopride Fig.3C) which 

suggests that the OxR1 participate in the regulation effect on DA synthesis that are 

mediated by D2R.  
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Figure 3 Inhibition effect on DA synthesis by the orexin-1 receptor agonist orexin is 

blocked either by the OxR1/2 antagonist SB 334867 (SB33) or the D2R selective 

antagonist Raclopride  A): The inhibition effect of orexin-A on DA synthesis. B): the 

selective antagonist of orexin-1 receptor SB33 could totally block orexin A s effect at 

100nM. C): the inhibition effect of orexin at 100nM on DA synthesis could also be blocked 

by the D2R antagonist Racopride at 100nM. Experimental design is shown in the time bar 

under each graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over the 

symbols outside the parentheses; the symbols in the parentheses indicated the rat 

number used. *p < 0.05 and ***p<0.001 vs. basal control; p values between the connected 

groups are shown in the graph. One-  

 

However, the selective antagonist of OxR1 SB 334867 (SB, 10 M) failed to affect 

the inhibition effect elicited by the D2R agonist QUIN (Fig.4A); No synergism was 

observed when quinpirole and orexin A were applied simultaneously at sub-maximal 

concentration (10 nM both, Fig.4B). Our results provide solid evidence that orexin 

receptors need D2R in order to regulate DA synthesis through D2R in the 

dopaminergic neuron terminals. The one way influence we observed in our study 
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between these two receptors may suggest that the inhibition effect on DA synthesis 

elicited by OxR1/2 is dependent on the D2R signaling pathway. However, it seems 

D2R do not appear to need the activation of OxRs to regulate DA synthesis.  

  

 

Figure 4 The inhibition effect on DA synthesis of D2R agonist could neither be 

affected by the antagonist (A) nor the agonist (B and C) of OxR1 receptor. 

Experimental design is shown in the time bar under each graph. Data represent the 

means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over the symbols outside the parentheses; the 

symbols in the parentheses indicated the rat number used.  ***p<0.001 vs. basal control; 

p values between the connected groups are shown in the graph.  One-way ANOVA 

. 
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No crosstalk between D2R and D5R was observed in the regulation of DA 

synthesis  

Both D1 and D5 receptors are localized in striatal neurons, however only D5 

receptors were found in the dopaminergic neuron that co-localize with the 

dopaminergic neuron marker TH [Khan et al., 2000]. D5 receptors belong to the 

D1-like subclass of DA receptor, but their expression levels in this area appear to be 

low, however, D5-D2 heteromer was previously documented in the cultured cells [So 

et al., 2009]. So in our study, we hypothesized that D5R subtype may also regulate 

DA synthesis controled by D2 autoreceptors. To our knowledge, there still no D5R 

selective agonist or antagonist available in the market, so the ligands we applied in 

our study: the agonist SKF 38393 and the antagonist SCH 23390 both have similar 

affinity to D1R and D5R. However, as D1R is not expressed in the dopaminergic 

terminals, so the effect elicited by these ligands may only due to D5R stimulation. We 

found that neither SKF38393 (SKF) nor SCH23390 (SCH) have any effect on DA 

synthesis (Fig. 5A). In addition, miniprisms that were treated with agonists of both 

receptor showed no significant different compared with that were treated only with 

D2R agonist which means no significant synergism was observed on DA synthesis 

was observed in our study (Fig. 5B).  
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Figure 5 Both the D1/5 receptor agonist and antagonist have no effect on DA 

synthesis in rat miniprism (A). In addition, no synergistic effect was observed in 

D2R and D5R agonist co-administration (B). Experimental design is shown in the time 

bar under each graph. Data represent the means ± SEM of N incubations indicated over 

the symbols outside the parentheses; the symbols in the parentheses indicated the rat 

number used. **p < 0.01 and ***p<0.001 vs. basal control. One-way ANOVA followed by 

 

Discussion 

The alteration of DA synthesized in a certain short-period elicited by different 

stimulus is mediated by the phosphorylation state of TH which is under the regulation 

of D2 autoreceptor. Thus, in our study, we monitor the effect of various ligands on D2 

autoreceptor controlled DA synthesized in a fixed period of time (10min), this method 

could directly reflect the interaction between the corresponding receptors to their 

ligands and their allosteric communication with D2 autoreceptor in brain tissue. 

However, our method does not demonstrate such allosteric interactions; it only shows 

crosstalk that could be suggestive of heteromerization.  
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The crosstalk between GABAB receptor and D2R 

GABAB receptors belong to the Class C GPCRs which is the first class of GPCRs 

evidenced to require dimeric organization for their functioning [Pin et al., 2003]. 

GABAB receptors are obligatory dimeric complexes consisted of GABAB1 and GABAB2, 

GABAB1 subunit is responsible for the natural ligand binding whereas GABAB2 subunit 

is necessary for the G-protein coupling and cell surface expression of the heteromeric 

complex [Jones et al., 1998; White et al., 1998]. In our study, we observed that the 

activation of GABAB receptors regulate DA synthesis mediated by D2R, which 

suggests there is a physical interaction between these GABAB dimmers and D2R or 

between GABAB1 and D2R. However such interactions have not been described in 

any literature to our knowledge. The GABAB receptor agonist (BACL) and antagonist 

(CGP) could individually inhibit or facilitate DA synthesis, and both effects were 

abolished by the D2R antagonist. Of note, the antagonist CGP is more potent (200%, 

the maximal facilitation effect normalized to basal level) compare with the slight effect 

of the agonist BACL (36%, the maximal inhibition effect compared with basal level). 

This may be indicative of basal GABA release in our brain miniprisms, which could 

partly activate GABAB receptors in control conditions. In addition, co-incubation CGP 

with D2R agonist QUIN caused a counteracting effect of each other. However, 

co-incubation CGP with GABAB receptor agonist BACL, all we could observe is the 

facilitative effect induced by CGP; BACL lost its inhibition effect (Fig. 1B). It is widely 

accepted that GPCRs may function differently when forming heteromers, leading for 

instance to shifting in G-protein coupling [George & O'Dowd, 2007; Rashid et al., 2007; 
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Fan et al., 2005]. It s possible that in our study D2R and GABAB receptor had formed 

heteromers that control a simple downstream signal which in both cases is mediated 

by Gi. Heteromerization would add a new level of complexity to Gi control led by both 

D2 and GABAB receptors. In addition, a important dimer figureprint  for the GPCR 

heteromers is that the natural antagonist of its components may display different 

affinity before and after the heteromerizaiton [Franco et al., 2008]. In our study, we 

also observed an abnmoral efficacy of the GABAB antagonist CGP. This phenomenon 

could be explained either by the reason mentioned above that there exist basal GABA 

release in our brain miniprisms or by the heteromerzation constituteed by these 

GPCRs. The latter explanation shows a very important character of heteromers 

because lots of the prescribed drugs targeting at GPCRs are antagonists and which 

also explained why different antagonist for the same receptor may have different in 

vivo profile and induce different side-effects.  

In our study we observed a crosstalk between D2R and GABAB receptor, and based 

on our result, there is a large possibility that these two receptors had formed 

heteromer in striatal dopaminergic terminals. Further evidence is needed to confirm 

this hypothesis.  

Crosstalk between D2R and orexin receptor 

Orexin receptor is another potential heterodimerization partner of D2R in the 

striatum. This hypothesis is based on the wide expression of the OxR1/2 receptors in 

the dopaminergic neurons in VTA, which send the dopaminergic projections to the 
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striatum [España et al., 2011]. Furthermore, a parallel study in a collaborated lab 

observed the heteromerization between these two receptors in cultured cells may 

also support this hypothesis (data not shown). In our study, we showed an 

interaction between these two receptor signaling pathways. In detail, the orexin 

receptor agonist peptide Orexin A inhibited DA synthesis and this effect could be 

blocked either by its own antagonist SB or by the D2R antagonist RACL. Following 

experiments showed that the selective antagonist of orexin-1 receptor SB could not 

eliminate the inhibition effect induced by the D2R agonist QUIN, and this effect either 

could be blocked (when both of the agonist were at low concentration 10nM) or 

affected (when both of the agonist were at high concentration 100nM) by the orexin 

receptor agonist Orexin A in the co-incubation experiment. These results may 

suggest that orexin receptors  effect is finally dependent on D2R signaling. The 

interaction between these two receptors may happened in the downstream of signal 

pathways elicited by each receptor although this conclusion would be speculative. 

Finally it seems that activation of orexin receptor may dampen the D2R signaling 

instead of potentiating it. 

No crosstalk was observed between D2R and D5R 

GPCRs can form heteromers or homomers when co-localized in the same 

membrane surface and they maybe more likely to interact when closely related than 

divergent receptor subtypes [Milligan et al., 2008, 2009]. So as we showed in the 

introduction there are several of interactions between different subtypes of dopamine 
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receptors. However when we try to find the evidence for the D2R and D5R crosstalk   

both expressed on the dopaminergic neurons, surprisingly we failed. Previously the 

interaction between these two receptor subtypes was reported in cultured cells 

co-transfected D2R with D5R [So et al., 2009]. In addition, Nimitvilai and Brodi 

showed that D5 receptor may desensitize D2 receptors when studying 

electrophysiological inhibitor of DA neurons. [Nimitvilai and Brodie, 2010]. The reason 

that we didn t observe the interaction may due to that the receptor density is too low 

so that D5 effection downstream signals controlling DA synthesis are too weak for our 

assessing system to detect.   

Summary 

We used an in vitro approach to study the GPCR crosstalk in the fresh brain tissue. 

This approach enables us to determine the interaction of two distinct receptors at the 

downstream signaling levels which is elicited by the activation of receptors and it 

maybe modified by the receptor heteromerization.  

Conclusion 

 1 we provide new evidence for the crosstalk between D2R and GABAB receptor in 

regulating DA synthesis in dopaminergic neuron terminals, and based on our results, 

we suggest that this crosstalk may occur at the receptor level.  

2 we observed an interaction between OxR1/2 receptor and D2R in regulating DA 

synthesis in dopaminergic neuron terminals; however we believe that this interaction 
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maybe due to at least in part shared signals between orexin receptor and D2R in 

regulating DA synthesis. 

3 although previous studies have reported the D2-D5 receptor hetermerization, we 

didn t observe any crosstalk between these two subtypes in regulating DA synthesis 

in dopaminergic neuron terminals. 
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Result chapter 4: Chronic cocaine self-administration alters 

dopamine D2 response into pCREB-positive cells in rat brain 

striatum 

Abstract 

This study was conducted to determine the influence of the short-term or long-term 

withdrawal from chronic cocaine self-administration on D2-like receptor response in 

different brain striatal sub-regions. It is widely accepted that alterations in dopamine 

neurotransmission contribute to addiction, and the neuroadaptation induced by 

cocaine addiction seems to be maintained for a long period. Stimulation of D2-like 

receptor by the agonists reduces cAMP accumulation and eventually leads to the 

inhibition of PKA and regulation of other kinases which could influence the 

phosphorylation of CREB. Previous research proposed that CREB activation may 

participate in drug reward and drug aversion. A former study in our lab found chornic 

cocaine administration would potentiate D2R activation elicited CREB 

phosphorylation. In the present study, male Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed to 

cocaine self-administration for 6-11 weeks. Brain from sham/naïve controls or 1-day 

or 5-weeks cocaine withdraw rats were extracted and sliced; slices with the striatum 

area were incubated in vitro with or without the D2R agonist quinpirole. The number of 

positive neurons that express phosphorylated CREB (pCREB) was measured using 

an immunohistochemistry technique. Unfortunately, we failed to observe the 

potentiating effect of cocaine addiction on D2R activation induced alteration of CREB 

activation, however, we found that cocaine administration seems to alter this effect 

differently in nucleus accumbens and dorsal striatum compare to the sham/naive rats; 

in addition, we found a regional difference of the basal pCREB level in the striatum 

from both sham/naive and cocaine withdrawal (1-day/5-weeks) rats. Our results 

provide novel information about the neuroadaptation in dopamine signaling elicited by 

withdrawing from repeated cocaine administration. 
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Introduction 

Chronic cocaine self-administration model serves as a good animal behavior model 

for researching human cocaine addiction, which is a serious health problem 

characterized by compulsive drug use despite series of adverse consequence 

including medical illness and failures in significant life roles. The addicted individuals 

(including experimental animals and humans) still have a high risk of relapse even 

after months or years of abstinence, which adds much difficulty to fully recover from 

drug addiction. This high risk of relapse is thought to be related with the multifaceted 

neuroadaptations induced by cocaine abuse in the mesocorticolimbic dopamine 

system which may act as a gateway to alter other brain functions. This is because the 

midbrain dopamine system plays critical roles not only in the reward and motor 

systems but also in higher order functions, including cognition and memory [Grant et 

al 1996]. It is widely accepted that the alteration in dopamine neurotransmission 

contribute to addiction [Volkow et al., 2009]. The major dopaminergic neuron 

projection region: the striatum, is a heterogeneous structure which could be 

subdivided into several regions. The region at the base of the striatum is the nucleus 

accumbens (NAc), the key zone for mediating the rewarding effect of the abused 

drugs which act directly through increasing the extracellular dopamine levels. The 

nucleus accumbens can be further divided into nucleus accumbens core and shell. 

Previous studies suggest that the shell subregion may have a predominate role in 

regulating drug taking (reward), whereas the NAc core may regulate drug seeking 

(incentive motivation) [Ito et al., 2000; Alderson et al., 2001; Di Ciano and Everitt, 

2001; Hutcheson et al., 2001; Rodd-Henricks et al., 2002; Choi et al., 2006]. Besides 

the NAc, the dorsal striatum also plays an important role in drug addiction, as plenty of 

observations suggest that the dorsal striatum mediates the habitual nature of well 

established drug seeking [Tiffany, 1990; Robbins and Everitt, 1999; Everitt et al., 

2001].  

The major neuronal population of the striatum, the medium spiny neurons consist of 
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two approximately equal amount of neurons which separately express dopamine 

D1-like (D1 and D5 receptors, named D1R for simplicity) and D2-like (D2, D3 and D4 

receptors, named D2R for simplicity) receptors [Gerfen et al., 1990]. D1R and D2R 

act oppositely on adenylyl cyclases (AC) through coupling to different G-protein 

subunits: D1R couples to the G s/olf  subunit and positively regulates AC while D2R 

couples to the G i /o subunit, which exerts a negative regulation on AC pathway [Ron 

and Jurd, 2005]. Both of the two groups of receptors provide inhibitory feedback 

regulation on cocaine intake during cocaine self-administration behavior [Edwards et 

al., 2007]. However in addicted individuals that are abstinent of cocaine and 

experience a withdrawal period, D1R and D2R perform differently in reinstating 

cocaine seeking behavior: D2R facilitates while D1R may attenuate this behavior. 

[Wise et al, 1990; Self et al, 1996; De Vries et al,1999; Alleweireldt et al, 2002; Dias et 

al, 2004]. Previous studies also suggest that D2R play a major role in eliciting relapse 

to cocaine seeking when environmental stimuli activate the mesolimbic dopamine 

system [Phillips et al, 2003; Pruessner et al, 2004]. In addition, repeated 

administration of drugs may increase the sensitivity of D2 receptor to the ligands while 

some studies have observed that the availability of D2R was consistently decreased 

in the striatum of addicted individuals [Edwards et al., 2007; Bailey et al., 2008; 

Volkow et al., 2007].  

cAMP-response-element-binding protein (CREB) is a well-known transcription 

factor which is crucial for the transmission of events that occurred at the cytoplasmic 

membranes to the nucleus where alters gene expression. Several lines of 

documented evidence suggested that CREB plays an important role in cocaine 

addiction. CREB in NAc appears to regulate the rewarding and aversive effect of 

cocaine (Nestler et al., 2004). Specifically, CREB activation in the NAc counteracts 

drug reward and increase drug aversion using the conditioned place preference (CPP) 

behavior test. However, recent studies of CREB involvement in cocaine 

self-administration  the gold standard in this field  indicated that CREB activity in the 

NAc shell increase the motivation of cocaine [Larson et al., 2011]. Stimulation of 
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dopamine receptors is believed to regulate the CREB activation through regulating 

the PKA levels as well as other kinases [William et al., 2005]. 

When the addicted experimental animals or human cocaine users are under 

abstinence of cocaine, the propensity to relapse often increases after the prolonged 

drug withdrawal stage [Neisewander et al., 2000; Grimm et al., 2001; Lu et al., 

2004a,b; Kosten et al., 2005]. These observations revealed that cue-induced cocaine 

seeking increase between day 1 and day 90, and it could finally return to basal level 

by 6 months. These facts evidenced that the neuroadaptations induced by cocaine 

addiction do not disappear with abstinence of cocaine; instead, it seems that the 

neuroadaptations exacerbate or at least persist during the withdrawal period.  

A previously study in our lab observed that the D2R selective agonist induced 

enhance of CREB phosphorylation in the nucleus accumbens is strongly potentiated 

by the chronic cocaine self-administration [Haffmann et al., 2011]. As the withdrawal 

period in the previous study applied was 1 day, plus it didn t differentiate the NAc shell 

and core subregions, in addition, it didn t check this phenomenon in the other 

subregions of the striatum. Thus the aim of the present study is to expand the 

previous study by extending the withdrawal period and expanding the brain regions 

that will be checked.  

Objectives 

In this part, we propose: 

1 To compare the number of pCREB positive cells in rat brain striatal subregions in 

control and chronic cocaine self-administration rats;  

2 To estimate the influence of short-term and long-term withdrawal from chronic 

cocaine self-administration on the basal number of pCREB positive cells; 

3 To assess the response to the D2R agonist quinpirole applied ex vivo through 

measuring the changes in pCREB positive cells in both control and cocaine withdraw 
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rats; 

4 To determine whether the neuoradaptations induced by short-term withdrawal 

period persist beyond a long-term withdrawal period. 

Methodology 

The procedure for building chronic cocaine self-administration model and the ex  

vivo brain slices incubation have been introduced in the section of experimental in the 

theis and in the previous studies in our lab [Haffmann et al., 2011]. To expand the 

previous result obtained in our lab, we divided the cocaine addition rats into two 

groups: rats that experience 1 day withdraw period and rats that experience 5 weeks 

withdraw period. To check the D2R agonist induced effect on CREB phosphorylation, 

instead of using western blot technique which is difficult to differentiate the brain 

regions, we use the immunohistochemistry technique. Briefly, rat brains were sliced 

into 0.5mm thick slices and incubated ex vivo. Quinpirole or vehicle was added to the 

ex vivo slice incubation system at the end of the 4-hour-long period of pre-incubation 

and left co-incubated with the slices for 10 minutes before terminating the incubation. 

After the fixation, all the slices were sectioned into thinner slices (16 m) which are 

fit for immunohistochemistry. The phospho-CREB was stained and the slices were 

imaged under microscope. Finally the number of immunoreactive neurons in different 

striatal sub-regions were recorded and compared. The comparisons involved different 

sub-regions, among the sham rats and cocaine addiction withdrawal rats, as well as 

between quinpirole (QUIN, at 10 M) treated and vehicle-treated slices. Through 

comparison, we find the number of pCREB positive neurons in sham rats and naïve 

rats in each brain region are statistically equal to each other, so we combine the data 

obtained in sham and naïve rats as the blank control for our comparison.  
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Figure 1 A): Photomicrographs (20×) of phosphorylated CREB immunoreactivity nuclei 

neurons in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) shell, NAc core, dorsolateral and dorsomedial 

striatum at +1.8 mm from Bregma. All photos are taken from the same slice. Arrows point 

to the phospho-CREB-IR nuclei. The real area for each photomicrograph is 5.95 m2. B): 

Numbers of pCREB-IR nuclei neurons in different sub-regions of rat brain striatum 

obtained from control and cocaine withdrawal rats. The three separate groups of bars 

represent the sham rats, rats that are 1-day withdrawal and 5 weeks withdrawal from the 

chronic cocaine self-administration (6-11 months of cocaine self-administration). Values in 

each bar was expressed as means± SEM of the average number of pCREB-IR nuclei 

neurons from the four striatal sub-regions showed in figure 35A. Statistic analysis of data 
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was done by the one-way ANOVA. Symbols in each bar represent the experiment rats 

number used. *p <0.05, **p <0.01 and #p <0.001 compared between the connected two 

groups. 

Results 

Regional differences in the number of the phospho-CREB-immunoreactive 

neurons were observed both in sham controls and cocaine self-administration 

withdrawal rats, and cocaine self-administration seems to bridge this 

difference.  

Striatum is a heterogeneous structure which could be subdivided into several different 

regions. The dorsal striatum and the ventral striatum (also called nucleus accumbens, 

NAc) are the main subregions of striatum. In drug addiction process, both regions are 

identified to perform different but important roles. In our study, we found that in the 

non-quinpirole treated groups, the number of pCREB positive neurons in nucleus 

accumbens shell was significantly higher than that in dorsal striatum either in sham 

controls or in cocaine withdrawal rats (Figure 1 A and B ). Focusing on the nucleus 

accumbens shell, we observed a sharp descend in the number of pCREB-IR nuclei 

neurons after chronic cocaine self-administration. Moreover, this downwards 

remained for the whole withdrawal period (1-day withdrawal: SEM=40.5±0.3% and 

5-weeks withdraw: SEM=38.1±4.8% vs sham rats. Figure 2A and B).  
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Figure 2 A) Example of Photomicrographs (20×) of pCREB-IR nuclei neurons in the nucleus 

accumbens (NAc) shell obtained from sham rats, 1-day withdrawal cocaine rats and 5-weeks 

withdrawal cocaine rats. B) Comparison among the number of pCREB -IR nuclei neurons in 

sham and cocaine withdrawal rats in the NAc shell. Values in each bar was expressed as 

means± SEM of the average number of pCREB-IR nuclei neurons from the four striatal 

sub-regions showed in figure 35A. Statistical analysis of data was done by one-way ANOVA. 

Symbols in each bar represent the experiment rat number used. **p <0.01 and #p <0.001 

compared between the connected two groups.  

Withdrawal from chronic cocaine self-administration alters the response to a 

dopamine D2 receptor agonist in a regional-selective fashion 

Previous results obtained by Self s group have suggested that drug-induced 

up-regulation in cyclic AMP (cAMP)-protein kinases A (PKA) signaling in the nucleus 

accumbens contributes to the escalating drug intake and a propensity for relapse by 
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differentially altering the sensitivity of D1 and D2 dopamine receptors [Self et al. 2004]. 

The CREB phosphorylation level could be regulated by the cAMP-PKA signaling 

system, thus, we wanted to know whether chronic cocaine administration alters the 

regulation of pCREB levels by a D2R agonist. Our results are organized by 

sub-regions as defined above. 

Table 1 Effects of quinpirole treatment on CREB phosphorylation in NAc shell in sham rats, 

and rats that are 1-day or 5-weeks withdrawn from chronic cocaine self-administration.  

 

Data are expressed as mean of every photomicrograph from the same brain region of the 

same cocaine and ligand treatment; total numbers of photos range from 21-120 for all groups.  

NAc shell 

In the NAc shell, QUIN-treated slices tended to decrease pCREB-immunoreactive 

nuclei neurons compared with vehicle-treated slices in control rats (Table 1). However, 

when rats experienced cocaine self-administration, the response to QUIN changed: in 

the slices obtained from the 1-day and 5-weeks cocaine withdrawal rats, QUIN 

increased the number of pCREB-IR nuclei neurons. When we analyzed the statistics 

of the influence of these two factors (cocaine administration and QUIN activation) with 

SPSS, we got a statistical significance in the interaction of these two factors, which 

means quinpirole elicits a different and significant effect on CREB phosphorylation 

that depends on history of cocaine self-administration (Table 1). 
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Table 2 Lack of effects of quinpirole treatment on CREB phosphorylation in NAc core in sham 

rats, and rats that are 1-day or 5-weeks withdrawn from chronic cocaine self-administration.  

 

Data are expressed as mean of every photomicrograph from the same brain region of the 

same cocaine and ligand treatment; total numbers of photos range from 21-120 for all groups. 

NAc core 

Unexpectedly, no statistically significant effect of quinpirole were observed within 

this area (Table 2 ). 

Dorsal striatum  

The dorsal striatum includes the dorsomedial and dorsolateral striatum. In these 

two subregions, we observed a consistent alteration of dopamine receptor signaling 

elicited by cocaine self-administration. QUIN tended to increase the number of 

pCREB-IR nuclei neurons in control rats, however, it tended to decrease this number 

in rats either after 1-day or 5-weeks withdrawal from the chronic cocaine 

administration. The statistically analyses yielded significance of the interaction 

between quinpirole and cocaine withdrawal factors (Table 3 and 4). Of note, this 

interaction is opposite to that previously observed in the NAc shell.  
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Table 3 Effects of quinpirole treatment on CREB phosphorylati on in dorsolateral in sham rats, 

and rats that are 1-day or 5-weeks withdrawn from chronic cocaine self-administration.  

 

Data are expressed as mean of every photomicrograph from the same brain region of the 

same cocaine and ligand treatment; total numbers of photos range from 21-120 for all groups. 

 

Table 4 Effects of quinpirole treatment on CREB phosphorylation in dorsomedial in sham rats, 

and rats that are 1-day or 5-weeks withdrawn from chronic cocaine self-administration.  

 Data are expressed as mean of every photomicrograph from the same brain region of the 

same cocaine and ligand treatment; total numbers of photos range from 21-120 for all groups. 
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Discussion 

Our study is methodologically novel, as it uses ex vivo incubation of the brain slices 

from sham and cocaine withdrawal rats and finally use the immunohistochemistry 

technique to label the phosphorylated CREB-immunoreactive nuclei in situ. First, it is 

important to point out that our cocaine withdrawal groups are composed of rats that 

are well motivated by the drug. Our rats had a mean drug intake of 11.5 mg cocaine 

per Kg of body weight during 46 sessions of self-administration (Table 1 in the 

experimental) and 7 out of the 9 rats reached FR5. Second, at the time to sacrifice of 

experimental rats, our withdrawal period (minimal 24 hours) ensures that cocaine was 

completely metabolized (Azar et al. 1998, Telang et al., 1999), so no effects should 

come from cocaine itself. Finally, we perform a very long incubation time (>4 hours) to 

stabilize the brain slices, and to discard any possible non-specific effects due to the 

brain processing. We evidenced that the levels of positive neurons are comparable 

between naïve rats (younger, untrained rats) and sham rats (of similar age compared 

with cocaine withdrawal rats, subjected during late adolescence to handling, 

sucrose-training, partial food restriction and surgery). Taken together, the amounts of 

neurons with phospho-CREB immunoreactivity nuclei should reflect either basal 

levels or response to quinpirole. 

The regional differences between NAc shell and dorsal striatum in the amount of 

neurons with phospho-CREB immunoreactivity nuclei we observed was once showed 

in the paper authored by Mattson BJ between brain striatum Caudate-putamen and 

nucleus accumbens [Mattson et al., 2005]. However, in that paper Mattson didn t 

apply the comparison between these two sub-regions, neither showed the statistically 

difference between them, moreover, they didn t differentiate the core and shell 

subregions in the nucleus accumbens. As a supplement to Mattson s result, later 

research that carried out by Culin and colleagues did not find statistically difference 

between shell and core in the number of pCREB positive cells [Culm et al., 2004]. 

Thus our results supply firm evidence for the regional-difference of CREB activation 
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state on statistically level. The NAc shell receives more limbic imputs from the cortex 

than the other striatal subregions, and sends outputs to amygdela and related limbic 

structures. However most of there connections may have been cut during the slice 

preparation. This fact, together with the 4 h stabilization period after slicing, makes 

unlikely that the higher number of basal pCREB positive nuclei in the NAc shell is 

related to precious behavior. It is more likely that such higher basal number of pCREB 

positive cells is related to local characteristics or short connections within the slice 

that may trigger cascades controlling CREB phosphorylation. The fact that a similar 

result was previously observed by Mattson and colleagues [Mattson et al., 2005] 

using classical immunohistochemistry after paraformaldehyde perfusion indicates that 

basal pCREB activation in the NAc is not controlled by long distance neuronal circuits.  

Considering the important role of CREB activation in learning and memory, and 

moreover, in depression and anxiety [Carlezon et al., 2005], our result may be 

relevant for the functional differences of striatal subregions we have mentioned in the 

introduction. 

Literature evidence has confirmed that cocaine administration could enhance the 

cocaine dependent activation of the transcription factor CREB in the nucleus 

accumbens [Mattson et al., 2005] and striatum as well [Hollander et al., 2010 ]. On the 

other hand, CREB also plays a very important role in regulating the motivational 

aspects of cocaine addiction. As mentioned in the introduction, using the behavioral 

place preference test it has been shown that enhanced CREB activation in the NAc 

decrease animals  sensitivity to the rewarding effects of morphine and cocaine, 

whereas down-regulation of CREB function has the opposite effect [Carlezon et al., 

1998; Barrot et al., 2002]. In contrast, result observed with cocaine self-administration 

model point to a potentiating role of NAc CREB (Larson et al., 2011). In our study, we 

observed that after 1-day or 5-weeks of withdrawal from chronic cocaine 

administration, the numbers of neurons with phospho-CREB immunoreactivity nuclei 

in the NAc shell are largely decreased (nearly 50%) compared with the control rats. 

The precise role of CREB in drug addiction needs further results. However the 
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persistence of pCREB changes through both short and long withdrawal periods may 

correlate with long-lasting neuroadaptations in individuals with a special state after 

abstinence of cocaine intake. The characteristic of addicted individuals under 

abstinence is that they are much more sensitive to the drugs than naïve individuals. 

This state usually lasts a long period and in our opinion it may contribute to the liability 

of the serious relapse experienced by the drug addicted individuals. 

In contrast to the previous study in our lab, we failed to observe the potentiating 

effect of cocaine on D2R activation elicited up-regulation of CREB activation 

appeared in 1 day withdraw rats, however, we observed a cocaine induced alteration 

of CREB activation in response to the D2R selective agoinst, moreover, we found this 

effect of cocaine is in regional-selective fashion. Although we use the same cocaine 

self-administration model and the same ex vivo slice incubation system, however, in 

order to differentiate the striatal sub-region, instead of using Western blot technique, 

we use immunohistochemistry. The inconsistent result may due to that Western blot 

measure the mount of the phosphorylated CREB protein, however, the 

immunohistochemistry enables to count the pCREB positive cells. In addition, the 

phospho-CREB antibody used in western blot and immunohistochemistry experiment 

also recognizes the phosphorylated form of the CREB-related protein activatin 

transcription factor-1 (AFT-1), and in western blot, this protein could be separated 

from pCREB protein, however, immunohistochemistry experiments can not 

distinguish them, thus the pCREB positive cells we count may partly be the 

phosphorylated AFT-1 positive cells. 

In striatum, D1R and D2R are widely expressed and segregated into the two main 

subtypes of brain striatum principal neurons: D1-enriched direct pathways (dSNPs) 

and D2-enriched indirect pathways (iSNPs) [Le and Bloch, 1995]. However, about 

17% of the MSNs in NAc shell as well as 5-6% of MSNs in dorsal striatum have been 

observed to co-express both D1R and D2R [Bertran-Gonzalez et al. 2008, 2010; 

Matamales et al., 2009]. The co-expression of both dopamine receptors provide a 
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good chance for their heteromerization, moreover, the presence of the D1-D2 

receptor heteromer was demonstrated by different techniques in both brain striatum 

and transfected cells that co-express D1R and D2R [Lee et al., 2004; Hasbi et al., 

2009]. In our work, we do not know wheter pCREB is activated by quinpirole in D2 

positive/D1 negative cells or in D2 positeve/D1 positive cells. Neverthe less, we 

assume that the action of quinpirole occurs in D2 positive cells, as the simpler 

explanation of a response to a D2 agonist. 

CREB is activated through phosphorylation at Ser133 which stimulate the 

recruitment of CBP and thereby lead to activation of gene transcription. CREB can be 

phosphorylated through several different kinases including cyclic AMP-dependent 

protein kinase (PKA) [Montminy and Bilezikjian 1987], and 

calcium/calmodulin-dependent kinase (CaMKsⅠ, Ⅱ and Ⅳ) which is activated by 

increased calcium influx [Sheng et al. 1991; Matthews et al. 1994], as well as Erk 1/2, 

Akt/PKB and PKC (Brami-Cherrier et al., 2002; Yan et al 1999). Notably, CAMKⅡ 

induce the phosphorylation of CREB at serine 142, but in our study we only measure 

the phosphorylation at serine 133 [Matthews et al. 1994; Wu et al., 2001]. Previous 

study suggested that the up-regulation of CREB activation induced by acute cocaine 

administration is acting through the PKA pathways stimulated by extracellular DA 

[Ron and Jurd, 2005]. In the dorsal striatum, a microRNA was found to amplify 

cAMP/CREB signaling after cocaine self-administration [Hollander et al., 2010]. The 

two main dopamine receptor subtypes expressed in striatum, D1R and D2R, 

oppositely regulate the accumulation of cAMP. D1R facilitate the cAMP accumulation 

thus increase the activation of PKA, while D2R inhibit cAMP accumulation then lead 

to the decline of PKA activation level. The D1-D2 heteromer activation induces distinct 

signal pathways through coupling to Gq/11 and finally causes the phospholipase C 

(PLC) stimulation and intracellular calcium release. The later one could increase the 

levels of both the CaMKⅡ and Ⅳ[Lee et al., 2004]. At this point, the simplest 

explanation for our results is that quinpirole stimulates D1+/D2+ cells to increase 

calcium levels and subsequently CREB is phosphorylated. Alternatively, quinpirole 
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may act on D1-/D2+ cells to decrease cAMP/PKA this decreasing CREB 

phosphorylation signal transduction associated with these pathways may suffer 

adaptations by chronic cocaine consumption. 

In summary of the last section, it seems that CREB phosphorylation could be 

regulated by dopamine system through the following pathways: a) facilitated through 

stimulating the D1R; b) inhibited through stimulating the D2R; c) facilitated through 

activation of the D1-D2 heteromer. QUIN is a typical agonist of D2R, thus theoretically 

treatment with QUIN should inhibit the CREB phosphorylation through activating D2R. 

However, a previous study once observed that repeated QUIN treatment significantly 

increase the CREB phosphorylation levels in nucleus accumbens [Culm et al., 2004]. 

So we hypothesize that there exist a balance in regulating the phosphorylation of 

CREB among these pathways and the infusion of the exogenous QUIN breaks this 

balance and consequently changes the CREB phosphorylation level. The results that 

we obtained in this study fit well with this hypothesis, that is: in control rats, we 

observed an inhibitory effect of QUIN on CREB phosphorylation in nucleus 

accumbens while a stimulatory effect in dorsal striatum, this is difficult to explain 

simply by only one signal pathway and even more when chronic coaine 

self-administration reverses this tendency.   

Cocaine addiction has been reported to have various influences on dopamine 

systems including alterations in the extracellular DA concentration, the D1R and D2R 

density and G-protein binding sensitivity in striatum [Anderson and Perice, 2005]. All 

these alterations are definitely going to change the previous balance in regulating 

CREB phosphorylation. For instance, the decreased extracellular DA concentration 

that may follow withdrawal of chronic cocaine administration would reduce the 

activation of all three pathways. However, two of them (D1R and D1-D2 heteromer) 

facilitate CREB phosphorylation, so this may contribute the decline in the numbers of 

the phospho-CREB-IR nuclei neurons in cocaine withdrawal rats (Fig. 2B). However, 

remember that our slices were preincubated for 4 h ex vivo before pCREB 
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immunohistochemical dyeing, during this time, extracellular dopamine should be in 

function of the state of high affinity dopamine removal, no dopamine neuron activity 

may have participated as afferents had been sliced. So far, there is still no consistent 

opinions about the D1R and D2R density alteration after chronic cocaine 

administration, up-regulation, down-regulation and no change have all been obtained 

related to the density of these two receptors. Nevertheless, the proportion of the two 

receptors plays a critical role in the balance we hypothesized. The alteration of the 

density of either receptor will change the balance into another phase (we can call it 

balance 2).  possible to that this balance 2 could react differently to the infusion of 

exogenous D2R agonist QUIN (Tables1-4). This new balance seems to persist 

beyond the long-term withdrawal period in all the striatum except in the NAc core 

subregion.  

In summary, we observed a regional difference in the basal levels of CREB 

phosphorylation either in sham rats or in chronic cocaine administration withdrawal 

rats. In addition, we found that after chronic cocaine self-administration, the CREB 

phosphorylation levels tended to declined in NAc shell compared with control rats. 

More importantly, we found a different effect of QUIN treatment on CREB 

phosphorylation levels in withdrawal rats compared with sham rats in all the sub 

regions of brain striatum. We hypothesize that this difference may occur because: 

primarily there exists a balance of the dopamine receptors D1R, D2R and D1-D2 

heteromer which could maintain the levels of CREB phosphorylation. Secondly, the 

infusion of any exogenous DA receptor ligands lead to the alteration of the CREB 

phosphorylation level. Lastly, repeated cocaine administration seems to change the 

pervious balance and a new balance (which is named as balance 2) that could react 

differently to the exogenous compounds (QUIN) may form under the regulation of 

cocaine. This alteration caused by chronic cocaine is long lasting in all striatum except 

the NAc core where our results did not reach statistical significance. 

Conclusion 
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1 We observed both in sham rats and cocaine withdrawal rats that the basal 

number of pCREB positive cells is much higher in the NAc shell than in dorsal 

striatum; 

2 The basal number of pCREB positive cells in NAc shell is significantly higher than 

in the NAc core in sham rats but not in cocaine withdrawal rats.  

3 In the NAc shell subregion, QUIN tends to inhibit the activation of the transcription 

factor CREB. However, in short-term and long-term cocaine withdrawal rats, QUIN 

turns to facilitate the CREB activation. 

4 In dorsal striatum, QUIN tend to facilitate the activation of the transcription factor 

CREB. However, in short-term and long-term cocaine withdrawal rats, QUIN revised 

to inhibit the CREB activation. This pattern is opposite to that observed in the NAc 

shell. 
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General discussion 

The efficacy of the atypical antipsychotic aripiprazole on D2 autoreceptor 

For both the first and second generations of antipsychotics, their treatment has 

always been connected to D2 receptors, mostly perform full antagonism or partly 

antagonism effects on D2 receptors. The newer antipsychotic aripiprazole, instead of 

being a D2R antagonist, is most believed function as a D2R partial agonist. However, 

increasing evidence replace this partial  opinion with a functional selectivity  

hypothesis proposed by Lawer et al [Lawler et al 1999]. Functional  

describes the characteristic of drugs which cause markedly different signaling trough 

a single receptor [Mailman and Murthy, 2010], so in the case of aripiprazole, it 

explains the efficacy variation of aripiprazole on D2R from agonism, partial agonism to 

antagonism depending on the surrounding milieu as well as the test function chosen 

[Shapiro et al., 2003].  

In our study we observed an efficacy switch of aripiprazole on D2 autoreceptors 

from agonist to antagonist when increased the potassium concentration in the milieu. 

We believed the especially low extracellular DA concentration under the low 

potassium condition and the increased DA concentration triggered by potassium are 

account for the efficacy switch. The antagonist effect on D2R is thought to control the 

positive symptom of schizophrenia; in addition, the agonist effect on the D2 

autoreceptors could also be benefit for the positive symptom due to its inhibition on 

DA release and on dopaminergic neuron firing [Neve et al., 1997]. The good aspect 

for the ligands which are D2 autorecptors agonists on controlling the positive 

symptom is that they are less liability to cause the adverse effects induced by the 

prolonged antagonism of D2 receptors. This may account for the low liability to 

adverse effects of aripiprazole. On the other hand, however, the variability of 

aripiprazole s efficacy may give rise to individual differences occurred in the therapy.  

Identification of crosstalk between D2R and GABAB receptor, between D2R and 
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orexin-1 receptor, but not between D2R and D5R in rat brain striatum.  

 Based on the technique we applied in our study, actually we are testing the 

interaction between D2 autoreceptors which control the DA synthesis and the other 

three receptors. There is no clear evidence that reveal the localization of both GABAB  

receptors and orexin receptors on dopaminergic terminals in the striatum, however 

solid evidence showed both GABAB receptors and orexin receptors are expressed in 

dopaminergic neurons in VTA, a major brain region which send dopaminergic 

projection to the striatum. In addition, the distribution of them in striatum enhanced the 

probability of their localization on dopaminergic terminals in the striatum. In our study, 

we observed effects on the DA synthesis elicited by the two types of receptors.  

The functional interaction of GABAB receptors and D2 autoreceptors at the 

dopaminergic terminals first further confirmed the localization of GABAB receptors in 

the dopaminergic neurons in the striatum; and second, this result may suggest that 

GABAB receptors participated in the various neuropsysiologies and 

neuropharmacologies that are traditionally D2 dopamine receptor involved, for 

instance, the reward pathway, the schizophrenia or drug abuse. Previous studies 

proposed that the GABAB agonist baclofen could decrease cocaine 

self-administration across a wide range of schedules of reinforcement and access 

conditions [Roberts and Brebner, 2000]. The effect of baclofen is qualitatively different 

from that produced by DA drugs, neither due to a uniform change in 

self-administration rat. One explanation for its effect is that baclofen may attenuate 

the reinforcing effects of cocaine without influencing the interoceptive cues used to 

titrate intake [Roberts and Zito, 1987]. Our results suggest that this effect may also 

function partly through the interaction of GABAB receptors with D2 autoreceptors. 

Thus far, most of the studies which relate GABAB  receptors with drug abuses are 

about the receptor agonist, however, in our study, we found that the receptor 

antagonist CGP 54626 enhanced the DA synthesis through D2 autoreceptors, our 

result may open a new window for the further study in the drug addiction field.   
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Similarly, the possibly localization of orexin receptors was the major force for our 

study in their heteromerization. However, respect to orexin receptors, there is one 

more reason that is the hypocrietin-orexin system seems to participate in the 

regulation of cocaine addiction by means of acting on the mesolimbic dopamine 

system [Espana et al., 2010, 2011]. The inhibition effect of the orexin-1 receptor 

agonist on DA synthesis we observed is quite new in the orexin field. However based 

on the result we obtained, the only conclusion we could make is that the downstream 

signal pathway elicited by D2R may be affected by the orexin-1 receptor stimulation 

induced signals. Nevertheless, our results suggest in the striatum the crosstalk 

between these two kinds of receptors occurs; further more, our results are consistent 

with the previous result which may explained that the regulation effect of the 

hypocrietin-orexin system on cocaine addiction may happen at the molecular level 

that the stimulation of orexin receptors influences the downstream signaling of D2 

dopamine system.  

The D2-D5 receptor heteromer has been observed by the previous research [So et 

al., 2009] and based on the principal that GPCRs of the same type or belong to the 

types that are highly homologus are easy to form oligomers [Milligan et al., 2008, 

2009]. However we didn t observe any clue that suggests there are interactions 

between these two subtypes of dopamine receptors let alone the heteromerization 

between them. We could explain our results in two aspects: 1) the D5R density in the 

striatum is quite low, and even lower on the dopaminergic terminals, so the signal 

elicited by the activation of D2-D5 heteromer may too low to detect in our assessment 

system; 2) the heteromerization may not exist on the dopaminergic neurons.  

The in vivo balance constituted by dopamine receptors in the striatum is 

affected by chronic cocaine self-administration 

Dopamine system and CREB activation are both believed to play important roles in 

cocaine addiction, at the same time, chronic cocaine consume would lead to changes 

in the dopamine system or state of CREB activation. CREB is best known for its roles 
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in learning and memory which are believed to play important roles in aspects of 

addiction. The mesocorticolimbic dopamine system is a key mechanism involved in 

drug reward and reinforcement, a system that involves dopaminergic projections from 

mesencephalon that synapse onto the nucleus accumbens, striatum, aymgdala and 

prefrontal cortex, which are brain-regions with widely CREB expression [Mcpherson 

and Lawrence, 2007; and references within].  

In our study, we observed a regional difference of basal CREB phosphorylation 

levels in the brain striatum. Specifically, the CREB phosphorylation level in the 

nucleus accumbens especially in NAc shell is much higher than that in the dorsal 

striatum. Our results provide a basic knowledge that may explain the functional 

differences CREB played in different striatum sub-regions. Focus on the nucleus 

accumbens, we observed the basal CREB phosphorylation level was reduced largely 

(by nearly 50%) after long-term cocaine administration and was not recovered at the 

end of 5-weeks withdrawal period (Figure 2, Result chapter 4). The decline of CREB 

activation level could enhance the sensitivity of the addicted individuals to the drugs 

they used to consume [Carlezon et al., 1998; Barrotet al., 2002]. Thus the low levels 

of CREB phosphorylation appeared after abstinence of cocaine may exactly reflect 

the strong desire of the addicted individuals to cocaine. Besides, the increased 

sensitivity of rats to cocaine may also induce severe relapse when cocaine is back to 

available to them.    

Last but most important, we found the exogenous D2R agonist quinpirole treatment 

leads to different effects on CREB phosphorylation levels in sham and chronic 

cocaine self-administration rats. We proposed a hypothesis of dopamine receptor 

constituted balance to understand our result.   

The hypothesis of the dopamine receptor balance in brain striatum 

In the striatum, the two main subtypes of dopamine receptor D1R and D2R are  

widely but most separately distributed in the proximately equally sized iSNPs and 
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dSNPs and [Surmeier et al., 2011; Le and Bloch, 1995]. Several studies tried to 

evaluation the proportions of striatal neurons expressing D1R, D2R or both have all 

failed however they observed a fraction of MSNs (17%) co-express both receptors in 

NAc shell, as well as 5-6% in dorsal striatum [Bertran-Gonzalez et al. 2008, 2010; 

Matamales et al., 2009]. Moreover, presence of the D1-D2 receptor heteromer was 

demonstrated by different techniques in both brain striatum and transfection cells 

co-expressed D1R and D2R [Lee et al., 2004; Hasbi et al., 2009]. In addition, another 

group of data revealed that the striatum neurons are under dense innervations of 

dopaminergic neurons [Matsuda et al., 2009], as well as up to 10% of the striatal 

synapses are participated by dopaminergic terminals where DA are released [Groves 

et al. 1994]. The extracellular DA could stimulate all the receptors including D1R, D2R 

and even D1-D2 heteromers (there may also exist D1 homomer and D2 homomer, 

which are classified into D1R and D2R), and finally regulate the CREB 

phosphorylation. Summary from the above knowledge, although we don t know the 

exact proportion of each component, we believed that in the striatum, a balance of the 

dopamine receptor composed signaling may exist. The infusion of exogenous QUIN 

could stimulate D2R, displace DA in D2R binding, activate D1-D2 heteromer together 

with DA, and lead to activation of reserved D1R and D2R. So the QUIN administration 

would break this balance and then change the CREB phosphorylation. Cocaine 

addiction has a profound influence on dopamine system. Cocaine could block the 

dopamine transporter (DAT), inhibit the DA uptake thus increase the extracellular DA 

concentration. Long-term cocaine administrations then have profound influence on 

the dopamine receptors and finally will adjust the balance to reach another stable 

phase that we call it balance 2. Balance 2 may have different proportion of each 

component, and may also under different stimulation of the extracellular DA 

concentrations. We suppose it is not difficult to understand that balance 2 reacted 

differently to the exogenous compound quinpirole, as we observed in our study. 

Researches related to each of the component be affected by chronic cocaine 

administration have been reported, yet no consistent opinions about that have been 

obtained. In our study, we didn t monitor the exact change of each component, but 
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instead we observed a macroscopic change that may caused by any of the 

component or combine.  
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Conclusion 

1, the mechanism of antipsychotics related to D2 autoreceptors: results about 

the atypical antipsychotic, aripiprazole 

 We validated an ex vivo assessment system to monitor the DA synthesis velocity 

regulated by D2 autoreceptors, and by confirming the capacity of a traditional 

D2R agonist, quinpirole, to induce a concentration dependent inhibition of DA 

synthesis velocity in rat brain striatal miniprisms.  

 By means of this assessment system, we observed a reversal of the efficacy of 

the atypical antipsychotic, aripiprazole. Aripiprazole acts as a full D2R agonist like 

quinpirole under low dopaminergic tone while as an antagonist under increased 

dopaminergic tone provoked by DA release which is triggered by increasing the 

potassium concentration in the incubation buffer.  

 We also observed a non-D2 inhibitory effect elicited by aripiprazole on DA 

synthesis.  

2, crosstalks between D2 receptor and other receptors. 

 Using the same ex vivo DA synthesis assessment system, we observed an 

inhibitory effect and elicited by a GABAB receptor agonist and a facilitation effect 

elicited by a GABAB receptor antagonist on DA synthesis, which were both 

counteracted by the D2R antagonist sulpiride. This observation could be 

attributed to a crosstalk or even a heteromer formed between GABAB receptor 

and D2 receptor.  

 The agonist of orexin-1 receptor inhibited DA synthesis, and this effect was 

blocked by both the orexin receptor antagonist and the D2R antagonist. However, 

the orexin antagonist could not counteract the effect elicited by the D2R agonist. 

All these data suggest that there exists a crosstalk between these two receptors, 
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yet this evidence is insufficient to suggest the heteromerization between these 

two receptors. 

 We didn t observe any effect of the agonist of D5R (SKF 38393) or any synergism 

between this compound and the D2R agonist quinpirole on DA synthesis in our 

assessment system. Two possibility may explain this result: 1) there is no 

crosstalk between these two receptor in regulating DA synthesis; 2) the D5R 

density in brain striatum is much lower than that of the D2R, even if there is a 

crosstalk between these two receptors, it still would be difficult to detect the 

downstream signal elicited by the crosstalk.    

3, neuroadaptations of D2R signaling induced by withdrawal from chronic 

cocaine self-administration. 

 We found a regional difference in the basal number of phospho-CREB 

immunoreactive nuclei in striatum in both sham and chronic cocaine withdrawal 

rats.  Specifically the pCREB level in nucleus accumbens shell is significantly 

higher than that in dorsal striatum. However the difference is less pronounced 

after chronic cocaine self-administration.  

 In the nucleus accumbens shell, the D2R agonist quinpirole induced different 

response in sham rats compared with cocaine withdrawal rats. Specifically it 

decreased the number of phospho-CREB immunoreactive nuclei in sham rats 

while increased this number in both acute and long-term withdrawal rats. 

However, the exact opposite effect is found in the dorsal striatum. In this brain 

region, quinpirole increased the number of phospho-CREB immunoreactive 

nuclei while decreased this number in both acute and long-term withdrawal rats. 
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%4',9J(4! :1! H=,9>,! E! MN$$TO! 2(>+=4,7=4'L>,'! +)A,9+A=(4J ! =4! '(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9! J=54+)=45U! =*I)=>+A=(4J! D(9!

9,=4D(9>,*,4A!+4'!9,=4JA+A,*,4AS!H3+9*+>()!K3,9+I,LA!"$#UV`^7W$VS!

%4R+)(4,!%1!C=R+9'= 7P9A=R!B\1!E+*(J!01!d,!0,= !21!/(ID!8<1!Y+>>+9=4(!21!/+)&(LA!F1!B+>(&J,4!B1!6=4(J3=A+ !21!<,)A,9!

0!MN$"NO!dL+)!>(4A9() !(D!'(I+*=4,!J.4A3,J=J!+4'!9,),+J,!&.!I9,J.4+IA=>!+4'!I(JAJ.4+IA= >!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9J S!

K3,!B(L94+)!(D!],L9(J>=,4>,!VNU^$NV7^$VWS!

%9&LA34(AA!@<1!<=>-,4J !B!MN$$aO!:I+>,1!A=*,!+4'!'(I+*=4,S!K9,4'J !],L9(J>=!V$U#N7#^S!

%99+45!B701!0(9=JJ,A!:G1!@&+3(L!8!MN$$aO!2(4JA=ALA=G,!+>A=G= A.!(D!A3,!3=JA+*=4,!/V!9,>,IA(9S!K9,4'J !H3+9*+>() !:>=!

N`UVT$7VTaS!

%JA(47B(4,J !@1!:*=A3!EB1! 0((9*+4! d\1! E=>3+9'J(4! 6%! MN$$^O!E(),!(D! )+A,9+)!3.I(A3+)+*=>!(9,?=4! 4,L9(4J ! =4!

9,[+9'!I9(>,JJ=45!+4'!+''=>A=(4S!],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!T#1!:LII),*,4A!"U""N7"N"S!

%R+9!0E1!%>+9!]1!\9[=4!;1!F+9&+A(!@81!0(9J,!%21!/,=J A!2C1! B(4,J!F2! M"^^`O!d=JA9=&LA=(4!+4'!>),+9+4>,!(D!>(>+=4,!

=4!&9+=4!=J!=4D)L,4>,'!&.!5,4,A=>JS!H3+9*+>() !F=(>3,*!F,!T^U#Va7#W$S!

Fc,R70,4'(R+!E1!:>3L)AR!<!MN$"VO!K3,!9(),!(D!A3,!J A9=+AL*!=4!J(>=+)!&,3+G=(L9S!89(4A=,9J !=4!4,L9(J>=,4>,!aS!

F+=),.! %1! 0,A+?+J! %1! _((! B1! 0>@,,! K1! 6= A>3,4! Y! MN$$`O! d,>9,+J,! (D! dN! 9,>,IA(9! &=4'=45! &LA! =4>9,+J,! =4!

dN7JA=*L)+A,'!@7I9(A,=4!+>A=G+A=(41!'(I+*=4,!A9+4JI(9A,9!&=4'=45!+4'!&,3+G=(L9+) !J,4J=A=R+A=(4!=4!&9+=4J !(D!*=>,!



"#"!

!

A9,+A,'![=A3!+!>39(4=>!,J>+)+A=45!'(J,! &=45, !>(>+=4,!+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!I+9+'=5*S!\L9!B!],L9(J>= !N`UaT^7aa$S!

F+=),.! 2/1! @=LJA,AA(! 01! /L+45! _7_1!/+[-=4J !Ed1! 6+4',)! \E! MN$$$O! YJ !/,A,9(J.4+IA=>! *('L)+A=(4!,JJ,4A=+)! D(9!

JA+&=)= R=45!3,&&=+4!I)+J=A=>=A.!+4'!*,*(9.S!]+A!E,G!],L9(J>= !"U""7N$S!

F+-,9! d%1! 0>8+9)+4'! 61! C+-,! E<1! :3,4! /1! K+45! e721! K('+! :1! 6+)=G+J! H<! MN$$VO! ],L9(+'+IA+A=(4J! =4!

>.JA=4,75)LA+*+A,!,?>3+45,!L4',9)=,!>(>+=4,!9,)+IJ,S!]+A!],L9(J>=!#UaWV7aW^S!

F+99(A!01!P)=G=,9! Bd1!H,99(AA=! CY1!d=C,(4,!EB1!F,9A(4!P1!\=J>3!%B1!Y*I,.!:1!:A(9*!dE1!],G,!EC1!_=4! B2!MN$$NO !2E\F!

+>A=G= A.!=4!A3,!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J !J3,)) !>(4A9()J!5+A=45!(D!&,3+G=(9+) !9,JI(4J,J !A(!,*(A=(4+) !J A=*L)= S!H9(>,,'=45J!

(D!A3,!]+A=(4+) !%>+',*.!(D!:>=,4>,J!^^U""WVT7""WW$S!

F,+L)=,L! B701! @+=4,A'=4(G! EE! MN$""O! K3,! I3.J=()(5.1! J=54+)=451! +4'! I3+9*+>()(5.! (D! '(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9J S!

H3+9*+>() !E,G!#VU"`N7N"aS!

F,9A9+47@(4R+),R! B1!F(J>3! 2*1! 0+9(A,+L?! 01! 0+A+*+),J! 01! /,9GX!d1! ;+) Q,4A! \1!@=9+L) A! B7%! MN$$`O! PII(J=45!

I+AA,94J! (D! J=54+)=45! +>A=G+A=(4! =4! '(I+*=4,! d"! +4'! dN! 9,>,IA(97,?I9,JJ=45! J A9=+A+)! 4,L9(4J! =4! 9,JI(4J,! A(!

>(>+=4,!+4'!3+)(I,9='() S!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!N`UT#a"7T#`TS!

F,9A9+47@(4R+),R!B1!/,9GXd1!@=9+L) A! B7%1!;+) Q,4A!\! MN$"$O!<3+A!=J! A3,!',59,,!(D!J,59,5+A=(4!&,A[,,4!J A9=+A(4=59+)!

+4'!J A9=+A(I+))='+)!I9(Q,>A=(4Jf!89(4A=,9J!=4!4,L9(+4+A(*.!WS!

F,L99=,9! 21! 0+),4-+! E2! MN$$NO! \43+4>,'! =43=&= A=(4! (D! J.4+IA=>! A9+4J*=JJ=(4! &.! '(I+*=4,! =4! A3,! 4L>),LJ!

+>>L*&,4J !'L9=45!&,3+G=(9+)!J,4J=A= R+A=(4!A(!>(>+=4,S!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!NNUT`"a7T`NNS!

FQg9-)L4'!%1!dL44,AA!:F!MN$$aO!d(I+*=4,!4,L9(4!J.JA,*J!=4!A3,!&9+=4 U!+4!LI'+A,S!K9,4'J!],L9(J>= !V$U"^W7N$NS!

F()+*!B1!/+4),.!B1!F((A3!H1!F,G+4!0!MN$$$O!:.4+IA=>!(95+4=J+A=(4!(D!A3,!&+J+)!5+45)=+ S!B!%4+A!"^#UTNa7TWNS!

F()+*!B1!<+=4,9!F1!:*=A3!%! M"^`WO!23+9+>A,9=R+A=(4!(D!>3()=4,95=>!4,L9(4J!=4! A3,!9+A!4,(JA9=+AL*S!%!>(*&=4+A=(4!

(D! >3()=4,!+>,A.) A9+4JD,9+J,! =**L4(>.A(>3,*=JA9.1! @()5=7=*I9,54+A=(4!+4'!,),>A9(4!*=>9(J>(I.S! ],L9(J>=,4>,!

"NUa""7a"`S!

F(99(A(7\J>L,)+! dP1! 29+,4,4&9(,>-! 6;1!E(*,9(78,94+4',R!<1!@L='()=4!d1! <(('J ! %:1!E=G,9+ ! %1! /+,5,*+4! @1!

%54+A=! C81! K+9+-+4(G! %P1! 8L?,! 6! MN$""O! d(I+*=4,! dN! +4'! dW! 9,>,IA(9! 3,A,9(*,9=R+A=(4! +4'! =AJ ! +))(JA,9=>!

9,>,IA(979,>,IA(9!=4A,9+>A=(4J S!F=(>3,*!F=(I3!E,J !2(!W$WU^N`7^VWS!

F(L'9,+L! %21! <()D! 0\! MN$$TO!F,3+G=(9+)! J,4J= A=R+A=(4! A(! >(>+=4,! =J!+JJ(>=+A,'! [=A3! =4>9,+J,'! %0H%! 9,>,IA(9!

JL9D+>,!,?I9,JJ=(4!=4!A3,!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J S!K3,!B(L94+) !(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!NTU^"WW7^"T"S!

F(LA3,4,A! 07C1! :(L=)! \1! 0+9A9,J! 07H1! :(-()(DD! H1! @=9(J! F1! :>3[+9AR! B72! M"^^"O! C(>+)=R+A=(4! (D! '(I+*=4,! dV!

9,>,IA(9!*E]%!=4!A3,!9+A!&9+=4!LJ=45!=4!J= AL!3.&9='=R+A=(4!3=JA(>3,*=JA9.U!>(*I+9=J(4![=A3!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9!

*E]%S!F9+=4!E,J!T#WUN$V7N"^S!

F(LG=,9!0!MN$$"O!P)=5(*,9=R+A=(4!(D!@7I9(A,=47>(LI),'!A9+4J*=AA,9!9,>,IA(9J S!]+A!E,G!],L9(J>= !NUNaW7N`#S!

F9+L4,97PJ&(94,! /1!<,)),4'(9I3! H1! B,4J,4! %%! MN$$aO! :A9L>AL9,1! I3+9*+>()(5.! +4'! A3,9+I,LA=>!I9(JI,>AJ !(D!

D+*=).!2!@7I9(A,=4!>(LI),'!9,>,IA(9J S!2L99,4A!'9L5!A+95,AJ!`U"#^7"`WS!

F9+G(!:%1! E+45,) 7F+9+Q+J ! 21! @+9'Lh(!F484! MN$"WO! H+A3(I3.J=()(5.! (D! C7d(I+! Y4'L>,'!d.J-=4,J=+7723+45,J ! =4!



!

"#N!

!

d"ZdV!E,>,IA(9J !+4'!K3,=9!:=54+)=45!H+A3[+.S!

F9,+-,D=,)'!eP1!F)(('!%B1!C= !_1!/+)),AA!01!/+4J(4!HY1!:A+4'+,9A!d@!MN$$`O!K3,!I+A3(I3.J=()(5=>+) !&+J=J!(D!'.JA(4=+JS!

]+A!E,G!],L9(J>=!^UNNN7NVWS!

FL99=J! 6d1! 0()J-=! K81! eL! 21! E.+4! \1! K(AA(9=! 61! 6=-L>3=! K1! _(>>+! 8d1! 0()=4(DD! HF! MN$$NO! %9=I=I9+R(),1! +! 4(G,)!

+4A=IJ.>3(A=>1! =J ! +! 3=537+DD=4= A.! I+9A=+)! +5(4=J A! +A! 3L*+4! '(I+*=4,! dN! 9,>,IA(9J S! B! H3+9*+>()! \?I! K3,9!

V$NUV`"7V`^S!

2+&,))(!]1!@+4'i+ !B1!F,9A+9,))=!d2@1!<+A+4+&,!01!C)LiJ !21!89+4>(!E1!8,99X!:1!CLQc4!E1!2= 9L,)+ !8!MN$$^O!0,A+&(A9(I=>!

5)LA+*+A,! A.I,! T1! '(I+*=4,! dN! +4'! +',4(J=4,! %N+! 9,>,IA(9J ! D(9*! 3=53,97(9',9! ()=5(*,9J! =4! )=G=45! >,))J S! B!

],L9(>3,*!"$^U"W^a7"T$aS!

2+4+)J !01!0+9>,))=4(!d1!8+4,))=! 81!2= 9L,)+ !81!',!F,4,',AA= !H1!@()'&,95!:E1!],G,!61!8L?,!61!%54+A= ! C81!<(('J !%:!

MN$$VO!%',4(J=4,!%N%7'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(979,>,IA(9!3,A,9(*,9=R+A=(4!jL+)=A+A=G,!+4'!jL+4A= A+A=G,!+JJ,JJ*,4A!

&.!D)L(9,J>,4>,!+4'!&=()L*=4,J>,4>,!,4,95.!A9+4JD,9S!B!F=()!23,*!Na`UW#aW"7W#aW^S!

2+9),R(4!B9!<%1!dL*+4!E:1!],JA),9!\B!MN$$TO!K3,!*+4.!D+>,J!(D!2E\FS!K9,4'J!],L9(J>= !N`UWV#7WWTS!

2+9),R(4! <%1! K3(*,! B1! P)J(4!;@1! C+4,7C+''!:F1! F9('-=4! \:1! /=9(= !]1! dL*+4!E:1! ],G,! EC1! ],JA),9! \B! M"^^`O!

E,5L)+A=(4!(D!>(>+=4,!9,[+9'!&.!2E\FS!:>=,4>,!N`NUNNaN7NNaTS!

2+L)-=4J! BH1!H+>L)+!EC1!H+''(>-!:01!23=,J+!B!MN$$NO!:>3(()7&+J,'!'9L5!I9,G,4A=(4U!<3+A!-=4'!(D!'9L5!LJ,!'(,J!= A!

I9,G,4AfU!E%]d!>(9I(9+A=(4S!

23(= ! 67/1!<3=J),9! 61!@9+3+*!d1! :,)D!d! MN$$#O! %4A=J,4J, 7=4'L>,'! 9,'L>A=(4! =4!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J ! >.>)=>! %0H!

9,JI(4J,!,),*,4A!&=4'=45!I9(A,=4!+AA,4L+A,J!>(>+=4,!9,=4D(9>,*,4AS!],L9(J>=,4>,!"VaUVaV7V`VS!

2=)=+?!FB1!]+J3!]1!/,=)*+4!21!:L4+3+9+ !E1!/+9A4,.!%1!K=&,9= !01!E.,!dF1!2+9(4!0@1!]=R4=-!/F1!C,G,.!%Y! MN$$$O!

d(I+*=4,!d!T!9,>,IA(9!=**L4()(>+)=R+A=(4!=4!9+A!+4'!*(4-,.!&9+=4S!:.4+IJ,!VaU"NT7"WTS!

2= 9L,)+!81!2+J+'k!;1!E('9=5L,J!EB1!CLQc4!E1!FL95L,h(!B1!2+4+)J!01!F(9.>R!B1!E,&()+!]1!@()'&,95!:E1!0+))()!B!MN$$#O!

H9,J.4+IA=>!>(4A9() !(D!JA9=+A+)!5)LA+*+A,95=>!4,L9(A9+4J*=JJ=(4!&.!+',4(J=4,!%"7%N%!9,>,IA(9!3,A,9(*,9J S!K3,!

B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!N#UN$`$7N$`aS!

2= A9= ! %1! 0+),4-+! E2! MN$$aO! :.4+IA=>! I)+JA=>= A.U! *L)A=I),! D(9*J1! DL4>A=(4J 1! +4'! *,>3+4=J*JS!

],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() !VVU"`7W"S!

2(),!EC1!6(49+'= !21!d(L5)+JJ!B1!/.*+4!:\!M"^^TO!],L9(4+)!+'+IA+A=(4!A(!+*I3,A+*=4,!+4'!'(I+*=4,U!*(),>L)+9!

*,>3+4=J*J!(D!I9('.4(9I3=4!5,4,!9,5L)+A=(4!=4!9+A!JA9=+AL*S!],L9(4!"WU`"V7`NVS!

29+[D(9'!2%1!23(=!8_1!6(3LA,-! BC1!_(J3='+ !:K1!0>'(L5+))!:%! MN$$WO!23+45,J!=4!H6%!+>A=G= A.!+4'!@J !%C8%!+4'!@()D!

%C8%!),G,)J !+DA,9!+*I3,A+*=4,7+4'!>(>+=4,7=4'L>,'!&,3+G=(9+)!J,4J=A=R+A=(4S!:.4+IJ,!T"UNW"7NW`S!

2L)*! 6\1! CL5(7\J>(&+9! ]1! /(I,! FK1! /+**,9! B9! EH! MN$$WO! E,I,+A,'! jL=4I=9(),! A9,+A*,4A! =4>9,+J,J!

>%0H7',I,4',4A! I9(A,=4! -=4+J,! +>A=G= A.! +4'! 2E\F! I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4! =4! 4L>),LJ! +>>L*&,4J ! +4'! 9,G,9J,J!

jL=4I=9(),7=4'L>,'!J,4J(9=*(A(9!5+A=45!',D=>= AJ ! =4! 9+AJS! ],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.U! (DD=>=+)!IL&)=>+A=(4!(D! A3,!

%*,9=>+4!2()),5,!(D!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!N^U"`NV7"`V$S!



"#V!

!

2.9! 01! :(A4=-(G+! Kd1! @+=4,A'=4(G! EE1! 2+9(4! 0@! MN$$#O! d(I+*=4,! ,43+4>,J ! *(A(9! +4'! 4,L9(I+A3()(5=>+)!

>(4J,jL,4>,J!(D!I().5)LA+*=4,!,?I+4','!3L4A=45A=4S!K3,!8%:\F!B(L94+)!N$UNTW"7NTWVS!

d+J-+)+-=J!lB1!@,(95,!KH! MN$$ Ô!2)(R+I=4,1!@%F%F1!+4'! A3,!K9,+A*,4A!(D!E,J=JA+4A!:>3=R(I39,4=+S!2)=4!H3+9*+>()!

K3,9!`#UWWN7WW#S!

d,!0,= !21!E+*(J !01! Y= A+-+!21!F(99,))= !\! MN$$^O!@,AA=45!JI,>=+)=R,'U!I9,J.4+IA=>!+4'!I(JAJ.4+IA=>!'(I+*=4,!dN!

9,>,IA(9JS!2L99,4A!(I=4=(4!=4!I3+9*+>()(5.!^UTV7T`S!

d,!;9=,J !KB1!:>3(DD,)*,,9!%]1!F=44,-+',!E1!;+4',9J>3L9,4!CB! M"^^^O!d(I+*=4,95=>!*,>3+4=J*J !*,'=+A=45! A3,!

=4>,4A=G,! A(! J,,-! >(>+=4,! +4'! 3,9(=4! D())([=45! )(457A,9*! [=A3'9+[+)! (D! Y;! '9L5! J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!

HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"WVUNTW7N#$S!

d,)5+'(!0E!MN$$aO!E,[+9'7E,)+A,'!E,JI(4J,J!=4!A3,!/L*+4!:A9=+AL*S!%44!].!%>+'!:>= !""$WUa$7``S!

d,C(45!0E!M"^^$O!H9=*+A,!*(',)J !(D!*(G,*,4A!'=J(9',9J !(D!&+J+)!5+45)=+!(9=5=4S!K9,4'J!],L9(J>= !"VUN`"7N`TS!

d,9(>3,7@+*(4,A! ;91! F,)=4! d1! H=+RR+ ! H;! MN$$WO! \G=',4>,! D(9! +''=>A=(4 7)=-,! &,3+G=(9! =4! A3,! 9+AS! :>=,4>,!

V$TU"$"W7"$"aS!

d= !2=+4(!H1!\G,9=AA!FB! MN$$"O!d=JJ(>=+&),!,DD,>AJ!(D!+4A+5(4=J*!( D!]0d%!+4'!%0H%Z6%!9,>,IA(9J !=4! A3,!4L>),LJ!

+>>L*&,4J !>(9,!+4'!J3,))!(4!>(>+=4,7J,,-=45!&,3+G=(9S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() !NTUVW"7V#$S!

d= !0+AA,(!;1!d,!F)+J=!%1!d=!@=L)=(!21!\JI(J=A(!\!MN$$"O!E(),!(D!T7/KN2!9,>,IA(9J !=4!A3,!>(4A9()!(D!>,4A9+) !'(I+*=4,!

DL4>A=(4S!K9,4'J !H3+9*+>()!:>=!NNUNN^7NVNS!

d=+J!21! C+>3=R,!:1!F(=),A!;1!/L=A,),>!\1!2+'(9!0!MN$$WO!d=DD,9,4A=+)!,DD,>AJ !(D!'(I+*=4,95=>!+5,4AJ !(4!)(>(*(A(9!

J,4J=A=J+A=(4! +4'! (4! A3,! 9,=4JA+A,*,4A! (D! >(>+=4,7J,,-=45! +4'! D(('7J,,-=45! &,3+G=(L9S! HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!

"aTUW"W7WNaS!

d(45!_1!@9,,4!K1!:++)!d1!0+9=,!/1!],G,!E1!],JA),9!\B1!0+),4-+!E2!MN$$#O!2E\F!*('L)+A,J!,?>=A+&=)= A.!(D!4L>),LJ!

+>>L*&,4J !4,L9(4J S!]+A!],L9(J>=!^UWaT7WaaS!

\'[+9'J!:1!<3=J),9!6]1!8L)),9!d21!P9JL)+-!HB1!:,)D!d<!MN$$#O!%''=>A=(4 79,)+A,'!+)A,9+A=(4J !=4!d"!+4'!dN!'(I+*=4,!

9,>,IA(9!&,3+G=(9+)!9,JI(4J,J!D())([=45!>39(4=>!>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()!VNUVTW7V##S!

\45&,95!@1!6)=457H,A,9J,4!K1!]=JJ&9+4'A!/!M"^^VO!@%F%F7E,>,IA(9!+>A=G+A=(4!+)A,9J !A3,!D=9=45!I+AA,94!(D!'(I+*=4,!

4,L9(4J !=4!A3,!9+A!JL&JA+4A=+ !4=59+ S!:.4+IJ,!"TUNN^7NV`S!

\JI+h+!E1!0,)>3=(9! B1!E(&,9AJ!d:1! B(4,J!:! MN$""O!/.I(>9,A=4!"Z(9,?=4!%!=4! A3,!G,4A9+)! A,5*,4A+) !+9,+ !,43+4>,J!

'(I+*=4,!9,JI(4J,J!A(!>(>+=4,!+4'!I9(*(A,J!>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!N"WUW"T7WN#S!

\JI+h+!E%1! P),J(4! \F1! C(>-,! BC1! F9((-J3=9,!FE1!E(&,9AJ !d2:1! B(4,J !:E! MN$"$O! K3,!3.I(>9,A=4 (9,?=4!J.JA,*!

9,5L)+A,J!>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=J A9+A=(4!G=+ !+>A=(4J !(4!A3,!*,J()=*&=>!'(I+*=4,!J.JA,*S!\L9!B!],L9(J>=!V"UVV#7VW`S!

\G,9= AA!FB1! d=>-=4J(4! %1!E(&&=4J! K<! MN$$"O! K3,!4,L9(IJ.>3()(5=>+)!&+J=J!(D!+''=>A=G,! &,3+G=(L9S!F9+=4! E,J!E,G!

V#U"N^7"V`S!

8+4!K1!;+953,J,!@1!]5L.,4!K1!KJ,!E1!Pmd(['!F81!@,(95,!:E!MN$$TO!%!E(),!D(9!A3,!d=J A+)!2+9&(?.) !K+=)J!=4!@,4,9+A=45!

A3,!](G,) !H3+9*+>()(5.!+4'!@!H9(A,=4!%>A=G+A=(4!H9(D=),!(D!*L!+4'!',)A+ !PI=(='!E,>,IA(9!/,A,9(7()=5(*,9J S! B!



!

"#W!

!

F=()!23,*!N`$UV`Wa`7V`W``S!

8,)=>=(!%21!:3=3!021!@(',=9(7BL4=(9!21!%4'9+',!C%1!F9,JJ+4!E%1!8,99+R!/F! MN$$^O!0(),>L)+9!=*+5=45!J AL'=,J!=4!

H+9-=4J(4!'=J,+J,U!9,'L>=45!'=+54(JA=>!L4>,9A+=4A.S!K3,!4,L9()(5=JA!"TU#7"#S!

8,99+'+!21!8,99X:1!2+J+'k!;1!2(9AXJ !%1! BLJA=4(G+!l1!F+94,J!21!2+4,)+ !\Y1!@()'&,95!:E1!C,L9J !E1! C)L=J!21!89+4>(!E!

MN$$`O!Y4A,9+>A=(4J!&,A[,,4!3=JA+*=4,!/V!+4'!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9J!+4'! A3,!=*I)=>+A=(4J!D(9!J A9= +A+)! DL4>A=(4S!

],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!TTU"^$7"^aS!

8=(9,4A=4= !21!FLJ=!21!@(99LJ(!\1!@(AA=!21!:I+4(!H1!0=JJ+),!2!MN$$`O!E,>=I9(>+)! 9,5L)+A=(4!(D!'(I+*=4,!d"!+4'!dV!

9,>,IA(9!DL4>A=(4!+4'!A9+DD=>-=45!&.!3,A,9('=*,9=R+A=(4S!0()!H3+9*+>() !aWUT^7#^S!

8=J3,9! E:1! C,G=4,! 0:1! :=&),.! dE1! %9=+4(! 0%! M"^^WO! dN! '(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9! I9(A,=4! )(>+A=(4U! @()5=!

=*I9,54+A=(475()'!A(4,'!+4'!L) A9+JA9L>AL9+)!+4+).J=J!(D!A3,!9+A!4,(JA9=+AL*S!B!],L9(J>=!E,J !V`UTT"7T#WS!

89+4>(!E1! 2+J+'k! ;1! 2(9AXJ ! %1! 0+))() ! B1! 2= 9L,)+!81! 8,99X:1! C)L=J! 21! 2+4,)+! \! MN$$ Ò! @7I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9!

3,A,9(*,9J U!DL4>A=(4!+4'!)=5+4'!I3+9*+>()(5.S!F9= A!B!H3+9*+>() !"TVU:^$7:^`S!

89+4>(! E1! 2+J+'k! ;1! 2(9AXJ! %1! 0+))()! B1! 2= 9L,)+! 81!8,99X!:1! C)L=J! 21! 2+4,)+!\Y! MN$$`O!@ 7I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9!

3,A,9(*,9J U!DL4>A=(4!+4'!)=5+4'!I3+9*+>()(5.S!F9= A!B!H3+9*+>() !"TVU:^$7:^`S!

89+4-),!<@1!C+9L,)),!0!MN$$NO!],L9(9,>,IA(9!=*+5=45!=4!IJ.>3=+A9=>!'=J(9',9JS!%44!]L>) !0,'!"#UWVa7WW#S!

89,,*+4!<01!]+',9! 0%1! ]+',9!:/1!E(&,9AJ(4!dB1!@=(=+!C1! 0=A>3,))!:01!d+L4+=J! BF1! H(99=4(! CB1! 89=,'*+4!dH1!

;9+4+!6\!MN$$"O!239(4=>!>(>+=4, 7*,'=+A,'!>3+45,J !=4!4(473L*+4!I9=*+A,!4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4J!5,4,!,?I9,JJ=(4S!B!

],L9(>3,*!aaUTWN7TW^S!

@+9'4,9!\C!MN$""O!%''=>A=(4!+4'!&9+=4!9,[+9'!+4'!+4A= 9,[+9'!I+A3[+.J S!

@,(95,!:E1!Pmd(['!F8! MN$$aO!%!4(G,) !'(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9!J=54+)=45!L4=A!=4!&9+=4U!3,A,9(()=5(*,9J!(D!d"!+4'!dN!

'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9J S!K3,!:>=,4A= D=>!<(9)'!B(L94+)!aUT`7#VS!

@,(95,! :E1! Pmd(['! F81! C,,! :H! MN$$NO! @7H9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9! ()=5(*,9=R+A=(4! +4'! =AJ! I(A,4A=+)! D(9! '9L5!

'=J>(G,9.S!]+A!E,G!d9L5!d=J>(G!"U`$`7`N$S!

@,9',*+4!@C1!H+9A9='5,! B@1!CLI=>+!2E1!C(G=45,9!d0!MN$$VO!YA! >(L)'!&,!3+&=A! D(9*=45U!'9L5J!(D!+&LJ,!+4'!J A9=+A+)!

J.4+IA=>!I)+JA=>= A.S!K9,4'J!],L9(J>= !N#U"`W7"^NS!

@,9D,4! 2E1! \45&,9! K01! 0+3+4! C21! :LJ,)! l1! 23+J,! K]1! 0(4J*+! 81! :=&),.! dE! M"^^$O! d"! +4'! dN! '(I+*=4,!

9,>,IA(979,5L)+A,'!5,4,!,?I9,JJ=(4!(D!JA9=+A(4=59+)!+4'!J A9=+A(I+))='+)!4,L9(4JS!:>=,4>,!NT$U"WN^7"WVNS!

@,9A),9! K:1! 23+4! 2:1! :L9*,=,9! dB! MN$$`O! d=>3(A(*(LJ! +4+A(*=>+)! I9(I,9A=,J! (D! +'L)A! J A9=+A+)! *,'=L*! JI=4.!

4,L9(4J S!K3,!B(L94+) !(D!],L9(J>=,4>,!N`U"$`"W7"$`NWS!

@=9(J! F1! :(-()(DD! H1! 0+9A9,J ! 07H1! E=(L! B78(1! \*(9=4,! CB1! :>3[+9AR! B72! M"^`^O! %)A,94+A=G,! JI)=>=45! '= 9,>AJ! A3,!

,?I9,JJ=(4!(D!A[(!dN!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9!=J(D(9*JS!

@()'JA,=4!El1!;()-([!]d! MN$$NO!d9L5!+''=>A=(4!+4'!= AJ!L4',9).=45!4,L9(&=()(5=>+ )!&+J=JU!4,L9(=*+5=45!,G=',4>,!

D(9!A3,!=4G()G,*,4A!(D!A3,!D9(4A+) !>(9A,?S!%*!B!HJ.>3=+A!"T^U"#WN7"#TNS!



"#T!

!

@(4Rc),R7:,In)G,'+!01!E(J,))!:1!/(DD*+44!/01!2+JA=))(7EL=R!01!0=54(4!;1!0(9,4(7d,)5+'(!d1!;=54,J!01!di+R! B1!

:+&9=c! B1! P9A=R! B! MN$"VO! 2,))L)+9! '=JA9=&LA=(4! (D! A3,! 3=JA+*=4,! /V! 9,>,IA(9! =4! A3,! &+J+)! 5+45)=+ U! 8L4>A=(4+)!

*('L)+A=(4!(D!'(I+*=4, !+4'!5)LA+*+A,!4,L9(A9+4J*=JJ=(4S!F+J+)!@+45)=+!VU"$^7"N"S!

@(L)'J(4!HE1!/=55J!21!:*=A3!E\1!d,+4!061!@-(LA(J !@;1!E,.4()'J !2%!MN$$$O!d=*,9=R+A=(4!+4'!'(*+=4!J[+II=45!=4!

@7I9(A,=47>(LI),'!9,>,IA(9J U!+ !>(*ILA+A=(4+)!J AL'.S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() !NVU:#$7:aaS!

@9+4A! :1! C(4'(4! \d1!],[)=4! dF1!;=)),*+54,! ;C1! C=L! e1! 2(4A(9,55=! 21! H3=))=IJ!EC1! 6=*,J! %:1! 0+95()=4! %! M"^^#O!

%>A=G+A=(4! (D! *,*(9.! >= 9>L=AJ ! 'L9=45! >L,7,)=>= A,'! >(>+=4,! >9+G=45S! H9(>,,'=45J ! (D! A3,! ]+A=(4+)! %>+',*.! (D!

:>=,4>,J!^VU"N$W$7"N$WTS!

@9+.&=,)!%0!MN$$$O!K3,!&+J+)!5+45)=+S!2L99!F=() !"$UET$^7ET""S!

@9+.&=,)!%0!MN$$ Ò!/+&=AJ 1!9= AL+)J1!+4'!A3,!,G+)L+A=G,!&9+=4S!%44L!E,G!],L9(J>= !V"UVT^7V`aS!

@9=**!B<1!/(I,!FK1!<=J,!E%1!:3+3+*!_!MN$$"O!],L9(+'+IA+A=(4U!=4>L&+A=(4!(D!>(>+=4,!>9+G=45!+DA,9![=A3'9+[+) S!

]+AL9,!W"NU"W"7"WNS!

@9(G,J ! H1! C=4',9! B1! _(L45! :! M"^^WO! T73.'9(?.'(I+*=4,7)+&,),'! '(I+*=4,95=>! +?4J U! K39,,7'=*,4J=(4+)!

9,>(4JA9L>A=(4J !(D!+?(4J 1!J.4+IJ,J!+4'!I(JAJ.4+IA=>!A+95,AJ!=4!9+A!4,(JA9=+AL*S!],L9(J>=,4>,!T`UT^V7#$WS!

/++G=-! B1! :>3,))=45! dC1! 2+*I&,))! d@1! %4',9JJ(4! 661! 8)+A*+9-! K1! 2(3,4! H! M"^`^O! Y',4A=D=>+A=(4! (D! I9(A,=4!

I3(JI3+A+J,!N%!+J!A3,!*+Q(9!A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,!I3(JI3+A+J,!=4!+'9,4+)!*,'L))+!+4'!>(9ILJ!J A9=+ AL*U!,G=',4>,!

D9(*!A3,!,DD,>AJ!(D!(-+'+=>!+>='S!8,&J!C,AA!NT"UV#7WNS!

/+J&= !%1!8+4!K1!%)=Q+4=+9+*!01!]5L.,4!K1!H,99,+L)A!0C1!Pmd(['!F81!@,(95,!:E!MN$$^O!2+)>=L*!J=54+)=45!>+J>+',!

)=4-J!'(I+*=4,!d"7dN!9,>,IA(9!3,A,9(*,9! A(!JA9=+A+)!Fd]8!I9('L>A=(4!+4'!4,L9(4+)!59([A3S!H9(>,,'=45J!(D! A3,!

]+A=(4+)!%>+',*.!(D!:>=,4>,J !"$#UN"Vaa7N"V`NS!

/+J&=! %1! P d(['!F81! @,(95,! :E! MN$"$O!/,A,9(*,9=R+A=(4!(D! '(I+*=4,!dN! 9,>,IA(9J ![=A3!'(I+*=4,!d"!(9!dT!

9,>,IA(9J!5,4,9+A,J! =4A9+>,))L)+9! >+)>=L*!J=54+)=45!&.!'= DD,9,4A!*,>3+4=J*JS! 2L99,4A!(I=4=(4! =4!I3+9*+>()(5.!

"$U^V7^^S!

/+.>(>-! B<!M"^^$O! H3(JI3(9.)+A=(4! (D! A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,! =4! J=AL!+A! J,9=4,! `1! "^1! V"1!+4'! W$S! B! F=() ! 23,*!

N#TU""#`N7""#^"S!

/+.>(>-! B<1!%34!]@1!2(&&!0/1!69,&J!\@! M"^^NO!\E6"!+4'!\E6N1! A[(!*=>9(AL&L),7+JJ(>=+A,'!I9(A,=4!N!-=4+J,J1!

*,'=+A,!A3,!I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4!(D!A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,!+A!J,9=4,7V"!=4!J= ALS!H9(>,,'=45J!(D!A3,!]+A=(4+) !%>+',*.!(D!

:>=,4>,J!`^UNV#T7NV#^S!

/+.>(>-! B<1!/+.>(>-!d! M"^^"O! K.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,! =4! 9+A!&9+=4!'(I+*=4,95=>!4,9G,! A,9*=4+)J S! 0L)A=I), 7J=A,!

I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4!=4!G=G(!+4'!=4!J.4+IA(J(*,J S!B!F=() !23,*!N##UT#T$7T#TaS!

/,49.!dB1!/L!e7K1!<3=A,!8B! M"^^`O!%'+IA+A=(4J!=4! A3,!*,J(+>>L*&,4J !'(I+*=4,!J.JA,*!9,JL) A=4 5! D9(*!9,I,+A,'!

+'*=4=JA9+A=(4! (D! '(I+*=4,! d"! +4'! dN! 9,>,IA(97J,),>A=G,! +5(4=JAJ U! 9,),G+4>,! A(! >(>+=4,! J,4J= A=R+A=(4S!

HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"W$UNVV7NWNS!

/,49.! dB1! <3=A,! 8B! M"^^"O!E,I,+A,'! >(>+=4,!+'*=4=JA9+A=(4! >+LJ,J! I,9J=JA,4A!,43+4>,*,4A! (D! d"!'(I+*=4,!

9,>,IA(9!J,4J= A=G= A.![=A3=4!A3,!9+A!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J S!B!H3+9*+>() !\?I!K3,9!NT`U``N7`^$S!



!

"##!

!

/=))=(4! B) 1!2+4+)J!01!K(9G=4,4!01!2+J+'k!;1!:>(AA!E1!K,9+J*++!%1!/+4JJ(4!%1!<+AJ(4!:1!P)+3!0\1!0+))()! B!MN$$NO!

2(+559,5+A=(41!2(=4A,94+)=R+A=(41!+4'!2(',J,4J=A=R+A=(4!(D!%',4(J=4,!%N%!E,>,IA(9J !+4'!d(I+*=4,!dNE,>,IA(9J S!

B!F=() !23,*!NaaU"`$^"7"`$^aS!

/=))=(4!B) 1!2+4+)J!01!K(9G=4,4!01!2+J+'k!;1!:>(AA!E1!K,9+J*++!%1!/+4JJ(4!%1!<+AJ(4!:1!P)+3!0\1!0+))()!B1!2+4,)+!\Y1!

l()=! 01! %54+A= ! C81! Y&ch,R! 281! C)L=J! 21! 89+4>(! E1! 8,99X:1! 8L?,! 6! MN$$NO! 2(+559,5+A=(41! 2(=4A,94+)=R+A=(41! +4'!

2(',J,4J=A= R+A=(4!(D!%',4(J=4,!%N%!E,>,IA(9J!+4'!d(I+*=4,!dNE,>,IA(9J S!B!F=()!23,*!NaaU"`$^"7"`$^aS!

/(DD*+44!/01!]+'+)!E1!;=54,J!01!P9A=R! B!MN$"NO!239(4=>!>(>+=4,!J,)D 7+'*=4=J A9+A=(4!*('L)+A,J!\E6"ZN!+4'!2E\F!

9,JI(4J,J!A(!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9!+5(4=JAJ!=4!J A9=+A+)!J)= >,JS!%''=>A!F=() !"aUT#T7TaTS!

/()),9*+4!BE1!K9,*&)+.!C1!:>3L)AR!<!MN$$$O!Y4G()G,*,4A!(D!&+J+)!5+45)=+ !+4'!(9&=A(D9(4A+)!>(9A,?!=4!5(+) 7'= 9,>A,'!

&,3+G=(9S!H9(5!F9+=4!E,J!"N#U"^V7N"TS!

/JL! :701! E+=4,! C1! 8+45,9! /! M"^`"O! oJ,! (D! +G='=47&=(A=47I,9(?='+J,! >(*I),?! M%F2O! =4! =**L4(I,9(?='+J,!

A,>34=jL,J U! + ! >(*I+9=J(4! &,A[,,4! %F2! +4'! L4)+&,),'! +4A=&('.! MH%HO! I9(>,'L9,J S! B! /=J A(>3,*! 2.A(>3,*!

N^UTaa7T`$S!

/LDD!E0!M"^^aO!:=54+)=45!I+A3[+.J!*('L)+A,'!&.!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9JS!K3,!d(I+*=4,!E,>,IA(9J!"#a7"^NS!

/LA>3,J(4!d1!H+9-=4J(4!B%1!E(&&=4J !K<1!\G,9= AA!FB!MN$$"O!K3,!,DD,>AJ !(D!4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4J!>(9,!+4'!J3,))!),J=(4J!

(4! =4A9+G,4(LJ!3,9(=4!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!+4'! A3,!+>jL=J=A=(4!(D!'9L57J,,-=45!&,3+G=(L9!L4',9!+! J,>(4'7(9',9!

J>3,'L),!(D!3,9(=4!9,=4D(9>,*,4AS!HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"TVUW#W7WaNS!

Yh=5L,R!:1!2(9A,R!%1!29+[D(9'!21!0>d(L5+)) !:!MN$$`O!\DD,>AJ!(D!+9=I=I9+R(),!+4'!A,95L9=',!(4!'(I+*=4,!J.4A3,J=J!=4!

A3,!'(9J+)!JA9=+AL*!+4'!*,'=+)!I9,D9(4A+) !>(9A,?!(D!I9,[,+4)=45!9+AJS!B!],L9+)!K9+4J*!""TU^a7"$#S!

YA(!E1!d+)),.! B<1!/([,J !:E1!E(&&=4J !K<1!\G,9= AA!FB!MN$$$O!d=JJ(>=+A=(4!=4!>(4'=A=(4,'!'(I+*=4,!9,),+J,!=4! A3,!

4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4J !>(9,!+4'!J3,))!=4! 9,JI(4J,! A(!>(>+=4,!>L,J!+4'!'L9=45!>(>+=4,7J,,-=45!&,3+G=(9!=4! 9+AJS!K3,!

B(L94+)!(D!],L9(J>=,4>,!N$UaW`^7aW^TS!

YA(!E1!d+)),.! B<1!E(&&=4J !K<1!\G,9= AA!FB! MN$$NO!d(I+*=4,!9,),+J,!=4! A3,!'(9J+)!JA9=+AL*!'L9=45!>(>+=4, 7J,,-=45!

&,3+G=(9!L4',9!A3,!>(4A9() !(D!+ !'9L57+JJ(>=+A,'!>L,S!K3,!B(L94+) !(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!NNU#NWa7#NTVS!

B+>(&.! \1! F(L3,)+)! E1! @,9JI+>3,9! 01! :,L[,4! 6! MN$$#O! K3,! a K0! @7H9(A,=472(LI),'! E,>,IA(9! K+95,A! 8+*=).S!

23,*0,'23,*!"Ua#$7a`NS!

B+-,)!EB1!0+9+5(J!<8! MN$$$O!],L9(4+)!>,)) !',+A3!=4!/L4A=45A(4 J !'=J,+J,U!+!I(A,4A=+)! 9(),!D(9!'(I+*=4,S!K9,4'J!

],L9(J>= !NVUNV^7NWTS!

B,'.4+-! BH1! oJ)+4,9! B01! \JA,&+4! B%1!E(&=4J(4! K\! MN$$aO! 0,A3+*I3,A+*=4,7=4'L>,'!JA9L>AL9+)!I)+JA=>= A.! =4! A3,!

'(9J+)!JA9=+AL*S!\L9!B!],L9(J>= !NTU`Wa7`TVS!

B(34J(4!\%1!8(?!BC1!%RR+9(!%B!M"^^TO!K3,!+4?=().A=>!J,9(A(4=4!T7/K"%!9,>,IA(9!+5(4=JAJ !&LJI=9(4,1!=IJ+I=9(4,!+4'!

5,I=9(4,!+9,!=43=&= A(9J!(D!A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+A=(4!=4!9+A!J A9=+AL*S!F,3+G!F9+=4!E,J!aVUVV"7VVTS!

B(34JA(4,!\61! HD),5,9! 6d! MN$"NO!E,>,IA(97/,A,9(*,9! Y4G,JA=5+A=(4! K,>34()(5.!+4'! = AJ!+II)=>+A=(4!LJ=45! FE\KS!

89(4A=,9J!=4!,4'(>9=4()(5.!VS!



"#a!

!

B(4,J !6%1!F(9([J-.!F1!K+**!B%1!29+=5!d%1!dL9-=4!001!d+= !01!_+(!<7B1! B(34J(4!01!@L4[+)'J,4!21!/L+45!C7_1!

K+45! 21!:3,4! p1! :+)(4! B%1! 0(9J,! 61! C+R! K1! :*=A3! 6\1! ]+5+9+A34+*!d1!](&),!:%1!F9+4>3,-! K%1!@,9+)'! 2! M"^^`O!

@%F%F! 9,>,IA(9J! DL4>A=(4! +J! +! 3,A,9(*,9=>! +JJ,*&).! (D! A3,! JL&L4=AJ! @%F%FE"! +4'! @%F%FENS! ]+AL9,!

V^#U#aW7#a^S!

B(9'+4!:1!6(I9=G=>+ !;1!23,4!E1!K(AA(9=!61!6=-L>3=!K1!%)A+9!2%!MN$$NO!K3,!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!+9=I=I9+R(),!=J !+!I(A,4A1!I+9A=+)!

+5(4=JA!+A!A3,!3L*+4!T7/K"%!9,>,IA(9S!\L9!B!H3+9*+>() !WW"U"Va7"W$S!

B(J,I3! B1! <+45! _701! 0=),J! H1! FL'.5=4! \1! H=>,AA=! E1! @+=4,A'=4(G! E1! 2+9(4! 01! <=53A*+4! E! MN$$NO! d(I+*=4,!

+LA(9,>,IA(9!9,5L)+A=(4!(D!9,),+J,!+4'!LIA+-,!=4!*(LJ,!&9+=4!J)=>,J!=4!A3,!+&J,4>,!(D!d V!9,>,IA(9J S!],L9(J>=,4>,!

""NUV^7W^S!

6+)=G+J!H<!MN$$^O!K3,!5)LA+*+A,!3(*,(JA+J=J!3.I(A3,J=J!(D!+''=>A=(4S!]+A!E,G!],L9(J>= !"$UT#"7TaNS!

6,&+&=+4! B<1! @9,,45+9'! H! M"^a"O! d(I+*=4,7J,4J= A=G,! +',4.) ! >.>)+J,U! I(JJ=&),! 9(),! =4! J.4+IA=>! A9+4J*=JJ=(4S!

:>=,4>,!"aWU"VW#7"VW^S!

6,39!<1!2+9)JJ(4!%1!C=4'jG=J A!01!0+54LJJ(4!K1!%A+>-!2!M"^aNO!\G=',4>,!D(9!+ !9,>,IA(97*,'=+A,'!D,,'&+>-!>(4A9()!

(D!JA9=+A+)!A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,!+>A=G= A.S!B!H3+9*!H3+9*+>()!NWUaWW7aWaS!

63+4!l1!@LA=,99,R!%1!0+9Ai4!E1!H,4+D=,) !%1!E=G,9+ !%1!d,!C+ !2+)),!%!MN$$$O!d(I+*=4,!dT!9,>,IA(9J!(D!9+A!+4'!3L*+4!

&9+=4S!],L9(J>=,4>,!"$$U#`^7#^^S!

6=-L>3= ! K1! K(AA(9= ! 61! o[+3('(! _1! /=9(J,! K1! 0=[+! K1! PJ3=9(! _1! 0(9=A+ ! :! M"^^TO! a7MW7qW7MN1!

V7d=>3)(9(I3,4.)O7"7I=I,9+R=4.) r! &LA.)(?.O7V1! W7'=3.'9(7N! M"/O7jL=4()=4(4,! MPH27"WT^aO1! +! 4,[! ILA+A=G,!

+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!'9L5![=A3!&(A3!I9,J.4+IA=>!'(I+*=4,!+LA(9,>,IA(9!+5(4=JA=>!+>A=G= A.!+4'!I(JAJ.4+IA=>!dN! 9,>,IA(9!

+4A+5(4=JA=>!+>A=G= A.S!B!H3+9*+>() !\?I!K3,9!NaWUVN^7VV#S!

6(,4,9!F1!8(>+4A!0421!F(J=,9!F1!0+)(A,+L?!B701!/,9*+4J !\!MN$"NO!Y4>9,+J=45!A3,!',4J= A.!(D!A3,!dNC!9,>,IA(9!+4'!

*+4=IL)+A=45! A3,! 9,>,IA(9!,4G=9(4*,4A!+9,! 9,jL=9,'! A(!,G=',4>,! A3,!I+9A=+) !+5(4=JA!I9(I,9A=,J !(D!+9=I=I9+R(),S!

H9(59,JJ!=4!],L9(7HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!+4'!F=()(5=>+)!HJ.>3=+A9.!V#U#$7a$S!

6()+-([J-=!B9!C8!M"^^WO!@2Ed&U!+!@7I9(A,=47>(LI),'!9,>,IA(9!'+A+&+J,S!E,>,IA(9!23+44,) !NU"S!

6(L99=>3!:1!E(A3[,))!H\1!6)L5!BE1!K3(*+J!0B!MN$$aO!2(>+=4,!,?I,9=,4>,!>(4A9()J !&='= 9,>A=(4+) !J.4+IA=>!I)+JA=>= A.!=4!

A3,!4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4JS!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!NaUa^N"7a^N`S!

69,= AR,9!%2!MN$$^O!H3.J=()(5.!+4'!I3+9*+>()(5.!(D!J A9=+A+)!4,L9(4J S!%44L!E,G!],L9(J>= !VNU"Na7"WaS!

6L*,9!:21!;9+4+!6\!M"^^#O!Y4A9=>+A,!9,5L)+A=(4!(D!A.9(J=4,!3.'9(?.)+J,!+>A=G= A.!+4'!5,4,!,?I9,JJ=(4S!B!],L9(>3,*!

#aUWWV7W#NS!

6L9(-=! K1! d+=! B1! 0,)AR,9!/_1! Y>3=-+[+! B! MN$$$O! EMsO7`7P/7dH%K1!+! J,),>A=G,! T7/K"%! 9,>,IA(9!+5(4=JA1!+AA,4L+A,'!

+*I3,A+*=4,7=4'L>,'! '(I+*=4,! J.4A3,J=J! =4! 9+A! J A9=+AL*1! &LA! 4(A! 4L>),LJ! +>>L*&,4J! (9! *,'=+)! I9,D9(4A+)!

>(9A,?S!F9+=4!E,J ! àNUN$W7N$aS!

C+[),9! 2H1! H9=(),+L! 21! C,[=J! 001! 0+-! 21! B=+45! d1! :>3,AR! B%1! @(4R+),R! %01! :=&),.! dE1! 0+=)*+4! EF! M"^^^O!

Y4A,9+>A=(4J !(D!A3,!4(G,) !+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!+9=I=I9+R(),!MPH27"WT^aO![=A3!'(I+*=4,!+4'!J,9(A(4=4!9,>,IA(9!JL&A.I,J S!

],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() !N$U#"N7#NaS!



!

"#`!

!

C,!0(=4,!21!F)(>3!F!M"^^TO!d"!+4'!dN!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9!5,4,!,?I9,JJ=(4!=4! A3,! 9+A!JA9=+AL*U!J,4J= A=G,!>E]%!

I9(&,J!',*(4JA9+A,!I9(*=4,4A!J,59,5+A=(4!(D!d"!+4'!dN!*E]%J !=4!'=JA=4>A!4,L9(4+)!I(IL)+A=(4J!(D! A3,!'(9J+)!

+4'!G,4A9+)!JA9=+AL*S!B!2(*I!],L9()!VTTUW"`7WN#S!

C,,!8B1!eL,!:1!H,=!C1!;L-LJ=>!F1!23X9.!]1!<+45!_1!<+45!_K1!]=R4=-!/F1!_L!e7*1!C=L!8!MN$$NO!dL+)!9,5L)+A=(4!(D!]0d%!

9,>,IA(9!DL4>A=(4J !&.!'= 9,>A!I9(A,=47I9(A,=4!=4A,9+>A=(4J ![=A3!A3,!'(I+*=4,!d"!9,>,IA(9S!2,))!"""UN"^7NV$S!

C,,!67<1!6=*!_1!6=*!%01!/,)*=4!61!]+=94!%21!@9,,45+9'!H!MN$$#O!2(>+=4,7=4'L>,'!',4'9= A=>!JI=4,!D(9*+A=(4!=4!d"!

+4'!dN!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(97>(4A+=4=45!*,'=L*!JI=4.!4,L9(4J !=4!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J S!H9(>,,'=45J!(D!A3,!]+A=(4+)!

%>+',*.!(D!:>=,4>,J !(D!A3,!o4=A,'!:A+A,J!(D!%*,9=>+!"$VUVV^^7VW$WS!

C,,!:H1!:(!

E,>,IA(9! 2(7+>A=G+A=(4! @,4,9+A,J! + ! ](G,)! H3(JI3()=I+J,! 27*,'=+A,'! 2+)>=L*! :=54+)S! B! F=()! 23,*!

Na^UVT#a"7VT#a`S!

C,L>3A! :1! 2(9G,J! 21! %9&A,9! d1! \45,)! EE1! C=! 21! d+G=J! B0! MN$$^O! :,>(4'75,4,9+A=(4! G,9JLJ! D=9J A75,4,9+A=(4!

+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!'9L5J !D(9!J>3=R(I39,4=+U!+ !*,A+ 7+4+).J=JS!K3,!C+4>,A!VaVUV"7W"S!

Cm3= 9(4',)! 01! 23,9+*.! %1! @(',3,L! @1! %9A+L'! 81! :+=+9'= ! %1! F(99,))=! \1! @)([=4J-= ! B! M"^^`O! C+>-! (D!

+LA(9,>,IA(97*,'=+A,'!=43=&=A(9.!>(4A9() !(D!'(I+*=4,! 9,),+J,!=4!JA9=+A+)!J.4+IA(J(*,J!(D!dN! 9,>,IA(97',D=>=,4A!

*=>,S!F9+=4!E,J !a^NUNTV7N#NS!

CL!C1!@9=**!B<1!d,*IJ,.!B1!:3+3+*!_!MN$$WO!2(>+=4,!J,,-=45!(G,9!,?A,4','![=A3'9+[+)!I,9=('J !=4!9+AJ U!'=DD,9,4A!

A=*,! >(L9J,J! (D! 9,JI(4'=45! =4'L>,'! &.! >(>+=4,! >L,J! G,9JLJ! >(>+=4,! I9=*=45! (G,9! A3,! D= 9J A! #! *(4A3J S!

HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"a#U"$"7"$`S!

CL!C1!@9=**!B<1!:3+3+*!_1!/(I,!FK!MN$$VO!0(),>L)+9!4,L9(+'+IA+A=(4J !=4!A3,!+>>L*&,4J !+4'!G,4A9+)!A,5*,4A+)!

+9,+! 'L9=45! A3,! D= 9JA! ^$! '+.J! (D! D(9>,'! +&JA=4,4>,! D9(*! >(>+=4,! J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4! =4! 9+AJS! B! ],L9(>3,*!

`TU"#$W7"#"VS!

0+55=(!E1!0=))+4!0B! MN$"$O!d(I+*=4,!dN7dV!9,>,IA(9!3,A,9(*,9J U!I3+9*+>()(5=>+) !I9(I,9A=,J !+4'! A3,9+I,LA=>!

J=54= D=>+4>,S!2L99,4A!(I=4=(4!=4!I3+9*+>()(5.!"$U"$$7"$aS!

0+=)*+4! EF1! 0L9A3.! ;! MN$"$O! K3=9'! 5,4,9+A=(4! +4A=IJ.>3(A=>! '9L5J U! I+9A=+)! +5(4=J*! (9! 9,>,IA(9! DL4>A=(4+)!

J,),>A=G= A.f!2L99!H3+9*!d,J=54!"#UW``S!

0+),4-+!E21!F,+9!08!MN$$WO!CKH!+4'!CKdU!+4!,*&+99+JJ*,4A!(D!9=>3,J S!],L9(4!WWUT7N"S!

0+9>,))=4(! d1! 8,99X:1! 2+J+'k! ;1! 2(9AXJ! %1! C,! 8())! F1! 0+RR()+! 21! d9+5(! 81! :+L9! P1! :A+9-! /1! :(9=+4(! %! MN$$`O!

Y',4A=D=>+A=(4! (D! '(I+*=4,! d"7dV! 9,>,IA(9! 3,A,9(*,9J ! =4'=>+A=(4J ! D(9! +! 9(),! (D! J.4,95=JA=>! d"7dV! 9,>,IA(9!

=4A,9+>A=(4J!=4!A3,!J A9=+AL*S!B!F=() !23,*!N`VUN#$"#7N#$NTS!

0+9>,))=4(!d1!8,99X:1! 2+J+'k!;1! 2(9AXJ! %1! C,! 8())!F1! 0+RR()+! 21!d9+5(!81!:+L9! P1! :A+9-! /1! :(9=+4(! %1! F+94,J! 21!

@()'&,95! :E1! C)L=J ! 21! 8L?,! 61! 89+4>(! E! MN$$`O! Y',4A= D=>+A=(4! (D! d(I+*=4,! d"7dV! E,>,IA(9! /,A,9(*,9J U!

Y]dY2%KYP]:! 8PE! %! EPC\! P8! :_]\E@Y:KY2! d"7dV! E\2\HKPE! Y]K\E%2KYP]:! Y]! K/\! :KEY%Ko0S! B! F=()! 23,*!

N`VUN#$"#7N#$NTS!

0+9>,))=4(!d1!]+G+99(!@1!:+3)3()*!61!]=)JJ(4! B1!%54+A= ! C81!2+4,)+!\Y1! C)L iJ !21!t93,*!H1!89+4>(!E1!8L?,!6! MN$"$O!



"#^!

!

2(>+=4,!I9('L>,J! dN! E7*,'=+A,'! >(4D(9*+A=(4+)! >3+45,J! =4! A3,!+',4(J=4,! %N%! E7'(I+*=4,! dN! E!3,A,9(*,9S!

F=(>3,*!F=(I3!E,J!2(!V^WU^``7^^NS!

0+9J3+))!81!<3=A,!B1!0+=4!01!@9,,4!%1!<=J,!%!M"^^^O!@%F%!MFO!9,>,IA(9J !DL4>A=(4!+J!3,A,9('=*,9J S!F=(>3,*!:(>!K!

NaUTV$7TVTS!

0+A+*+),J!01!F,9A9+47@(4R+),R! B1!:+)(*(4!C1!d,5(J!F1!d,4=+L! B701!;+) Q,4A!\1!/,9GXd1!@=9+L) A!B7%! MN$$^O!:A9=+A+)!

*,'=L*7J=R,'!JI=4.! 4,L9(4JU! =',4A=D=>+A=(4!&.! 4L>),+9! JA+=4=45!+4'!J AL'.! (D!4,L9(4+)! JL&I(IL)+A=(4J! =4! F%2!

A9+4J5,4=>!*=>,S!H)(:!(4,!WU,Waa$S!

0+AJL'+!<1!8L9LA+!K1!]+-+*L9+!621!/=(-= !/1!8LQ=.+*+!81!%9+=!E1!6+4,-(!K!MN$$^O!:=45),!4=59(JA9=+A+)!'(I+*=4,95=>!

4,L9(4J! D(9*! [=',).! JI9,+'! +4'! 3=53).! ',4J,! +?(4+)! +9&(9=R+A=(4J! =4! A3,! 4,(JA9=+AL*S! K3,! B(L94+)! (D!

],L9(J>=,4>,!N^UWWW7WTVS!

0+AA3,[J !EH1!@LA39=,! 2E1!<+=),J! C01! l3+(! e1! 0,+4J! %E1! 0>64=53A! @:! M"^^WO! 2+)>=L*Z>+)*('L)=4 7',I,4',4A!

I9(A,=4! -=4+J,! A.I,J! YY! +4'! Y;! '= DD,9,4A=+)).! 9,5L)+A,! 2E\F7',I,4',4A! 5,4,! ,?I9,JJ=(4S! 0()! 2,))! F=()!

"WU#"$a7#""#S!

0+AAJ(4!FB1!F(JJ,9A! B01!:=**(4J !d\1!](R+-=!]1!]+5+9-+9!d1!69,LA,9! Bd1!/(I,!FK! MN$$TO!2(>+=4,7=4'L>,'!2E\F!

I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4! =4! 4L>),LJ ! +>>L*&,4J! (D! >(>+=4, 7J,4J=A=R,'! 9+AJ ! =J! ,4+&),'! &.! ,43+4>,'! +>A=G+A=(4! (D!

,?A9+>,))L)+9!J=54+) 79,)+A,'!-=4+J,1!&LA!4(A!I9(A,=4!-=4+J,!%S!B!],L9(>3,*!^TU"W`"7"W^WS!

0+L9,) !d1! 2(*IJ7%59+9! C1! F9(>-! 21! E=G,J! 07C1! F(L99=,9! \1! %.(L&! 0%1! F+R=4!/1! K=4,)! ]1! dL99(L?!K1! H9,R,+L! C1!

K9=4jL,A!\1!H=4! B7H!MN$$`O!2,))7JL9D+>,!I9(A,=47I9(A,=4!=4A,9+>A=(4!+4+).J=J![=A3! A=*, 79,J()G,'!8E\K!+4'!J4+I7A+5!

A,>34()(5=,JU!+II)=>+A=(4!A(!@H2E!()=5(*,9=R+A=(4S!]+A!0,A3!TUT#"7T#aS!

0,)),9!\1!F(3*+-,9!61!]+*&+!_1!89=,'3(DD!%B1!@()'JA,=4!0!M"^`aO!E,)+A=(4J3=I!&,A[,,4!9,>,IA(9!(>>LI+4>.!+4'!

9,JI(4J,!+A!J A9=+A+) !'(I+*=4,!+LA(9,>,IA(9J S!0() !H3+9*+>()!V"UT^N7T^`S!

0,9>L9=!]1!:+=+9'=!%1!F(4>=!%1!H=>,AA=!E1!2+)+&9,J=!H1!F,94+9'=!@1!F(99,)) =!\! M"^^aO!C(JJ!(D!+LA(9,>,IA(9! DL4>A=(4!=4!

'(I+*=4,95=>!4,L9(4J!D9(*!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9!',D=>=,4A!*=>,S!],L9(J>=,4>,!a^UVNV7VNaS!

0=))=5+4! @! MN$$`O! %! '+.! =4! A3,! )=D,! (D! + ! @! I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9U! A3,! >(4A9=&LA=(4! A(! DL4>A=(4! (D! @!

I9(A,=47>(LI),'!9,>,IA(9!'=*,9=R+A=(4S!F9= A!B!H3+9*+>()!"TVU:N"#7:NN^S!

0=))=5+4!@!MN$$^O!@!I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9!3,A,9(7'=*,9=R+A=(4U!>(4A9=&LA=(4! A(!I3+9*+>()(5.!+4'! DL4>A=(4S!

F9= A!B!H3+9*+>()!"T`UT7"WS!

0=JJ+),!21!8=(9,4A=4= !21!2())(!@1!:I+4(!H!MN$"$O!K3,!4,L9(&=()(5.!(D!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9J U!,G()LA=(4!D9(*!A3,!'L+)!

>(4>,IA!A(!3,A,9('=*,9!>(*I),?,J S!B(L94+) !(D!E,>,IA(9J!+4'!:=54+)!K9+4J'L>A=(4!V$UVWa7VTWS!

0=JJ+),!21!]+J3!:E1!E(&=4J(4!:<1! B+&,9!01!2+9(4!0@!M"^^`O!d(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9JU! D9(*!JA9L>AL9,! A(! DL4>A=(4S!

H3.J=() !E,G!a`U"`^7NNTS!

0=AA+)!:61!\''.!2! MN$"VO!K3,! 9(),!(D!'(I+*=4,!+4'!5)LA+*+A,!*('L)+A=(4!=4!/L4A=45A(4!'=J,+J,S!F,3+G!],L9()!

N#UNTT7N#VS!

0(4J*+!8B1!0>;=AA=,!Cd1!@,9D,4!2E1!0+3+4!C21!:=&),.!dE! M"^`^O!0L)A=I),!dN!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9J !I9('L>,'!&.!

+)A,94+A=G,!E]%!JI)=>=45S!



!

"a$!

!

0(4A*=4.! 0E1!F=),R=-Q=+4! C0! M"^`aO! F=4'=45!(D!+!4L>),+9!I9(A,=4! A(! A3,! >.>)=>7%0H! 9,JI(4J,!,),*,4A!(D! A3,!

J(*+A(JA+A=4!5,4,S!]+AL9,!VN`U"aT7"a`S!

0((9,!2%1!0=)+4(!:61!F,4(G=>!BC!MN$$aO!E,5L)+A=(4!(D!9,>,IA(9!A9+DD=>-=45!&.!@E6J !+4'!+99,JA=4J S!%44L!E,G!H3.J=()!

#^UWT"7W`NS!

0(95+4!d1!@9+4A!6%1!@+5,!/d1!0+>3!E/1!6+I)+4! BE1!H9=(),+L!P1!]+',9!:/1!FL>33,=*,9!]1!\39,4-+LD,9!EC1!]+',9!

0%!MN$$NO!:(>=+)!'(*=4+4>,!=4!*(4-,.J U!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9J!+4'!>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!]+A!],L9(J>=!

TU"#^7"aWS!

0(LJJ+[=! 61! H+>>3=(4= ! %1! 0(9+4! 01! P)=G,! 081! @+JJ! BK1! C+G=4! %1! 6+)=G+J! H<! MN$$ Ô! ]7%>,A.)>.JA,=4,! 9,G,9J,J!

>(>+=4,7=4'L>,'!*,A+I)+JA=>=A.S!]+A!],L9(J>=!"NU"`N7"`^S!

0L,)),9!%C1!F9('=,!0:! M"^`^O!Y4A9+>,))L)+9! 9,>(9'=45! D9(*!ILA+A=G,!'(I+*=4, 7>(4A+=4=45!4,L9(4J!=4! A3,!G,4A9+)!

A,5*,4A+)!+9,+!(D!KJ+=!=4!+!&9+=4!J)=>,!I9,I+9+A=(4S!B!],L9(J>=!0,A3!N`U"T7NNS!

0L,)),9!d1!:A,[+9A!B!MN$$$O!2(>+=4, 7=4'L>,'!>(4'=A=(4,'!I)+>,!I9,D,9,4>,U!9,=4JA+A,*,4A!&.!I9=*=45!=4Q,>A=(4J!(D!

>(>+=4,!+DA,9!,?A=4>A=(4S!F,3+G!F9+=4!E,J!""TUV^7WaS!

0L).! \21! 0+''(?! 01! 63+4!lo! MN$"$O! d=JA9=&LA=(4!(D!d"!+4'!dT! '(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9J! =4! A3,! I9=*+A,!4L>),LJ!

+>>L*&,4J S!],L9(J>=,4>,!"#^U"TTa7"T##S!

]+-+.+JL!/1!6=*L-+!/1!6L9=.+*+!6!M"^^TO!2,9,&9+)!@%F%%!+4'!@%F%F!E,>,IA(9J S!%44!].!%>+'!:>=!aTaUT"#7TNaS!

]+A,J+4!:1!E,>-),JJ!@\1!F+9)([!6F1!](&9,5+! B]1!6+IL9!:!MN$""O!H+9A=+)!+5(4=J AJ!=4!J>3=R(I39,4=+ 7[3.!J(*,![(9-!

+4'! (A3,9J! '(! 4(AU! =4J=53AJ! D9(*! I9,>)=4=>+) ! +4=*+)! *(',)J S! K3,! Y4A,94+A=(4+)! B(L94+)! (D!

],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"WU""#T7""a`S!

],=J,[+4',9! BC1!F+-,9!d%1!8L>3J !E%1!K9+47]5L.,4!CK1!H+)*,9!%1!0+9J3+)) !B8! MN$$$O!8(J !I9(A,=4!,?I9,JJ=(4!+4'!

>(>+=4,7J,,-=45!&,3+G=(9! =4! 9+AJ !+DA,9!,?I(JL9,! A(!+ !>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!,4G=9(4*,4AS!K3,! B(L94+)!(D!

],L9(J>=,4>,!N$Ua^`7`$TS!

],)J(4!@1!23+4'9+J3,-+9! B1!/((4!0%1!8,45!C1!l3+(!@1!E.&+!]B1!lL-,9!2:! MN$$NO!%4!+*=4(7+>='! A+JA,! 9,>,IA(9S!

]+AL9,!W"#U"^^7N$NS!

],)J(4!@1!/((4!0%1!23+4'9+J3,-+9! B1!l3+45!_1!E.&+!]B1!lL-,9!2:!MN$$"O!0+**+)=+4!J[,,A! A+JA,! 9,>,IA(9J S!2,))!

"$#UV`"7V^$S!

],JA),9!\B!MN$$"O!0(),>L)+9!&+J=J!(D!)(457A,9*!I)+JA=>= A.!L4',9).=45!+''=>A=(4S!]+A!E,G!],L9(J>=!NU""^7"N`S!

],JA),9!\B!MN$$WO!0(),>L)+9!*,>3+4=J*J!(D!'9L5!+''=>A=(4S!],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!WaUNW7VNS!

],JA),9!\B1!K,9[=))=5,9!El1!<+)-,9!BE1!:,G+9=4(!6%1!dL*+4!E:!M"^^$O!239(4=>!>(>+=4,!A9,+A*,4A!',>9,+J,J!),G,)J!(D!

A3,!@!I9(A,=4!JL&L4=AJ !@= !%C8%!+4'!@(!%C8%!=4!'=J>9,A,!9,5=(4J !(D!9+A!&9+=4S!B!],L9(>3,*!TTU"$a^7"$`NS!

],G,!6%1!:,+*+4J!B61!K9+4A3+*7d+G='J(4!/! MN$$WO!d(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9!J=54+)=45S! B(L94+)!(D! 9,>,IA(9J!+4'!J=54+)!

A9+4J'L>A=(4!NWU"#T7N$TS!

]=>()+!:0!MN$$aO!K3,!4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4J!+J!I+9A!(D!+!&+J+)!5+45)=+!+>A=(4!J,),>A=(4!>= 9>L= AS!HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!



"a"!

!

"^"UTN"7TT$S!

]=-()+LJ! :1! %4A-,! 21! 0u)),9! /7<!MN$$^O! Y4! G=G(! =*+5=45!(D! J.4+IA=>! DL4>A=(4! =4! A3,! >,4A9+)! 4,9G(LJ!J.JA,*U! YS!

0(G,*,4A!'=J(9',9J!+4'!',*,4A=+ S!F,3+G!F9+=4!E,J !N$WU"7V"S!

]=-()+LJ!:1! %4A-,! 21! 0u)),9!/7<!MN$$^O! Y4! G=G(! =*+5=45!(D! J.4+IA=>! DL4>A=(4! =4! A3,! >,4A9+)!4,9G(LJ!J.JA,*U! YYS!

0,4A+) !+4'!+DD,>A=G,!'=J(9',9J S!F,3+G!F9+=4!E,J!N$WUVN7##S!

]=*=AG=)+=!:1!F9('=,!0:!MN$"$O!E,G,9J+)!(D!H9()(45,'!d(I+*=4,!Y43=&= A=(4!(D!d(I+*=4,95=>!],L9(4J!(D!A3,!;,4A9+)!

K,5*,4A+)!%9,+S!B!H3+9*+>() !\?I!K3,9!VVVUTTT7T#VS!

]=J3=!%1!:4.',9!@C1!8=,4&,95!%%1!8=J(4,!@1!%I,9=+!%1!]+=94!%21!@9,,45+9'!H! M"^^^O!E,jL=9,*,4A!D(9!d%EHH7VN!=4!

*,'=+A=45!,DD,>A!(D!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9!+>A=G+A=(4S!\L9!B!],L9(J>=!""UNT`^7NT^NS!

]=J3=!%1!:4.',9!@C1!@9,,45+9'!H! M"^^aO!F='= 9,>A=(4+)! 9,5L)+A=(4!(D!d%EHH7VN!I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4!&.!'(I+*=4,S!K3,!

B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!"aU`"Wa7`"TTS!

](3,J+9+! :1!@3+'=9=G+JD= ! 01! 0(JA+D+G= !:1! \J-+4'+9= ! 07E1! %3*+'-3+4=3+!/1! K3=+5+)=45+*! :1! %&'()*+),-.! /0!

MN$""O!d]%!3.I(*,A3.)+A=(4!(D!0F72P0K!I9(*(A,9!=4!A3,!d]%!',9=G,'!D9(*!J+)=G+ !=4!J>3=R(I39,4=+!+4'!&=I()+9!

'=J(9',9S!B!HJ.>3=+A!E,J!WTU"WVN7"WV`S!

P+-! B]1!P)',43(D! B1!;+4!K() !//0!MN$$$O!K3,!'(I+*=4,!dW!9,>,IA(9U!(4,!',>+',!(D! 9,J,+9>3S!\L9! B!H3+9*+>()!

W$TUV$V7VNaS!

Pm],=))! 21! ]()+4! FB1! 0+>+9= ! %1! PmF(.),! 601! Pm2(44(9! BB! MN$$aO! %',4(J=4,! %"! 9,>,IA(97*,'=+A,'! =43=&= A=(4!(D!

'(I+*=4,!9,),+J,!D9(*!9+A!J A9=+A+)!J)= >,J!=J!*('L)+A,'!&.!d"!'(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9J S!\L9!B!],L9(J>=!N#UVWN"7VWN`S!

H,=! C1! C= !:1!<+45!01!d=[+4!01!%4=J*+4!/1!8),A>3,9!HB1!](&9,5+! B]1!C=L!8!MN$"$O!o4>(LI)=45! A3,!'(I+*=4,!d"7dN!

9,>,IA(9!>(*I),?!,?,9AJ!+4A=',I9,JJ+4A7)=-,!,DD,>AJ S!]+A!0,'!"#U"V^V7"V^TS!

H3=))=IJ! H\1! :AL&,9! @d1! /,=,4! 0C1! <=53A*+4! E01! 2+9,))=! E0! MN$$VO! :L&J,>(4'! '(I+*=4,! 9,),+J,! I9(*(A,J!

>(>+=4,!J,,-=45S!]+AL9,!WNNU#"W7#"`S!

H=4!B7H1!@+)G,R!K1!H9XR,+L!C!MN$$VO!\G()LA=(41!J A9L>AL9,1!+4'!+>A=G+A=(4!*,>3+4=J*!(D!D+*=).!VZ2!@7I9(A,=47>(LI),'!

9,>,IA(9JS!H3+9*+>() !K3,9+I,LA!^`UVNT7VTWS!

H(I()=! H1! H,RR()+ ! %1!K(9G=4,4! 01!E,55=(!E1! H=4A(9! %1! :>+9>3=))=! C1! 8L?,! 61!8,99,! :! MN$$"O! K3,! :,),>A=G,!*@)LT!

E,>,IA(9!%5(4=J A!2/H@!Y43=&= AJ!pL=4I=9(), 7Y4'L>,'!KL94=45!=4!#7/.'9(?.'(I+*=4,7C,J=(4,'!E+AJ!+4'!0('L)+A,J!

A3,! F=4'=45! 23+9+>A,9=JA=>J! (D! d(I+*=4,! dN! E,>,IA(9J! =4! A3,! E+A! :A9=+AL*! Y4A,9+>A=(4J ! [=A3! %',4(J=4,! %N+!

E,>,IA(9J S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()!NTUT$T7T"VS!

H9=4JA,9! :21! /+5L,! 21! /+))! E%! MN$$TO! /,A,9('=*,9=R+A=(4! (D! @! H9(A,=4 72(LI),'! E,>,IA(9J U! :I,>=D=>= A.! +4'!

8L4>A=(4+)!:=54=D=>+4>,S!H3+9*+>() !E,G!TaUN`^7N^`S!

H9L,JJ4,9!B21!23+*I+54,!81!0,+4,.!0B1!d+53,9!%!MN$$WO!d(I+*=4,!9,),+J,!=4!9,JI(4J,!A(!+ !IJ.>3()(5=>+)!J A9,JJ!

=4!3L*+4J!+4'! = AJ! 9,)+A=(4J3=I! A(!,+9).! )=D,!*+A,94+)! >+9,U!+! I(J= A9(4!,*=JJ=(4! A(*(59+I3.!J AL'.!LJ=45! q""2r!

9+>)(I9=',S!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!],L9(J>=,4>,!NWUN`NT7N`V"S!

E+(! ]H1!E,*=45A(4!@! MN$"VO! Y4G,JA=5+A=(4+)!'9L5J! D(9! J>3=R(I39,4=+! A+95,A=45! A3,!'(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9U! H3+J,! YY!

A9=+)JS!\?I,9A!PI=4=(4!(4!Y4G,JA=5+A=(4+)!d9L5J!NNU``"7`^WS!



!

"aN!

!

E+J3='! %B1!:(! 2/1! 6(45! 001! 8L9A+-!K1! \)7@3L4'=! 01! 23,45!E1! Pmd(['! F81!@,(95,! :E! MN$$aO!d"7dN!'(I+*=4,!

9,>,IA(9!3,A,9(()=5(*,9J![=A3!L4=jL,!I3+9*+>()(5.!+9,! >(LI),'! A(! 9+I='!+>A=G+A=(4!(D! @jZ""! =4! A3,!JA9=+AL*S!

H9(>,,'=45J !(D!A3,!]+A=(4+)!%>+',*.!(D!:>=,4>,J!"$WU#TW7#T^S!

E=(J! 2d1! B(9'+4!F%1!@(*,J! Y1! d,G=! C%! MN$$"O! @7I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9!'=*,9=R+A=(4U!*('L)+A=(4!(D! 9,>,IA(9!

DL4>A=(4S!H3+9*+>()!K3,9+I,LA!^NUa"7`aS!

E=G,J! 07C1! ;()! 21!8L-+R+[+! _1!K=4,)! ]1! K9=4jL,A!\1!%.(L&! 0%1! :3=5,*(A(!E1! H=4! B7H1! H9XR,+L! C! MN$$^O! 29(JJA+)-!

&,A[,,4! @%F%F!+4'! *@)L"+! 9,>,IA(9J ! 9,G,+)J!4,[! =4J=53A! =4A(! @H2E!J=54+) ! =4A,59+A=(4S! K3,! \0FP! B(L94+)!

N`UN"^T7NN$`S!

E(&&=4J! K1! @=+9'=4=! ;1! B(4,J! @1! E,+'=45! H1! :+3+-=+4! F! M"^^$O! \DD,>AJ! (D! '(I+*=4,! ',I),A=(4! D9(*! A3,!

>+L'+A,7ILA+*,4! +4'! 4L>),LJ! +>>L*&,4J! J,IA=! (4! A3,! +>jL=J= A=(4! +4'! I,9D(9*+4>,! (D! +! >(4'=A=(4+)!

'=J>9=*=4+A=(4!A+J-S!F,3+G!F9+=4!E,J !V`UNWV7N#"S!

E(&,9AJ!d1!F9,&4,9!6!MN$$$O!@%F%!0('L)+A=(4!(D!2(>+=4,!:,)D7%'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!%44!].!%>+'!:>=!^$^U"WT7"T`S!

E(&,9AJ !d1!0(95+4!d1!C=L!_!MN$$aO!/([!A(!*+-,!+!9+A!+''=>A,'!A(!>(>+=4,S!H9(59,JJ!=4!],L9( 7HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!

+4'!F=()(5=>+)!HJ.>3=+A9.!V"U"#"W7"#NWS!

E(&,9AJ !d1!l= A(!6!M"^`aO!Y4A,9I9,A+A=(4!(D!),J=(4!,DD,>AJ !(4!J A=*L)+4A!J,)D 7+'*=4=J A9+A=(4S!Y4U!0,A3('J !(D!+JJ,JJ=45!

A3,!9,=4D(9>=45!I9(I,9A=,J!(D!+&LJ,'!'9L5J 1!II!`a7"$VU!:I9=45,9S!

E(&=4J(4! K\1! 6()&! F! M"^^aO! H,9J=JA,4A! JA9L>AL9+)! *('=D=>+A=(4J! =4! 4L>),LJ! +>>L*&, 4J! +4'! I9,D9(4A+) ! >(9A,?!

4,L9(4J !I9('L>,'!&.!I9,G=(LJ !,?I,9=,4>,![=A3!+*I3,A+*=4,S!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!"aU`W^"7`W^aS!

E(&=4J(4!K\1!6()&!F! MN$$WO!:A9L>AL9+)!I)+JA=>=A.!+JJ(>=+A,'![=A3!,?I(JL9,! A(!'9L5J!(D!+&LJ,S!],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!

WaUVV7W#S!

E(''7/,49=>-J!l%1!0>6=4R=,!dC1! C=!K761!0L9I3.! B01!0>F9=',!<B! MN$$NO!2(>+=4,!=J!J,)D7+'*=4=JA,9,'!=4A(! A3,!J3,))!

&LA!4(A!A3,!>(9,!(D!A3,!4L>),LJ!+>>L*&,4J!(D!<=JA+9!9+AJS!B!H3+9*+>()!\?I!K3,9!V$VU"N"#7"NN#S!

E(4!d1!BL9'!E!MN$$TO!K3,v!LIJ !+4'!'([4Jv!(D!J=54+)=45!>+J>+',J!=4!+''=>A=(4S!:>=,4>,!:=54+)=45!N$$TU9,"WS!

E(J,4&+L*!d01!E+J*LJJ,4!:9@1!6(&=)-+ !F6! MN$$^O!K3,!J A9L>AL9,!+4'! DL4>A=(4!(D!@ 7I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9J S!

]+AL9,!WT^UVT#7V#VS!

E(JJ,AA=!lC1!/*+='+4!_1!@,JJ+!@C!M"^^NO!0+9-,'!=43=&=A=(4!(D!*,J()=*&=>!'(I+*=4,!9,),+J,U!+ !>(**(4!D,+AL9,!(D!

,A3+4()1!*(9I3=4,1!>(>+=4,!+4'!+*I3,A+*=4,!+&JA=4,4>,!=4!9+AJ S!\L9!B!H3+9*+>() !NN"UNNa7NVWS!

E.*+9! ;;1! :+JJ,G=)),! E1! CL-! 621! :+'=-(A! %8! MN$$WO! ],L9(5,4,J=J! +4'! J A,9,()(5=>+)! *(9I3(*,A9.! (D!

>+) 9,A=4=47=**L4(9,+>A=G,!@%F%,95=>!=4A,94,L9(4J!(D!A3,!4,(JA9=+AL*S!B!2(*I!],L9() !W#^UVNT7VV^S!

:+D,9!dB1!2+)+95,!2%1!:+D,9!%0!MN$"VO!H9()+>A=4!J,9L*!>(4>,4A9+A=(4J !'L9=45!+9=I=I9+R(),! A9,+A*,4A!=4!.(LA3S! B!

23=)'!%'()!HJ.>3(I!NVUN`N7N`^S!

:>+9J,))=!01!](G=!81!:>3+))*+>3!\1! C=4!E1!F+9+5)=!%1!2()R= !%1!@9= DD(4!]1!2(9J=4=!@o1!:(-()(DD!H1! C,G,4J(4!E1!;(5,)!l1!

0+55=(! E! MN$$"O!dNZdV! d(I+*=4,!E,>,IA(9! /,A,9('=*,9J !\?3=&= A! o4=jL,! 8L4>A=(4+)! H9(I,9A=,J S! B! F=() ! 23,*!

Na#UV$V$`7V$V"WS!



"aV!

!

:,,*+4!H!MN$$NO!%A.I=>+)!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>JU!*,>3+4=J*!(D!+>A=(4S!2+4+'=+4! Q(L94+)!(D!IJ.>3=+A9.!E,GL,!>+4+'=,44,!

',!IJ.>3=+A9=,!WaUNa7V`S!

:,,*+4!H!MN$$TO!%4!LI'+A,!(D!D+JA7(DD!'(I+*=4,!dN!+A.I=>+)!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>JS!%*!B!HJ.>3=+A!"#NU"^`W7+7"^`TS!

:,,*+4!H1!;+4!K() !//!M"^^WO!d(I+*=4,!9,>,IA(9!I3+9*+>()(5.S!K9,4'J !H3+9*+>()!:>=!"TUN#W7Na$S!

:,,*+4!H1!<,=4J3,4-,9!d1!pL=9=(4!E1!:9=G+JA+G+!C61!F3+9'[+Q!:61!@9+4'.!d61!H9,*(4A!EK1!:(A4=-(G+!Kd1!F(-J+!H1!

\)7@3L4'=!0! MN$$TO!d(I+*=4,!JLI,9J,4J= A=G= A.!>(99,)+A,J![=A3!dN/=53!J A+A,J 1!=*I).=45!*+4.!I+A3J! A(!IJ.>3(J=JS!

H9(>,,'=45J !(D!A3,!]+A=(4+)!%>+',*.!(D!:>=,4>,J!(D!A3,!o4=A,'!:A+A,J!(D!%*,9=>+ !"$NUVT"V7VT"`S!

:,) D! d<! MN$$WO! E,5L)+A=(4! (D! '9L57A+-=45! +4'! 7J,,-=45! &,3+G=(9J! &.! 4,L9(+'+IA+A=(4J! =4! A3,! *,J()=*&=>!

'(I+*=4,!J.JA,*S!],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!Wa1!:LII),*,4A!"UNWN7NTTS!

:3+I=9(!d%1!E,4(>-!:1!%99=45A(4!\1!23=('(!C%1!C=L!C7e1!:=&),.!dE1!E(A3!FC1!0+=)*+4!E!MN$$VO!%9=I=I9+R(),1!+ !4(G,)!

+A.I=>+)!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!'9L5![=A3!+!L4=jL,!+4'!9(&LJA!I3+9*+>()(5.S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() S!

:3,45!01!K3(*IJ(4!0%1!@9,,4&,95!0\!M"^^"O!2E\FU!+ !2+ !MNsO79,5L)+A,'!A9+4J>9=IA=(4!D+>A(9!I3(JI3(9.)+A,'!&.!

>+)*('L)=47',I,4',4A!-=4+J,JS!:>=,4>,!NTNU"WNa7"WV$S!

7%99,JA=47*,'=+A,'! 9,>,IA(9! A9+DD=>-=45! +4'! J=54+)! A9+4J'L>A=(4S! K9,4'J!

H3+9*+>() !:>= !VNUTN"7TVVS!

:=&),.!dE!M"^^^O!]\<!Y]:Y@/K:!Y]KP!dPH%0Y]\E@Y2!E\2\HKPE!8o]2KYP]!o:Y]@!%]KY:\]:\!%]d!@\]\KY2%CC_!

%CK\E\d!%]Y0%C:!"S!%44L!E,G!H3+9*+>() !V^UV"V7VW"S!

:=*IJ(4!B1!<+45!B1!0>@=4A.!B!M"^^TO!E,I,+A,'!+*I3,A+*=4,!+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!=4'L>,J!+ !I9()(45,'!+L5*,4A+A=(4!(D!

I3(JI3(9.)+A,'! >.>)+J,! 9,JI(4J,! ,),*,4A7&=4'=45! I9(A,=4! +4'! 8(J79,)+A,'! +4A=5,4! =**L4(9,+>A=G= A.! =4! 9+A!

J A9=+AL*S!],L9(J>=,4>,!#^UWW"7WTaS!

:(!2/1!;+953,J,!@1!2L9),.!6B1!6(45!001!%)=Q+4=+9+*!01! B=!e1!]5L.,4!K1!Pmd(['!F81!@,(95,!:E!MN$$TO!d"!+4'!dN!

'(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9J! D(9*! 3,A,9(()=5(*,9J !+4'! >(=4A,94+)=R,!+DA,9! J,),>A=G,!+>A=G+A=(4! (D!,= A3,9! 9,>,IA(9S! 0()!

H3+9*+>() !#`UT#`7Ta`S!

:(!2/1!;,9*+!;1!%)= Q+4=+9+*!01!23,45!E1!E+J3='!%B1!Pmd(['!F81!@,(95,!:E!MN$$^O!2+)>=L*!:=54+)=45!&.!d(I+*=4,!

dT!E,>,IA(9!+4'! dT7dN! E,>,IA(9!/,A,9(7P)=5(*,9J! P>>L9J!&.!+! 0,>3+4=J*! d=JA=4>A! D9(*! K3+A! D(9!d(I+*=4,!

d"7dN!E,>,IA(9!/,A,9(7P)=5(*,9J S!0() !H3+9*+>()!aTU`WV7`TWS!

:A9=I)=4! 2d1! 6+)=G+J! H<! M"^^VO! E(&LJA4,JJ! (D! @! I9(A,=4! >3+45,J ! =4! >(>+=4,! J,4J= A=R+A=(4! J3([4! [=A3!

=**L4(&)(AA=45S!:.4+IJ,!"WU"$7"TS!

:L9*,=,9!dB1!2+99=))(7E,='!C1!F+95+J!B!MN$""O!d(I+*=4,95=>!*('L)+A=(4!(D!J A9=+A+) !4,L9(4J1!>= 9>L=AJ 1!+4'!+JJ,*&)=,JS!

],L9(J>=,4>,!"^`UV7"`S!

:L9*,=,9!dB1!:(45!<7B1!_+4!l!M"^^#O!2((9'=4+A,'!,?I9,JJ=(4!(D!'(I+*=4,! 9,>,IA(9J !=4!4,(JA9=+A+)!*,'=L*!JI=4.!

4,L9(4J S!K3,!B(L94+) !(D!4,L9(J>=,4>,!"#U#Ta^7#T^"S!

K+'(9= !_1!8(9&,J !E%1!0>pL+',!Ed1!6=-L>3=!K! MN$$^O!E,>,IA(9! 9,J,9G,7',I,4',4A!I9(I,9A=,J !(D!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>J!+A!

3L*+4!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9JS!\L9!B!H3+9*+>()!#$aUVT7W$S!



!

"aW!

!

K+'(9= !_1!8(9&,J!E%1!0>pL+',!Ed1!6=-L>3= !K!MN$""O!8L4>A=(4+) !I(A,4>=,J !(D!'(I+*=4,!+5(4=JAJ !+4'!+4A+5(4=J AJ!+A!

3L*+4!'(I+*=4,!dN!+4'!dV!9,>,IA(9J S!\L9!B!H3+9*+>()!###UWV7TNS!

K+'(9= !_1!8(9&,J! E%1! 0>pL+',! Ed1! 6=-L>3= !K! MN$""O! Y4! G= A9(!I3+9*+>()(5.!(D!+9=I=I9+R(),1! =AJ !*, A+&()=A,!+4'!

,?I,9=*,4A+)!'(I+*=4,!I+9A=+)!+5(4=JAJ !+A!3L*+4!'(I+*=4,!dN!+4'!dV!9,>,IA(9J S!\L9!B!H3+9*+>() !##`UVTT7V#TS!

K+**=45+!2!MN$$NO!H+9A=+)!'(I+*=4,!+5(4=JAJ !=4!A3,!A9,+A*,4A!(D!IJ.>3(J=JS!B!],L9+)!K9+4J*!"$^UW""7WN$S!

K,)+45!8<1!;()-([!]d1!C,G.!%1!C(5+4!B1!8([),9!B:1!8,)',9!21!<(45!21!<+45!@w!M"^^^O!d=JA9=&LA=(4!(D!A9+>,9!),G,)J!

(D!>(>+=4,!=4!A3,!3L*+4!&9+=4!+J!+JJ,JJ,'![=A3!+G,9+5,'!q""2r!>(>+=4,!=*+5,J S!:.4+IJ,!V"UN^$7N^#S!

K,9[=))=5,9! El1! F,= A4,97B(34J(4!d1! :,G+9=4(! 6%1! 29+=4! :01! ],JA),9! \B! M"^^"O! %!5,4,9+) ! 9(),! D(9!+'+IA+A=(4J ! =4!

@7I9(A,=4J!+4'! A3,! >.>)=>! %0H!J.JA,*! =4! *,'=+A=45! A3,! >39(4=>!+>A=(4J!(D!*(9I3=4,!+4'! >(>+=4,! (4! 4,L9(4+)!

DL4>A=(4S!F9+=4!E,J!TW`U"$$7""$S!

K3(*+J!0B1!F,L99=,9!21!F(4>= !%1!0+),4-+!E2! MN$$"O!C(457A,9*!',I9,JJ=(4!=4! A3,!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4JU!+ !4,L9+)!

>(99,)+A,!(D!&,3+G=(9+)!J,4J=A= R+A=(4!A(!>(>+=4,S!]+A!],L9(J>= !WU"N"a7"NNVS!

K3(*J,4!01!2+=4,!:F!MN$$aO!Y4A9+G,4(LJ!'9L5!J,)D7+'*=4=J A9+A=(4!=4!*=>,U!I9+>A=>+)! >(4J=',9+A=(4J S!F,3+G!@,4,A!

VaU"$"7""`S!

K= DD+4.!:K! M"^^$O!%!>(54=A=G,!*(',) !(D!'9L5!L95,J!+4'!'9L57LJ,!&,3+G=(9U! 9(),!(D!+LA(*+A=>!+4'!4(4+LA(*+A=>!

I9(>,JJ,JS!HJ.>3()!E,G!^aU"WaS!

KL95,(4!:01!H())+>-!%\1!8=4-!B:!M"^^aO!\43+4>,'!2E\F!I3(JI3(9.)+A=(4!+4'!>3+45,J !=4!>78(J!+4'!8E%!,?I9,JJ=(4!

=4!JA9=+AL*!+>>(*I+4.!+*I3,A+*=4,!J,4J= A=R+A=(4S!F9+=4!E,J!aW^U"N$7"N#S!

KLA,Q+ !]!MN$$^O!:=54+)=45!A39(L53!@!I9(A,=4!>(LI),'!9,>,IA(9JS!H)+4A!:=54+)!F,3+G!WU^WN7^WaS!

o4A,9[+)'!\01!2(?!F01!69,,-!0B1!2(A,!K\1!YR,4[+JJ,9!:! M"^^VO!239(4=>! 9,I,+A,'!>(>+=4,!+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!+)A,9J!

&+J+)!+4'!(I=(='79,5L)+A,'!+',4.).) !>.>)+J,!+>A=G= A.S!:.4+IJ,!"TUVV7V`S!

oJ=,))(!%1!F+=-! B7/1!E(L5X7H(4A!8(1!H=>,AA=!E1!d=,9=>3!%,1!C,0,L9!01!H=+RR+!H;1!F(99,))=!\! MN$$$O!d=JA=4>A!DL4>A=(4J!

(D!A3,!A[(!=J(D(9*J!(D!'(I+*=4,!dN!9,>,IA(9J S!]+AL9,!W$`U"^^7N$VS!

;+) Q,4A!\1!F,9A9+47@(4R+),R! B1!/,9GXd1!8=J(4,!@1!@=9+L) A! B7%!MN$$^O!C((-=45!F%2!+A!JA9=+A+)!J=54+)=45U!>,)) 7JI,>=D=>!

+4+).J=J!=4!4,[!A9+4J5,4=>!*=>,S!K9,4'J!],L9(J>=!VNUTV`7TWaS!

;=J>3,9! /81!<+AAJ ! %P1! ]=Q*,= Q,9!:1! C,L9J! E! MN$""O! @! I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9JU! [+)-=45!3+4'7=473+4'1! A+)-=45!

3+4'7=473+4'f!F9= A!B!H3+9*+>()!"#VUNW#7N#$S!

;()-([! ]1! 8([),9! B1!<+45! @1!F+),9!E1! K,)+45!8! MN$$^O! Y*+5=45!'(I+*=4,mJ! 9(),! =4!'9L5!+&LJ,!+4'!+''=>A=(4S!

],L9(I3+9*+>()(5.!T#UV7`S!

;()-([!]d1!<+45!@7B1!8=J>3*+4!0<1!8() A=4!E1!8([),9!B:1!89+4>,J>3=!d1!89+4>,J>3=!01!C(5+4!B1!@+A),.!:B1!<(45!2!

MN$$$O!\DD,>AJ!(D! 9(LA,!(D!+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!(4!>(>+=4,!=4'L>,'!'(I+*=4,! A9+4JI(9A,9!&)(>-+',!=4! A3,!3L*+4!&9+=4S!

C=D,!:>= !#aU"T$a7"T"TS!

<+)'G(5,)!/B1!F=))=4A(4!%1!<3=A,! B/1!\*J(4!H21!8+L))!EC0!MN$$WO!2(*I+9+A=G,!>,))L)+9!'=JA9=&LA=(4!(D!@%F%%!+4'!



"aT!

!

@%F%%! 9,>,IA(91!+4'! A3,! @%F%FE"!+4'! @%F%FEN! 9,>,IA(9!JL&L4=AJS! K3,! B(L94+)! (D! 2(*I+9+A=G,! ],L9()(5.!

Wa$UVV^7VT#S!

<,=JJ !81!0+9-(L!%1!C(9+45!0K1!6((&!@8!M"^^NO!F+J+)!,?A9+>,))L)+9!'(I+*=4,!),G,)J !=4!A3,!4L>),LJ !+>>L*&,4J !+9,!

',>9,+J,'!'L9=45!>(>+=4,![=A3'9+[+) !+DA,9!L4)=*=A,'7+>>,JJ!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4S!F9+=4!E,J!T^VUV"W7V"`S!

<,JA,9=4-!F1!d,!;9=,J! B!M"^`^O!P4! A3,!*,>3+4=J*!(D!4,L9(),IA=>!=4'L>,'!=4>9,+J,!=4!J A9=+A+) !'(I+*=4,! 9,),+J,U!

&9+=4!'=+).J=J!I9(G=',J !'= 9,>A!,G=',4>,!D(9!*,'=+A=(4!&.!+LA(9,>,IA(9J!)(>+)=R,'!(4!4,9G,!A,9*=4+)JS!],L9(J>= !C,AA!

^^U"^a7N$NS!

<3=A,! B/1!<=J,!%1!0+=4!0B1!@9,,4!%1!89+J,9!]B1!d=J4,.!@/1!F+94,J!%%1!\*J(4!H1!8((9'!:01!0+9J3+))!8/! M"^^`O!

/,A,9('=*,9=R+A=(4!=J !9,jL=9,'!D(9!A3,!D(9*+A=(4!(D!+ !DL4>A=(4+)!@%F%F!9,>,IA(9S!]+AL9,!V^#U#a^7#`NS!

<=))=+*J!E<1!/,99LI!6!M"^``O!K3,!>(4A9()!(D!4,L9(4!4L*&,9S!%44L!E,G!],L9(J>= !""UWNV7WTVS!

<=))4,9! H! M"^^aO! K3,! *,J()=*&=>! '(I+*=4,! J.JA,*! +J! + ! A+95,A! D(9! 9+I='! +4A=',I9,JJ+4A! +>A=(4S! Y4A! 2)=4!

HJ.>3(I3+9*!"NU:a7"WS!

<=)J(4!21!23+45!/1!6= A+= !:!M"^^$O!8= 9=45!I+AA,94J !+4'!J.4+IA=>!I(A,4A=+)J!(D!=',4A= D=,'!5=+4A!+JI=4.!=4A,94,L9(4J !=4!

A3,!9+A!4,(JA9=+AL*S!K3,!B(L94+)!(D!],L9(J>=,4>,!"$UT$`7T"^S!

<=9AJ3+DA,9!d1!:3,II+9'!%2! MN$$"O!C(>+)=R+A=(4!(D!@%F%F!9,>,IA(9J!=4!*='&9+=4!*(4(+*=4,!>(4A+=4=45!4,L9(4J!

=4!A3,!9+AS!F9+=4!E,J !FL))!T#U"7TS!

<=J,!E1! 0L99+.! %1! F(R+9A3! 0%! M"^^$O!F9(*(>9=IA=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!+4'!&9(*(>9=IA=4,79,=4JA+A,*,4A!(D!

>(>+=4,7A9+=4,'!+4'!3,9(=47A9+=4,'!),G,9!I9,JJ=45!=4!9+AJ S!HJ.>3(I3+9*+>()(5.!"$$UVTT7V#$S!

<=J,! E%! MN$$^O!E(),J! D(9!4=59(JA9=+A+)774(A! QLJA! *,J(>(9A=>()=*&=>77'(I+*=4,! =4! 9,[+9'!+4'!+''=>A=(4S! K9,4'J!

],L9(J>= !VNUT"a7TNWS!

<9=53A!F%1!<+A,9J!2/!MN$"VO!2(4A=4L(LJ!'(I+*=4,95=>!',)=G,9.! A(!*=4=*=R,!*(A(9!>(*I)=>+A=(4J !=4!H+9-=4J(4 J!

'=J,+J,S!\?I,9A!E,G=,[!(D!],L9(A3,9+I,LA=>J!"VUa"^7aN^S!

<L!B21!F,))!61!]+Q+D=!%1!<='*+9-!21!6,+A(9!d1!K+45!21!6),=4!\1!FL44,.!F@1!8+))(4! B1!FL44,.!<\! M"^^aO!d,>9,+J=45!

J A9=+A+)!#78dPH%!LIA+-,![=A3!=4>9,+J=45!'L9+A=(4!(D!>(>+=4,![=A3'9+[+)S!],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>() !"aUW$N7W$^S!

<L!e1!0>0L99+.!2K!MN$$"O!2+)*('L)=4!-=4+J,!YY!+AA,4L+A=(4!(D!5,4,! A9+4J>9=IA=(4!&.!I9,G,4A=45!>%0H!9,JI(4J,!

,),*,4A7&=4'=45! I9(A,=4! M2E\FO! '=*,9=R+A=(4! +4'! &=4'=45! (D! A3,! 2E\F7&=4'=45! I9(A,=4S! B! F=() ! 23,*!

Na#U"aVT7"aW"S!

<.'9+ !61!@(),*&=([J-+!61!l+4=,[J-+!01!6+*= J-+ !61!8,99+9(!C1!8L?,!61!8=)=I!0x! MN$"VO!%>>L*&+) !+4'!I+))='+)!

'(I+*=4,1!5)LA+*+A,!+4'!@%F%!(G,9D)([!'L9=45!>(>+=4,!J,)D7+'*=4=JA9+A=(4!+4'!= AJ !,?A=4>A=(4!=4!9+AJ S!%''=>A!F=()!

"`UV$a7VNWS!

eL!01!/L!e7K1!2((I,9!d21!0(9+A+))+!E1!@9+.&=,)!%01!<3=A,!8B1!K(4,5+[+!:!M"^^WO!\)=*=4+A=(4!(D!>(>+=4,7=4'L>,'!

3.I,9+>A=G= A.!+4'! '(I+*=4,7*,'=+A,'!4,L9(I3.J=()(5=>+)!,DD,>AJ ! =4!'(I+*=4,! d"! 9,>,IA(9! *LA+4A! *=>,S! 2,))!

a^U^WT7^TTS!

_+45!<1!e=+!:7/! MN$$#O!0,>3+4=J*J !(D! 9,5L)+A=(4!+4'! DL4>A=(4!(D!@7I9(A,=47>(LI),'! 9,>,IA(9!-=4+J,JS!<(9)'! B!



!

"a#!

!

@+JA9(,4A,9(!"NUaaTVS!

_(-(=!81!@9u4',9!@1!F=R=,9,!61!:A,I3+4,!01!d(5+4!%:1!d+44+)J !E81!E+G,9A!/1!:L9= !%1!F9+*,9!:1!<(45!d8! MN$$NO!

d(I+*=4,!dN!+4'!dV! 9,>,IA(9! (>>LI+4>.! =4! 4(9*+)!3L*+4J! A9,+A,'![=A3! A3,!+4A=IJ.>3(A=>!'9L5!+9=I=I9+R(),!

MPH2! "WT^aOU! + ! J AL'.! LJ=45! I(J=A9(4! ,*=JJ=(4! A(*(59+I3.! +4'! q""2r! 9+>)(I9=',S! ],L9(IJ.>3(I3+9*+>()!

NaUNW`7NT^S!


